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ABSTRÄCT OF THESIS

success in the retairing industry is rargery dependent upon the
extent to which merchandise offered is matched wíth consumer

demands. Human judgement is criticat in this process. First
the targeted consumer must be identified and then the
appropriate merchandise purchased so that corporate objectíves
are achieved. The setection of merchandise and its subsequent
control is therefore critical.

This Thesis concentrates on two merchandising systems that
retailers use to purchase and contror merchandise. These are
the open-To-Buy system and the Retail- rnventory Method. The

Open-To-Buy system controls the purchase of merchandise while
the Retaír rnventory Method is used to value crosing stocks.
The najor objective of this Thesis is to assess whether the
open-To-Buy system allows staff to attain set performance
objectives and whether the Retail rnventory Method accurately
measures performance outcomes under all conditions.

The usage of these systems in Australian departnent stores is
first established. A case study approach is then used so that
the fourteen hypotheses can be comprehensivery tested.

The research indicates that the existing open-To-Buy system
does not arlow performance to be maximised. Further, it is
found that both the open-To-Buy system and the Retail rnventory
Method need to be amended if accurate emproyee performance
appraisal is to occur. The Thesis concludes with
recommendations for change.
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Clrapter One

fntroduction

The retailing industry, with over i-.5 nillion employed, or
20.42 of the total workforce, is the largest employer in
Australia. In 1988, this industry had sales in excess of çSO

billion, thus confirming its ímportance to the national
economy. These sales $/ere generated by many types of retailing
institutions including specíalty stores, supermarkets
department stores, chain stores, and mail order outlets.

A retailer is defined as any business that sells goods or
services to final consumers. Final consumers are those that
intend to use the purchased goods for their ohrn consumption.
Compared to other industry sectors, retailers do not add

further varue to inventory purchased before it is resord. They

purchase merchandise from manufacturers and wholesaLers, store
it and then náke it available to consumers in convenient
Iocations. Gross profits are derived from the difference
between original purchase price and the resale price.

1.1 The Nature of Retailing

The leve1 of success enjoyed ín the retailing industry is
largely dependent upon the extent to which products offered are
matched with consumer demands. A retaiter therefore needs to
have a clear understanding of the consumer profile being
targeted if success is Èo be attained. Once the targeted
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consumer is identified, the selection of the merchandise to be

offered for sale becomes critically important since it is the

correct matching of merchandise with consumer needs that
generates sales and profit.

A critical element in this natching process is human judgement.

Staff need to identify the needs of the targeted consumers and

then manage the merchandise offered accordingly. This

management of merchandise requires a series of interrelated
decisions. These include decj.sions retating to Èhe purchase of

ihventory, the setting of inventory holding Ìevels, and pricing
policies. It is because of the demands imbedded in this
decision-rnaking process that it has been suggested that
retailing requires greater survival skilIs than those needed

for any other business enterprise (Lewison and De Lozier,
r_e86 ) .

I.2 Objectives of this Thesis

Because of the need Èo match consumer demands v¡ith merchandise

offered, the most significant tangiblè asset held by retailers
is inventory. As indicated above, the object,ive of holding
this asset is to sell it at a price that exceeds its original
cost, recovers att associated o¡)erating expenses, and makes a

profit. The selection of merchandise and its ''subsequent

control is critical if this objective is to be met. Control is
often exercised over merchandíse decision-making even before

invenÈories are purchased. A systern frequently used in this
context ís the Open-To-Buy (OTB) system. The objective of this
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system is the control of purchases so that corporate
profitability objectives are met and consumer needs satisfied.
As irnplied, open-to-buy is the value of new stock that may be

ordered in a specified period without the purchases budget

being exceeded.

It is suggested that the use of suçh control systems wiII not
guarantee that retailers' objectives wilt be attained. This is
because judgernent must be exercised in the selection of
merchandise (range and quanÈity) and then in its subsequent

control. This requires not only technicaL competence but also

motivation to service the needs of consumers and to ultimately
attain performance gbjectives. It is thus important that
whatever merchandise control systems are adopted by a retailer,
these must provide notivaÈion for staff to perform at the

highest level of their ability.

In addition to usj-ng the oTB system to control the purchasing

of inventory, it is a common practice for retailers to value

closing stocks by using the Retail Method of inventory
valuation (RIM). This nethod involves the discounting of
retail values attaching to closing stocks in order to translate
them to a cost basis. By using this information, gross profits
can be readily calculated and timely performance feedback

provided to staff.

The measure of profit and, more importantly, purchasing

decisions that have the capacity to impact significantly on

profit, are heavily influenced by the OTB and the RIM. This
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Thesis investigates the efficiency of this control system and

the accuracy of this inventory method. Both potentially impact

on the efficient allocation of resources and the rnotivation of
staff. Specifically, the rnajor objective of this research is
to assess whether the OTB system aLlows staff to attain set
performance objectives and whether use of the RIM results in
performance outcomes being accurately measured under all
conditions.

This study is significant because it concentrates on the two

essential ingredients of successful retailing - inventory and

staff motivation. If control systems and methods of
measurement are shown to be inappropriate for the task at hand,

it can be expected that over time staff will become

demotívated. As a result, one of the essential ingredients of
successful trading will be lost.

Somewhat surprisingly, there is little evidence of any prior
published research on thís significant topic. The papers that
have been written tend to be largely descriptive, and

concentrate on the strengths and weaknesses of the system or
method under study. One possible explanation for this
situation is that comprehensive studies are g'enera11y dependent

on access to relevant corporate data. Because such data must

incrude intricate details of corporate sales and profits, it is
usually reqarded as strictly confidential by cornpanies.

consequentry, the information is very diffícurt to obtain for
research purposes.
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1.3 liethodology

Because there is no formal evidence of the extent of usage of
both the OTB and the RIM by Australian retailers, the enpirical
research in this Thesis will commence with a survey of all
Australian department stores. Information will be sought on

budget,ing practices currently used together with details of
performance indicators that generate financial rewards for
retailing staff. This survey witl be important to the study

since the information acquired wilI confirm the relevance of
the research objectives to the retailing industry.

Since the research depends on access to data normally

classified as confidential, and given the volume of data that
needs to be analysed, a case study approach will be used. Thís

approach will enable a comprehensive study to be undertaken

that will concentrate on the tradíng results of one company

over a period of tine. Because of the standardisation of
systems nethodology in the retailing industry in terms of the

OTB and RIM, it is nost likely that the results found for this
one organisation will be applicable to others in the industry.

With a view to obtaíning the necessary data for the study,

approaches hrere made to three companies. AII companies were

classified as department store operators and employed over 1000

peopte. Each used over 100 different sales departments, traded

through stores at a number of different sites, and used both

the OTB and the RIM. One company agreed to assist by providing
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the necessary inf ormation on the condition that, in its ra\^/

form, the data remained strictly confidential. This agreement

hras reached with the Merchandise Director of the conpany. He

adrnitted that the reason for supplying the data was because of

his concern that, in his company, neither the OTB nor the RIM

r¡/ere generating accurate informatj-on in aIl situations.

The research will be based on over 3000 pages of summary data

supplied by the company. Examples of this data are included in
Appendix I. Initially, the data will be analysed to ascertain

those variables in the OTB formula that signiticantly affect
the attainment of sales or profit objectives. These variables
include opening. stock levels, purchases, and closing stocks.

Statistical processes including measures of dispersion, T-

Tests, and the Mann-Whitney test will be used in this analysis.

L.4 Expected outcomes of the Research

An expected outcome of the research is the finding that the oTB

model does not altow retail staff to attain performance

objectives in all circumstances. hlhile it is possible that
this outcome will not apply consistently to all major

categories of nerchandíse, it is expected that evidence will be

found that the system cannot be rrall things to all peoplerr.

The analysis of the RIM is expected to provide evidence that
the performance of staff is being incorrectly measúred. This

outcome, if significant, could show that bonus payments to
staff are calculated on an incorrect basis. Also, such a
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scenario could be sho!'/n to have a significant impact on limits
established for the purchase of new inventory. This would,

therefore, irnpact on the spending capacity of the company and

so could potentially reduce corporate profitability. Given the

Ievel of investment in retail merchandise in Australia, such a

conclusion would cause significant concern for both retailing
ernployees and employers.

f- .5 Scope of Tlresis

As stated earlier, this Thesis examines the effect of the

application of both Èhe OTB system and the RIM on the accuracy

of the performance measurement of retail staff. White

quantitative issues witt be addressed, qualitative or
behavioural issues will not. Sinitarly, while the
recommendations may need to include statements on the
desirability of improved forecasting within the oTB model,

determination of the specific forecasting rnethodology is
considered a topic in itself and therefore beyond the scope of
this research.

1.6 Organisation of Thesis

In general, the Thesis is structured in a manner that covers a

revíew of the relevant literature (Chapters Two and Three), an

analysis of the empirical data (Chapters Four to Ten), and

finalty the concl-usions and recommendations that arise from the

analysis undertaken in previous Chapters.
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In more detail, in Chapter Two the wider issue of budgetary
control systems will be discussed. It is not intended that
this Chapter be an exhaustive review of the literature, but
rather one that sets a framework for the more specific
discussion on retailing that follows in Chapter Three. Issues
to be discussed include budgeting, measurement of actual
performance, issues of performance appraisal, and a review of
other reasons for the use of the budget,ary process.

This discussion will be extended in Chapter Three to examine

budgetary control systems in the context of a retail departnent
sÈore. Initially, both cost and merchandise control systems

will be defined, but the examination then narrov¡s to a

comprehensive overview of merchandise control systems.

Included is an analysís of the OTB system as a sub-set of the
total system. The methods for valuing inventory in retailing
operations are also examined as is the RIM. Finally, arguments

will be presented as to why a linkage of the OTB and the RIM

rnay hinder accurate performance appraisal.

In Chapter Four the empirical work undertaken to establish the
use of the OTB and the RIM in Àustralia is summarised. In
addition, âD attempt is made to identify the performance

variabl-es attracting bonus remuneration in the retailing
industry.

The case study is introduced in chapter Five. rn this chapter
both the internal and external environment facing the case

company are analysed. The chapter concludes with a statement
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of the Hypotheses to be tested in the remainder of the research

programme.

The OTB system is the focus of Chapters Six and Seven.

SpecifÍca1ly, the issue of whether this system inpedes sales or

profit rnaximisation is examined together with the possible
effect on employee performance appraisal.

Chapter Eight summarises the results of the earlier two

Chapters and then analyses the total effect on employee

performance appraisal. In particular, the effect on

performance bonuses is estirnated. The Chapter concludes with a

discussion of what changes need to be made to the OTB modef if
sales or profit maxinisation is to occur.

Chapters Nine and Ten discuss the RIM and in particular the
treatment of markdowns. The effects on performance appraisal
arising from sharp increases in intake rates are also analysed,

together with problems arising from the weighted averaging

included in the model. From this analysis, a total adjustrnent

to gross profit, by department, is derived. This is then

extrapolated, again by department, to assess the estirnated

impact on bonus payments to staff. Chapter l-0 concludes with
an assessment of the possibl-e effect on performance appraisal
if both the OTB and RIM are used in a linked manner.

Finally, in Chapter Eleven, the major conclusions arising from

this Thesis are díscussed and suggested changes to current
practice identified for both the OTB system and the RIM model,
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if accurate employee performance appraisal is to occur. The

result should be a set of recommendations that has the
potential to improve significantly the performance of retailers
not only in Australia, but internationally.
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Chapter Ttuo

Budgetary Control Systems - An Overview

2.L Introduction

The objective of this Chapter is to provide an overview of
corporate budgetary control systems. It is not an exhaustive
study of the literature available as such a study is beyond the
scope of this thesis. This overvíew is, however, essential to
a thorough analysis of the open-to-buy (OTB) system and its
interaction with the RIM since this system can only meet its
objectives within the all embracing environment of a corporaÈe

budgetary control system.

This Chapter conmences with a discussion of Èhe various
concepts of budgetary control systems. ft then proceeds to
describe the structural- alternatives of such sysÈems and to
set the scene for the balance of this and following Chapters.
White this Chapter concentrates on providing a general overview
of budgetíng, a detailed discussion of budgeting in retail
department stores occurs in Chapter Three.

2.2 Defínitions of Control and Budgetary Control Systems

Control has been defined by Hofstede (L967, p.11) as rra process

by which one element (person, group, machine, instítution, or
norm) intentionally affects the actions of another elementrr.

Horngren (1984, p.5) applied this notion of control to
budgetary control systems when he defined these as ttthe
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implementation of budget plans and the use of feedback so that
objectives are optinatly obtainedtr.

À budgetary control system is thus a monitoring mechanism

within the organisational conÈext. It involves the continual
comparison of actual performance with previously prepared plans
which may lead to corrective action being taken where necessary
(Buckley and McKenna, L972). It has been argued by Flanho1tz
(L983) that this monitoring mechanism is an inevitable feature
of all human organisations, since there is often a lack of goal

congruence between employee and employer. There is often,
therefore, a need to direct human effort towards the attainment
of corporate goals

2.2.L Open and Closed Systems of Budgetary Control

Budgetary control systems may be defined as either open or
closed systems. A closed system focuses prinarily on the
internal organisation. It, is typified by responsibility
centres, in a company, acting in an autonomous manner, with
little initiat regard for how their actions may affect other
responsibility centres or indeed the wider environment, (Ànsari,
1979). This type of system is based on the premise that the
mânager is an authority figure wiÈhin his or her own

responsibifity centre (Horngren, Lggi). It works on the
principle of giving feedback to staff when actual events differ
from the budgeted variables. Such a system is therefore
selfish to each particular responsibility centre in an

organisatíon and so ignores, to a major extent, causes and.
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effects that may occur between responsibility centres. rt is
this model that is most frequently described in the management

literature.

In contrast, the open system seeks Èo recognise that each

responsibility centre operates within a wider organisational
environment (Ansari I L979). It attempts to generate a
situation that assists global rather than specific
responsibility centre problem solving. This objective is
promulgated on the assurnption that global decision makíng will
generally benefit an organisation to a greater extent than
those systems not including other environmental considerations
(Hayes, L977). The characteristics of this system differ from
those of the closed system prirnarily in the computation,
reporting, and analysing of variances. Although the nature and

significance of variances are calculated by this system, the
objective in the analysis is to identify all causes of
variances determined, whether internal or external to the
responsibility centre under appraisal. rt is the outpuÈ from
such anarysis that provides the basis for probl-em sorving and

appraisal of performance.

A budgetary control system, hohrever, may be a mixture of an

open or closed system (Rosenweig, 1,924). The degree of mix
often depends on what is appropriate for the circumstances
together with the operational level in which the control system

is posiÈioned. For example, it could be expected that a

control system operating at the lower 1evel of an

organisational structure would be more biased towards ã closed
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system. The reason for this would be that, ât this ÌeveI,

influences from the wider environment hlould be minimal since it
is argued these wouLd occur at higher levels in the

organisation.

This Chapter concentrates on the closed system approach as it
is this system that is characterised in the OTB nodel and other

retailing management control systems. Although this is correct

for the t'traditionalrr OTB model-, it is argued some features of

the open systems rnodel should be adopted thus naxinising the

potential benefits from the use of the system. A díscussion of

Èhese possibilities occurs later in the Thesis in Chapters

I and 1-1

2.2.2 Structure of Budgetary Control Systems

The structure of a budgetary control system often differs
considerably between companies. For examPle, systems operated

in decentralj-sed companies may be more sophisticated than

systems with similar objectives in centralised company

structures. Also, differences may exist in terms of system

formalisation, user friendliness, and corporate objectives.

Bruns and Waterhouse (L975) established that managers in a

highly structured (decentralised) company hlere more satisfied
with budgetary activities than their counterparÈs in less

structured organisations. This satisfaction level was deemed

to stem from the perceived benefits that flow from the control
systems in use, perhaps because operating managers ín
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decentralised companies are more involved in rnaking decisions

and setting objectives. AIso, in this situation it is likel-y
that a reasonable level of priority may be given to the

continual refinernent of operational control systems.

Although differences occur in the degree of structural
forrnality between comparative management control systems, Welsh

(l-988) has argued that much of a budgetary control system

structure should be formalised. The reasons he gave for this
are:

i)

ii)

iii )

iv)

an effective control function cannot exist on a random

basis buÈ rather needs to be systematic, consistent, and

Iogical;
the .control system must be as stabte as possible Èo

enable managers to have confi'dence in the system itself;
to enable effective communicatj-on by the system,

formalisation of certain objectives, policies, and

procedures is essential;
for timely feedback to users, deadlines need Èo be

esÈablished for output from the system.

û{hile Welsh (l-988) has argued for formalisatíon within these

systems, he has also argued that this should not extend to aII
parts. He reasoned that, if this is done, there is a

possibility that inflexibility will engulf the system, and the

potential benefits arising from the use of such systems will be

eroded through lack of sysÈem effectiveness.
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As Otley (L978) has commented, a critical factor in the success

of a budgetary control system is the extent to which the

structure is rruser friendlyrr, sínce a system is only as good as

the action taken in response to the output derived. To

generate positive action from the use of such systems, the

structure needs t,o be capable of gaining and holding strong

support from the controlling and the controlled management of a

company. obviously, for this to be achieved, management needs

to have confidence in the output and, as important, accept the

sysÈem as a tool that assists the neeting of budgetary

objectives. If these elements are not present, then it would

be considered that the cost of running the system, in both ti¡ne

and money, would outweigh any benefits Èhat may be derived from

responses to output g"r,"ràt"d from the system (Drury, 1988).

Buckley and McKenna (L972) have also suggested that a budgetary

control system must be structured in such a way as to assist a

company to attain its corporate objectives. In other vrords,

such a system must be designed as a tool to aid management to
att,ain goals. Although these goals may be of a short or long

Èerm nature, in the final analysis any control system must form

part of a structure Èhat will enable long term objectives to be

met. However, this does not mean that once a system has been

designed it should not be altered. Obviously, any system must

be open to change as corporate objectives vary.

If budgetary control systems across companies are compared, it
will be found that differences will occur and these wiII be

caused by differing corporate objectives. l{hile traditionally,
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one of the schools of economic thought has described corporate
objectives in terms of profit maximisation (cap1in, L97L),

there is certainly no universal agreement that profit,
maximisation is the only valid objective. other suggestions

include maximisation of corporate wealth, corporate survival,
sales maximisation, saÈisf icing prof it l-evel-s, and the
maximisation of management wealth (Buckley and McKenna, L972).

There is also evidence that companies may strive for two

different non-conflicting objectives concurrently (Baumol,

L959). Further evidence of this was generated when Australian
retailers r^rere surveyed as part of this research. These

results are reported in Chapter Four.

2.3 Characteristics of Budgetary Control Systems

Generally, the principal activities within a budgetary control
system are considered to be:

i) the preparation of budgets;
ii) the measurement of actual performancei

iií) the comparíson of budget plans with actual performance

and the subsequent derivation of variancesi
iv) gaining feedback for the purposes of takinçf corrective

operational action together with the evaluation of
personnel performance.

These chacteristics have been used by Flarnholtz (1983) to
distinguish between four levels of control in corporate
activity. He argued that first leve1 control exists only in
those situations where actual performance is measured. Second

l-evel control extends the notion of the first level by adding
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to it any one of the oÈher activities listed above. Third
Ieve1 control consists of the measurement of actual performance

ptus any two other acÈivities while fourth level control is the
combination of all of the above activities. As the fourth
Ievel system is generally considered to be the ideal budgetary

control syst,em, in the management accounting and retailing
Iiterature (see for example, Anthony and Dearden, 1-988;

Horngren I L987; Huth, L982), it will now be discussed in more

detail.

2.4 Tlre Budgetary Process

The budgetary process normally affects the whole organisation.
It involves the preparation of the sub-budgets foLlowed by the
integration of these into a master budget. The process is
often coordinated by a budget commíttee which is responsible
for ensuring that the approved budgetary process is conplíed
with. This committee is responsible to top rnanagement who must

approve the master budget. Generally, this will be done afÈer
it has been verifÍed that the ¡nasÈer budget incorporates the
corporate objectives and, at the same tine, makes sufficient
allowance for forecasted environmental- conditions.

2.4.L Coordination of the Budgetary Process

The budgetary process is normally coordinated by a formal
budget departrnent or an informal group of persons periodically
convened for this purpose. Anthony and Dearden (!976, p.460)

have suggested that this coordinating body is responsible for
the following functions:
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the publication of procedures and forms to assist with
the preparation of the budget;
the coordination and publicatÍon of the basic
assumptions to be used in the preparatiôn of the budget;

the communication of, budget information between

interrelated units of the organisation;
the provisíon of assistance to budgetees in the
preparation of the budget;
the analysis of proposed budgets and the provision of
reconmendations to top management to assisÈ then in
their approval processi
the adninistration of the process that authorises
changes or adjustments to the budget during the year;
the coordination and controls of the work of budget

departments in the various corporate responsibility
centres.

ii)

iii )

iv)

v)

vi)

vii )

As can be seen from the above, the objective of this budget

coordination group is to ensure that the rnost expedient
budgetary process is followed. The role of this group is
critical and ít is argued that, without it, the tirnely
preparation of a budget would not be possible.

2.4.2 Consideration of Cor¡rcrate Objectives
Generally, the budgetary process commences with senior
management deternining the goals that are to be set for the
budget period. These goals are consistent with those defined
in the strategic plan of the budgeting business unit. As Roche

(J-982) has commented, budgetary control integrates both long
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term and short term plans for the future so that desired
outcomes can be achieved. fn support of this, Schwarz (L981-,

p.2) has commented that, rrbudgeting seldom, and never

successfully, stands alone, but rather fl-ows out of a

managerial process of setting objectives and strategies and

building plansrr. It is clear from Èhe literature that these
practiies are consistent, for both retailing and non-retailing
organisations.

Once determined, these goals are disseminated to the
appropriate responsibility centres to enable initial work to
commence on the budget plans. At the same tirne, top management

begins to assemble an appraisal of the expected environment.
This appraisal is uttinately used by operational rnanagement in
the construction of detailed budget plans.

2.4.3 Tlre Need For Environmental Forecasts
To avoid the budget being no more thari rra statist,ical
pro jection of historical factrr ( Schutte, i-980 ) , any pending

change to the internal or external environment must be included
in the final master budget. Examples of these movements in the
environment are changes to government policy, money supply
adjustments, inflatíonary movements, sharehoLder attitudes,
increases or decreases in competítion, and changes to social
values. It is argued thaÈ unless a company incorporates these
changes in the budget, the budget goals wíIl not be realistic.

It is not only the externally generated changes that have to be

recognised and acted upon, but arso those that oríginate from
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within the company. Examples of these are anticipated effects
of recent decision-rnaking by management (e.9. creation of
additional trading departments) and the non-recurrence of
events that, occurred in the previous budgeting period.
Obviously, if Èhese internally generated changes are not
recogrnised, then it could be argued that the final budget is,
in part at least, only a statistical projection of the actual
achievements in the previous period.

2.4.4 Preparation of the Budget

Once the corporate goals and the environmental forecasts have

been disseminated to the various responsibility centres, the
more procedural part of the budgetary process begins. The

usual sequence is first to finalise the operaÈing þudgets, and

then to proceed to the fínancial budgets.

In general terms, a budget can be defined as a financial plan

expressed in quantitative terms (Harvey, L984). It is
generally accepted that the word budget, when used alone,
refers to the master budget. This master budget usually
consists of four parts, namely a profit budget, a cash budget,

a capital expenditures budget, and a projected statement of
financial position. Each of these parts are summaries of many

interrelated sub-budgets .

Each of these parts have been defined by DeCoster and Schafer
(J-982) as follows:-
i) a profit budget is the operating ptan detailing revenue,

expenses, and the resulting net income for a specific
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period of time;
ii) a cash budget is a conversion of all planned actions into

cash inflows and cash outflows;
iii) the capital expenditures budget is a formal list of all

approved plans for the procurement and disposition of
assets;

iv) the projected statement of financial position is a formal
statement of resources within the firn and theír sources

at the close of the budget,ary period.

Some writers (incJ-uding Horngren (L987)) have preferred to
divide the master budget into just two classifications, namely

operating and f.inancial budgets. The operating budgets
comprise the sub-budgets of the profit budget while Èhe

financial budgeÈs include the cash budget, capital expenditures
budget, and the projected statement of financial position.
Justification for this division appears strong. Operating'
budgets are concerned with the flows of revenues and costs
arising frorn the pursuít of profit, while financial budgets

specify how resources are to be allocated so that profit can be

earned. This divísion of budgets is followed in this Thesis
since it is considered that it more closely reflects current
practices in the ret,ailing industry.

i) Operating Budgets

Houck (L979) has suggested that operating budgets are normatly
designed in terms of the management responsibílíty structure.
White the type of responsibiliÈy structure may differ from
company to company, it usually concentrates on revenue earned,
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costs incurred, profit, ot return on ínvestrnent (Anthony and

Dearden, 1988). In the case study examined in this Thesis,
this budgetary structure was that used for all departments.

The reason for designing operating budgets in this way is
clear. Each manager is required to aÈtaín long term goals and

Èhis responsibility needs to be subdivided into shorter time
periods. This is done so that control can be exercised over

the pursuit of the goals established. In addition, the stated
goals define the expected levels of employee performance and

can be said to represent a contract of performance between

employer and employee. This notÍon wiII be explored in more

depth later in this Chapter.

In addition to the influence of organisational structure on

budgetary system design, Horngren (L987) has also suggested

Èhat the design of cost budgets is also frequently determined
by the cost behavÍour patterns within responsibility centres.
These costs may be fixed over a period of tine or they may vary
by output levels achieved. In some instances, cos.ts may remain

fixed over an output range but once the upper limit of the
range is reached, the costs rrstep uprr to a hígher level. In
the management accounting literature, budgets representing
these various patterns of cost behaviour are normally referred
to as fixed cost budgets, flexible budgets, and step budgets

respectively.

Anthony and Dearden (L988) have further suggested that cost
budgets can also be viewed as engineered cost budgets or
discretionary cost budgets. Engineered cost budgets are
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applicable when output can be measured quantifiably and the
operating manager accepts total budget responsibility.
Essentially, these budgeÈs are designed to measure efficiency.
Discretíonary cost budgets, oD the other hand, are used when

output cannot be measured in quantitatíve Èerms. The role of
this type of expense budget is not to measure efficiency but
rather to set upper budget limits in terms of what,'management

is perrnitted to spend over the budget period.

In contrast to cost budgets, a revenue budget is only prepared

for those responsíbility centres that are accountable to meet

objectives with a revenue component. In this situation,
revenue is not'restricted to sales i'ncome but may also include
subsidies, allowances, and incentives. This type of budget is
conmon in retailing since revenue itens such as subsidies and

allowance are often budgeted for because of their potential
impact on final profitability (e.9. Spohn I J.972).

As the components of the operating budget are finalisgd, they
are reviewed against corporate or divísional goals. If these
budgets are not adequately attuned t,o the goals set or the
environmental forecast,s, they may have to be revised and

reviewed again. The preparation of the operating budget, is
considered complete when the revenue and expense budgets are
formed into one overall operating budget and this document

meets with the approval of the reviewing committee.

ii) Financial Budgets

FinaIIy, it is generally agreed Èhat the cash budget and the
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projected statement of financial posiÈion summarises the
expected outcome of the execution of the operating and capital
expenditure budget (e.9., see Horngren | 1-987). Usually, the
cash budget is final-ised first using as input the details from

the operating and capital expenditure budgets. This budget

converts aIl planned operational actions and capital
expenditures into cash and so lays the foundatíon for planning
the timíng of capital expenditures. The najor objective of
preparing a cash budget is to ensure Èhat, theoretically, the
organisation can finance its on-going business plans. If it is
apparent from the cash budget that the projected inflow of
funds will be insufficient to meet outgoings, then either
further capital will have to be raised or the operating budget

or the capital expenditures budget will have to be reworked.

Once the cash budget has been finalised, Èhe projected
statement of financial position is prepared as the final phase

in the preparation of the naster budget.

The projected statement of financial position summarises the
outcomes of all oÈher budgets, both operating and financial,
and so summarises the expected wealth position should these
budgets be achieved in every detail. The finalisation of the
statement of financial position constitutes the final stage of
the budgetary process.

2.4.5 Budget Review Process

Âs noted above, the outcome of each stage of the budgetary
process should be reviewed before indepth work is conmenced on

Èhe next. These budget reviews are often undertaken by a
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committee separate from that which is responsible for the
coordination of the budget process (Bird, McDonald, and McHugh,

L982). This committee sometimes comprises only the chief
executive but usually it includes all members of the senior
corporate management. The objective of the committee is to
ensure that the finally approved master budget adequately

reflects goals set by management for the períod ahead.

2.4.6 Difficulties That Can Be Experienced In The Budgetary

Process

À budget is seldom prepared without some difficulties being

experienced. These difficulties may emerge from the demands of
the budget process itself (systems generated difficulties) ¡ or
they may be caused by the indÍviduals involved in the various
stages of the exercise (behavioural difficulties) (Schwarz,

Le80).

The princípa1 systems difficulty is that of accurately
forecasting the future environment (Gilchrist, t97L). lilhile it
is acknowledged that it is impossible for any company Èo state
with certainty what conditions wiII prevail in the future, it
is generally agreed that forecasts related to expenses are not
as uncertaín as those relating to revenues (Dearden, 1968).

This is because many variable expenses are strongly correlated
to revenues earned and, therefore, as revenue levels increase
or decrease so commensurate adjustments occur to expenses. The

establishment of a sirnílar predictive pattern for future
revenue flows, however, is much more difficult. Since revenues

normally exceed expenses j-ncurred, the outcome of this
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situation is that profit levels can fluctuate more widely than

if it were the expense environrnent that vras more uncertain.

The behavioural difficulties generated by the budgetary process

may originate from both senior and operational management. In
this context, senior management includes those employees who

are responsible for the review of the budgets subrnitted.

One of the major difficulties caused by senior management is
that irrational approaches are often used to trbalance the 

.

budget figuresrt (Hopwood, 1980). In other words, dollar
variables are manipulated within budget documents in order to
derive a desired outcome. Such'a practice can follow the
review of the profit and cash budgets where insufficient profiÈ
or cash flows have resulted from the iniÈial budget process.
An example of such trmanipulationrr is the frequent insistence by

management in such situations, that flat percentage cuts be

made to each category of expenses without first considering
whether such cuts can be justified. Equally, management

sometimes insists that sinilarly based increases be applied to
revenue items. Another difficulÈy stenming from the senior
management group often occurs in the review of the budget,
where the proposed activitíes are beyond the comprehension of
the reviewing team. Hopwood (L980) has argued that in this
situation, the final budget outcome may well depend on

Ímpressions of factors that are within the bounds of their
personal experience. Consequently, it can be argued that the
final budget may well have a reduced 1eve1 of business risk as

compared to the original budget subnitted. It is likely,
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moreover, that the future budgeted financial returns to the
company could be lower than if the original budget was adopted.

The notion of budgetary slack (or gameplay) is a problem that
arises because of the involvement of operational- management in
the budgetary process (Schiff and Lewin, L97O). While gameplay

is a relatively unexplored issue (CoIIins et. â1., L987), it is
a negative outcome of the budgetary process and is created by

understating forecast revenues and/or overstating associaÈed

expenses. Buckley and McKenna (L972) have argued that
operational management create this slack because of a desire to
achieve the budget and so fulfill esteem and achievement needs.

Hopwood (1-980) has suggested that budgetary slack is achieved
only after those members of management desiríng such an outcome

have used an array of lobbying, exhortation, and negotiation
techníques. It could thus be argued that those managers most

successful in the art of negotiation wilt fare best in any

operational management race to build slack into budget
documents. Obviously, these managers will be those most likely
to achieve Èhe finally agreed budgetary goals and so attract
the rewards associated with the Itsuccessrt attained.

Further, the frequent inclination of poorly performing
operational managers to incorporate optimistic forecasts into
budget docurnents is also a difficulty (Buckley and McKenna,

1972). The probable outcome of such an action is a set of
unachievable budget goals for those responsibitity centres that
follow thís course of action. It is suggested that this form
of budgeting is dominated by a short-term view of personal or
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divisionat survival, and, so ignores the long-term consequences

of such an action.

Another major difficulty arises with atternpts to synthesise
personal and corporate goals (Schwarz, 1981_). It is híghly
desirabre that there ís congruence between these goaÌs since
people will generally be motivated to higher 1eve1s of
performance when corporate goars are accepted (Locke, j-969).

rf the budget is to be used as a motivationar toor, it wilr
therefore be necessary to nininise this difficurty. onry then
is it tikery that the maximum motivational benefit will be

obtained from the budget process.

2.5 l.leasurement of Actual perforrnance

rf the information frorn a management control system is to
possess credibility and act as a catalyst in the notivation of
employees, Decoster and schafer (L992) have argued that it must
be accurate and tinely. The accuracy of data is dependent on a
number of factors. These include compleÈeness of the
accounting chart of accounts, reriabitity of source documents,
degree of subjectivity that surrounds the recognition of
critical events, and the extent to whích dat,a is accurately
captured from source documents and subsequently translated for
the purpose of report preparation.

Errors originating before data enters the measurement process
often occur for a number of major reasons. F,irst, staff
traíning rnay be inadequate. This may cause inconsistencies to
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develop in the recording and processing of identical data over

a period of time. Second, the chart of accounts may be

inadequately referenced. Àgain, this may cause inaccuracies in
the coding and subsequent accumulation of like information.
Third, source documents may be incorrect. This may be caused

by persons internal or external to the organisation. Examples

of this are time cards used by employees and creditors'
invoices sent to the company. Although all these errors should

be isolated at various control points in the control system,

often the first indication that an error has occurred is when a

variance report (a comparison of actual outcomes versus

budgeted expectations) is prepared. This possibility gives
support to the view that the accuracy of variance reports must

be verified before such reports are used. Such usage nay be

to assist in'the review of employee performance or, if a

retailing company where the RfM is used, to confirm profit
intake rates prior to the calculation of gross profit figures.

White the data enteríng control systems should be verified for
accuracy, further erosion of accuracy may occur if data has to
be nanipulated or recalculated within the system and adequate

control-s are not, in place (Markin, 1,977). An example of this
rnay be derived from the retail industry where, if a company

uses the retail ínventory method of stock valuation, the prices
showing on creditors, invoices must be recalculated to retail
values before the information can be used as input to the
intakes control system. If adequate controls are not used,

this data translation may be inaccurate, thus culminating in
errors entering the actual measurement of performance.
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WhíIe the above paragraphs concentrate on the accuracy of data

entering the system, the subjectivity that surrounds critical
events can also affect the final measurement of actual
performance. Recognition and the subsequent acceptance of a

critical event determines when a specific transaction is
recognised in the reporting systen. Myers (L959) has described

a critical event as the most appropriate moment of tine when

the most critical- decision is made or when the nost difficult
task is performêd. He has argued that for this recognition to
occur, three main characteristics should be present. First,
the transaction must be capable of measurement. Second, the

event must have involved an entity beyond. the responsibility
centre originating the transaction. Third, the transaction
must have occurred. It is obvious that, if accurate

measurement of performance is to occur, clear rules must be

established with regard to the recognition of critical events.

Fina11y, information must be timely íf output generated by the
management control system is to be used confidenÈIy. fn this
instance, tineliness has two dimensions. The first considers

Èhe tine it takes to generate the information, and the second,

the period of tine covered by the reports issued (De Coster and

Schafer I L982).

Ideally, a control report should be received by a decision-
maker before decisions dependent on the information have to be

made. Às $Ielsh (1988) has commented, such a report should be

received as soon as possible after the measured event occurs.
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In practice, however, there can be a tendency in so¡ne

organisations to delay the release of feedback reports if it is
believed the accuracy of the information can be further
improved. White the objective of such a delay can be support.ed

in terms of informational accuracy, it can also be argued that
other rrcostsrr accumul-ate if staff receive no feedback.

The time span covered by reports also affects the usefulness of
reports issued. To maximise usefulness, Magee (1986) has

suggested that data cont,ained in reports should be aligned to a

budgetary period or part thereof. An example of this can be

derived from the retailing industry where merchandise budgetary
control sysÈems generalÌy focus on a six monthly pattern which

coincides with the suiltmer and winter buying seasons. In
addition, manaçters of responsibility cenÈres usually have their
performance evaluated at the end of each buying season and will
generally only seek information considered to be relevant to
the period currently under review. I

2.6 Comparison of Actual Events With Budget plans

When actual outcomes are sompared with budgetsr ahy part of the
total budget can be included, be it revenue, cost, profit,
cashr or capital expenditure. Such analysis can be undertaken
to any depth but the degree of depth appears to be inconsistent
across the corporate sector and indeed between responsibility
centres within defined organisations. As DeCoster and Schafer
(1982) have commented, often the depth of analysÍs undertaken
is determined by the needs of the varÍous groups of user
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management. For instance, more senior management normally
require less detailed analysis than those managers more closely
involved in the day to day operations of the company. Apart
from the depth of analysis, the format of variance information
supplied also differs between industries. Since this Thesis

focuses on the retailing sector, it is the format of variance
analysis used in this industry that is considered further in
this Chapter.

i) Sa1es Variances
A positive sales variance occurs when actual sales exceed

budgeted levels whil-e the opposite outcome yields a negative
variance. Variances can be determined using any number of
parameters, e.g. responsibifity cenÈres, market segments,

product categories, or any combinaÈion of these. Änalysis
undertaken often involves only a sinple comparison of actual
versus budgeted sales but such analysis becomes more complex if
variances are subdívided into price, mix, and volume variances.
A more detailed illustration of sales variances can be found in
Horngren (l-987).

ii) Cost Variances
Costs nay be divided into fixed, semi-variable, ot variable
costs. A favourable cost variance occurs when actual costs are
less than budgeted leve1s, while a negative variance arises in
the opposite situation. Examples of fixed costs include
depreciation, land tax, and rent. A characteristic of such a

cost is that it is expected to remain unchanged for the
budgetary period, regardless of the leve1 of trading.
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Costs are designated as semi-variable when they are regarded

only as fixed for a predetermined sales range. once activity
occurs ouÈside this range, another fixed cost base becomes

applicable. Costs that move in correlation with another
variable such as sales are called variable costs (Lewison and

De Lozier, 1-986). If sales are used as a base when the expense

budget is prepared, each cornponent is defined as a percentage

of the responsibility centre's budgeted sales volume. Later,
when actual expenses are compared to budget, variance reports
are prepared isolating the dollar variances between actual and

budgeted amounts. Often this fundamental analysis is extended

by applying a trftexibte budgetrr methodology to the variances
isolated. This approach identifies the leve1 of variabÌe
expenses that should have been lncurred given the sales volume

achieved (Markin, 1977) .

iii) Profit Variances
often rrfirst levelrt profit variances are derived initially for
each responsibility centre by deducting the net cost variances
from the net revenue variances. This inít,ial analysis is then
often extended further by calculatíng profit rate and sales
volume variances. The benefit from undertaking this extended

analysis is that it provides a segmenÈation of the total profit
variances int,o variances representing the najor causes for not
attaining profit budgets.

iv) Capital Expenditure Variances
capital expenditure variances are normalry carcurated by sinpry
deducting actual from budgeted expenditures. since capitat
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expenditure budgets are essentíalIy an frauthority to spendrr,

any overspending indicates that the implied authority has been

exceeded. Although post-spending corrective action is
difficult to take, âDy overspending will have a flow-on effect
to the cash budget variance report.

v) Cash Budget Variances
These variances are again calculated by deducting the actual
amount incurred from budgets set. The product of such analysis
will normally represent the sum of variances that have arisen
in other variance reports, such as the profit and capital
expenditure reports. It is suggested that variances arising
from cash budgets indicate that variations to other budgets

have occurred. The actual problems will be identified in the
other variance reports. Thus, if any corrective action needs

to be taken, a specific action plan would be prepared using
data in other variance reports in preference to the cash budget

variance report.

2.7 Performance Appraisal

Às Ot1ey (L978) has stated, the data used to appraise the
performance of managers should measure both the effectiveness
and efficiency of the acÈions taken over the reporting period.
Effect,iveness in this context means the correctness of the
manager's actions in relation to the environment, while
efficiency refers to the productivity levels achieved as a
result of the actions taken. The use of these measures is
supported since, summed together, they indicate the total
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outcome of a manager's discretionary actions. Obviousty, the
purpose of undertaking such appraisals is to identify those
employees who have maximised output as a direct resul-t of their
actions taken (Jaques, 1-96L).

Performance appraisal is often achieved by analysing data in
feedback or variance reports that highlight deviations from
budgets previously agreed (Hofstede, l-968). As Huth G9e2) has

commented, the OTB system can be used in this roLe. positive
variat,ions imply that discretion has been welI exercised while
negative variances suggest the opposite. Decisions made by

senior management, as a result of conclusions formed fron the
appraisal process, will depend on whether the variances hrere

favourable. Negative variances imply punishment, extinction,
or enforced behavioural change while positive reports suggest
intrinsic and/or extrinsic rewards for ernployees (Cheng, tg76).

Although at first consideration Èhe use of budgets or shorÈ

term prans as the basis of performance appraisal seems rogical,
there are problems with this approach (Dearden, L973). First,
there is the difficulÈy of forecasting the future environment
for a retairer (Arnold et al., L9B3). rf this forecast is not
accurate then it must be questioned whether the resurtant
budget should be used as a basis for evaluation. Second,

variance reports do not always isolate the variances that arise
solely through the actions of a manager. rt is suggested that
environmentar factors beyond the contror of a manager often
influence the size of either positive or negative results.
Third, Dearden (L973) has argued that a one year time span is
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normally an inadequate base for accurate assessment. He has

reasoned that many actions of a manager have long term

consequences and that only the negaÈive outcomes will occur in
the short term whilst the positive and planned benefits will
flow in successive periods. Such an outcome over time, will
inevitably steer a manager towards a short-term decision making

perspective which obviously nay irot be in the long-run
interests of the organisation.

2.A Other Reasons For Undertaking The Budgetary Process

Although a primary purpose of budgeting is to provide input to
the budgetary control process, budgeting also serv€s a number

of other purposes within the corporat,e framework (Bruns and

lfaterhouse, L975; Hofstede, L967; Kenis , 1979). While these
purposes rnay be classified under the headings of planning,
communication, and motivation, none are necessarily divorced
from the purpose of control because, in some wdy, each serves
to support the budgetary control objective. For this reason,
each is discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.8.L Planning
Än important purpose of budgeting is to provide integration for
the planning of future corporate activities. P1anning, in this
context, has been defined by Steiner (i.963, p.L7) as rrthe

process of determining the major objecÈives of an organisation
and the policies and sÈrategies that will govern the
acquisition, use, and disposition of resources to achieve those
objectivesrr. hlhile the planning of future corporate activities
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usually embraces a long-term perspective, budgeting is
generally concerned with a shorter planning time sca1e,

norrnally not exceeding twelve months. Therefore, the sum of
present and future budgets should, in theory, equal the long-
term plan of the company as it stands at that tine.

Long-term plans, however, may need to be adjusted from time to
tine by a company. Such actions will necessitate, in some

situations, adjustnents to budgets already finalised. These

adjustments may arise for any number of reasons but most

frequently they are caused by strategic actions by competitors
together with other environmental influences on the
organisation. These other inftuences may be political,
economic, legal, etc. Thus, if these moves in the environment
are significant, they rnay signal opportunities or threats that
nay challenge the organisation in future trading periods.
Obviously, these need to be integrated into future budget
planning.

It is suggested that this continual review of long-Èerm plans
is consistent with the objecÈive of budgetary contror systems.

As stated earlier, the objective of such systems is the
directing of organisational activity towards the attainnent of
corporate objectives (Roche, 1,982). rt can therefore be argued
that, if such a review does not occur, the budgetary control
system will control business only on a short-term perspective,
with rittre ability to direct shòrt-term acÈions towards the
attainment of any logical long term position.
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2.a.2 Communication

The budget also serves the purpose of communicating financial
data to líne and senior management. Hanson (1-966) has

suggested that the budget provides line management with a

specific knowledge of those outcomes that wiII rneet the
approval of their superiors. Ronen and Livingstone (J.gzí) have

further suggested Èhat budgets communicate to subordinates the
parameters of the task they face. The budget can thus be

viewed as a device that communicates ninimum standards of
performance and sets basic achievement, targets in terms of both
effectiveness and efficiency.

lilhere superiors and subordÍnates agree that a particular budget
is a reasonabre ninirnum st,andard of performance, it can be

argued Èhat the budget defines a contractuar underst,anding
between employer and employee. In such a situation, the
employee is contracted by the ernproyer to perform a service (in
this case attaining a budget) on the emproyer,s behalf, with
the assistance of decision makÍng authority (Jenson and

Meckling ' L976). À successful conclusion to such a rrcontractrl

would be the attainment of the budgetary goars. rf the outcome

is successful, it would be expected that rewards would accrue
Èo the employee in recognition of the achievement.

shillingraw (1982) considered that the budget is atso a

continuing reminder to senior and line manaçtement of the
resource pran accepted at the time of budget review. Thus, the
budget is not perceived as a one-tÍme conmunication document
but rather as a device performing an ongoing communication
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function during the budgetary period.

2.A.3 ltlotivation
The budget provides a basis for employee notivation which, in
this context, has been described by Searfoss and Monczk (1973,

p.544) as rra psychological construct which is used to account
for the factors that arouse, maintain, and direct behaviour
Èowards a goalrr. Roche (1,982, p.19) has further defined
notivation as rrthe process by which a goal is perceived and

sougrhtrr.

Although multiple theories of motivatíon have been advanced,

many researchers (e.9. Schermerhorn, Hunt and Osborn, Lg82)

have concluded that the,content and process theories dominate

all other theories advanced. Content theories concentrate on

the needs of individuals. Studies of these needs are used as a
basis for understanding work behaviour and ultirnately job
s,atisfaction. Theorists thus argue that poor employee

performance is an outcome of blocked needs. Maslow (t943) and

McClelland (L962) have both sought to define these needs more

precisely. Maslow identífied five levels of need in daily
living: physioJ-ogical, safety, social, esteem, and self
actualisation. McCIeIlandr oD the other hand, hypothesísed
that people have just three types of need: achievement,
affiliation, and power. McCIeIIand argued that if employers

sought to ídentify such needs in their employees, work

environments could be created that responded to the need

profiles of individual enployees. These ínitiatives would
therefore most rikely raise the levers of emproyee motivation
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in the organisation.

Developers of the process theories have reasoned that a

person's behaviour is influenced by the thought processes of
the nind. A number of process theories have been advanced, ê.g
equity theory, goal setting theory, and the expectancy theory.
The equiÈy theory advanced by Adams (L963) is based on the
argument that people will strive for equity of rewards or
treatrnent between themserves and other employees. This pursuit
is considered selfish to the individual, and only continues as

long as the employee believes he or she is receiving inferior
conditions. Locke (L968) proposed the theory of goal setting.
He suggested that employees have certain goals that they have

set for themselves, and this enables an organisation to
influence the motivation of emproyees soleIy by influencing the
goals of employees. Vroom (1,964) in developing the expectancy
theory, sought to combine many of the concepts included in both
the content and process theories. The expectancy model was

based on the premise that work motivation is deternined by

individual beliefs regarding effort-performance relationships
coupled with the desirabilities of various work outcomes

associated with different performance levels (Scherrnerhorn,

Hunt, and Osborn, L982). In short, expectancy theory asks

under what circumstances wiII employees exert naximum efforts
towards the attainment of work objectives? fo ansv¡er this,
Vroom (L964) suggested that the ernployee must:

i) believe that hard work will enable perforrnance levels
to be reached;

ii) belíeve that the attaínment of performance Levels will
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result in intrinsic or extrinsic rewards;
iii) have aÈtributed positive values to the possible

rewards.

hlhile the resul-ts from the use of this model have not been

decisíve, research has confirmed that the budget can increase
employee motivat,ion. Such an outcome occurs when employees

firmly establish a link between attainment of ¡nininum budgetary
standards and the payment of rewards (scherrnerhorn, Hunt, and

Osborn, L982). It coul-d be concluded, therefore, that under

conducive circumstances employees can be motivated to achieve
budgetary goals. Moreover, in these cases, employees are more

likeIy to have a positive view of the budgetary contror system,
since they witr perceive the system as a tool that assists in
their pursuit of work and personal object,ives.

2.9 Sunnary

This Chapter has given an overview of budgetary control
systems. It commenced with a discussion of the various
st,ructural alternatives that exist within such systems and

suggested that the structure of a system could be both
influenced by the degree of centralisat,ion within an

organisation and the degree of system formarisation sought by
management. The prÍncipar characteristics of these systems
stere then discussed. These lrere identified as the preparation
of budgets, measurement of actual performance, comparison of
actuar performance against budget plans, and the performance
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appraisal of employees.

A budget was defined as a financial plan expressed in
quantitative terms. It was suggested that the master budget

can be divided into two classifications - operating and

financial. The budgetary process comprises a number of
sequential steps, from the formation of budget goals Èo the
finalisation of the financial budgets. This process is
normally coordinated by a budget committee that ensures that
the correct budgeting sequence is followed. The operating
budgets are completed before the financial budgets and, at each

stage in the process, the various budget components are

reviewéd by top management. It was acknowledged that this
process is not without its difficultÍes and these occur as a
result of the process itself or the people involved in the
exercise.

Discussion then moved to the second characteristic, namely the
measurement of actual performance. It was suggested thaÈ

accuracy and ti¡neliness are essential in this process. It was

argued that, if adequate controls are not in place, serious
errors could enter the budgetary control systen, thus eroding
the output credibility of the system.

The methodology surrounding the comparison of results achieved

against budget plans was then evaluated. Thís comparative work

is normally referred to as variance analysis and it forms the
basis of the fourth characteristic considered, namely the
performance appraisal of employees. WhíIe it was recognised
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that performance appraisal is generally related to budget

achievement, it, was suggested that there are a number of
problens associated wíth such an apprôach. The Chapter

concluded with a review of other reasons for undertaking the
budgetary process.

The Chapter has provided a basis for an examination of
budgetary control systems in the retail departrnent store
environment. This examination will be undertaken in the next
Chapter. These two Chapters will then provide a theoretical
platform for the ernpirical research undertaken later in this
Thesis.
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Chapter Three

Budgetary Control In A Retail
Departnent Store

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss budgetary control
in the context of a retail department store. This discussion
begins initiatry on a rmacrorr basis, but then narror^rs down to
focus on merchandise control systems a component of the wider
budgetary control system. Although the methodology of a

merchandise control system is reviewed, aÈtention is
specifically focussed on the orB system and the RrM of
inventory varuation. The orB system is used to contror the
inventory/sales relationship while the RrM provides a mechanism

to give contÍnuar profit feedback to responsibitity centre
manaçters. The strengths and weaknesses of both the orB system
and the RrM are anarysed. The chapter concrudes with a

discussion of how the rfmechanicsr of both these systems affect
the accuracy of employee performance measurement. This
anaþrsis is inportant since it underpins the ernpiricar work
that is det,ailed in the fortowing chapters of this Thesis.

3.2 Budgetary contror systems in a Retail Department store

Markin (t977) has suggested that if control is to be effective,
it needs Èo be directed at the major components of a companyrs

operations. He argued that, in the case of a retairer, this
means that sales, cost of goods sold, çtross margin, expenses,
and the capitar expendÍture categories need to be targeted.
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Sales, cost of goods soId, and gross margin feature in
merchandise control systems while operating and capital
expenditures are normatly included in cost, control systems.

Consistent with other industries, control in the retailing
sector is concerned with providing a mechanism to enable the
achievement of corporate p1ans.

Retail departnent stores are normatly sÈructured on the basis
of responsibility centres. These centres can often be

identified as gross profit or expense centres, although in some

situations profit cent,res may be used. The gross profit
centres originate from the various merchandise groupings within
the st,ore, while the cost centres stem from the work groups

(e.9. finance, personnel, etc.).that are formed to service the
merchandising function of the organisation. Since these
responsibilíty centres normally operate as rself contained
entit,iesrr, it can therefore be reasoned that department store
systems reflect the cl-osed sysÈem control model (Ansari , i.979).
This was discussed in SectÍon 2.2.L.

MerchandÍse control systems usually concentrate on the control
of init,ial markups, inventories, and markdowns in addition to
those najor operational components referred to in the previous
paragraph. The objective of these systems is to achieve a

desired balance between inventory investments and the
fulfirment of customers' wants (Rachnan I Lgzs; Redinbaugh,
L976). Markups comprise the differences between the cost of
merchandise and the initiar retair price, while markdowns
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encompass the reduction of initial serling prices to tevels
that will enable invenÈories to be sold (Huth et aI., I9g2).

Cost control systems are concerned with the control of expenses

and are prevalent in those responsibility centres that fit the
description of rrcost centresrr. rn a retair environment, the
purpose of cost control systerns is the restriction of
expenditures to budgeted levels. These leve1s may be dependent

on a variabre such as sares achievedr or they may be stated as

fixed amounts and thus be immune fro¡n the fluctuations of
another variable.

since this Thesis is concerned wiÈh an examination of the
application and effect of the OTB system and the RIM on

employee perËormance appraisal, the ongoing discussion
concentrates on those variabres (i.e. sares, purchases, etc.)
embraced in the merchandising contror systems of a retailer.
It is these variables that are fundamental to the operation of
the OTB system and Èhe RII{.

3.3 The Budgetary Process of a Retailer

3.3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, there are four principal
budgets used by retailers, these being operating budgets, cash

budgets, capital budgets, and a projecÈion of financial
position. Each of these budgets is often divided into a number

of sub-budgets strongry aligned to the various corporate
responsibirity centres in use at a given time. For a retaíIer,
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the operating budget is formed by aggregating the merchandise

and expense budgets (Berman and Evans, 1989; Bearchall, L9Z5).

The merchandise budgets form the basis of the various
merchandise contror systems, while the expense budgets perform
a sinilar role for the cost control systems. A merchandise

budget is a financial- plan that details the inventory (measured

in dollars) that a retailer expects to buy and seII during a

specified budgetary period.

Apart from defining the merchandise flows for a given budgetary
period, the merchandise budget arso includes the inventory
levels planned for critical time breaks in the period together
with the anticipated volume of markdowns. Alt of these
elenents are integrated in order to derive the budgeted gross
profit within the defined merchandising budget period. This
budget period normalry does not exceed six months (Markin,
t977; Richert et. â1., 1974). Às Markin (Lg7Z) has staÈed, the
objective of a merchandise budget is to provide a plan that
forms the basis for directing and controlling corporate
merchandising activities towards desired merchandising goars.

Arnold et al. (L983) have identified five decision steps that,
are required to formurate a merchandise budget. These steps
are similar to those suggested by other authors.and include:
the forecasting of sales; the planning of inventory levels; the
pranning of reductions; the pranning of purchases; and the
pranning of initíar markups. Äs Duncan and Hollander (tgzz\
have argued, Íf the merchandise objectives are to be attained,
these steps must be finalised werr before the budget becomes
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operational. This is because of the time gap that occurs
between purchase order placement and merchandise delivery,
together with the need to finalise promotional activíties
before the receipt of new-season merchandise. rn addition,
they have also suggested that the budget period should not
exceed the time frame for which accurate forecasts can be made,

and that the budget should be frexibre enough to perrnit any

necessat'y adjustmenÈs.

3.3.2 Budgeting for Sales
since all the other erements in the merchandise budgetary
process are dependent on the volume of expected sares, it can

be argued that the most critical function in the complete
process is the forecasting of sales (Arnold et aJ-., L9B3).
Merchandising executives have staÈed, however, that such

forecasting is a major probrem (czepiel and Hertz, Lg77). rn a

study undertaken by czepiel and Hertz, respondents indicated
Èhat retail sales forecasting was normally undertaken using the
judgement, intuition, and subjectivity of the budgeting
executives. Few respondents stated that statistical methods

were used in their attempts to forecast. Berman and Evans

(L989) have supported these findings arthough they did conment

that some Ìarger retailers use statistical methods such.as time
series anarysis, trend anarysis or nurtiple regression. whire
it courd be suggested that the use of statisticar meÈhods

should improve the accuracy of forecastirg, chambers et ar.
(197L) concluded that each of these methods are reasonably
accurate in a tine frame of up to twerve months only. lilhen it
is considered that budgets are normarly finalised some tÍne
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before the conmencement of a budget period, it can be argued

that the accuracy of the forecasts could be suspect for at
least the latter part of this period. This situation gives
support to Duncan and HoLlander's view (1-977) that budgets must

be flexible enough to enable apparent forecasting errors to be

corrected during the tenure of the merchandising season.

Although research has indicated that many retailers do not use

sophisticated statistical forecasting t,echniques to predict
sales, Berman and Evans (1-989) and others have suggest,ed that
those companies using non-statistical nethods do consistently
incorporate a number of factors in their predictions of forward
sales volumes. These factors are an analysis of past sales
volumes, general business corrditions, compet,it,ion, trends in
customer denand, and any significant changes in corporate
merchandising polícies. The conclusions drawn from this
anaJ.ysis are used to formul-ate the expected sales vol-ume for
Èhe coning budgetary period.

3.3.3 Budgeting for fnventories
Once the sales volumes for a store have been forecast, the
inventory budgets are normally prepared. Ärnold et al. (L993)

have suggested that inventory budgeting has three objectives.
These are the satisfaction of expecÈed consumer demand, the
rneeting of seasonal demand by the variation of inventory
investment revers, and the achievement of inventory turnover
rates that allow corporate objectives to be attained. Davidson
et al. (1984) have identified five commonry used methods for
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planning future inventory levels, these being:
personal judgement;

the safety stock method;

the percentage variation rnethod;

the week's supply nethod;
the stock t,o sales ratio nethod.

Each of these methods uses the sal-es budget as a base.

The system of personal judgement is sinply an estimation of
what inventory levels are required to meet the merchandising
objectives. The final budget is therefore primarily based on

intuition and past experience. The safety stock method is
implemented using the monthly sales forecast and then adding to
this a safety stock allowance. This allowance is intended to
cover for rrunforeseenrr sales fluctuations and delivery aétays.
Nornally this nethod is adopted for those merchandising
categories where sales are relatively stable. The percentage
variation method is aimed at generating low fluctuations in
inventory levels even when major variations in sales volumes

are forecast to occur. This outcome is derived by using a

formula approach when finalising the inventory budget. The

formula used incorporates only a certain fraction (e.g. I/s) of
the estimated percentage deviation from average stock when

calculaÈing the planned inventory leveLs. The weekrs supply
method assumes thaÈ inventory levels should always be directly
proportionate to sales. rt is based on a trading cycre of one

week, and consequently the merchandise budget must be divided
into weekly tine frames to enable the method to be used. In
addítion, when this method is used, the company must decide on
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the number of weeks of stock that each responsibility centre
should carry at any one time. ThÍs ínformation is then used to
calculate the desired inventory leve1s, based on the previously
established sales budgets. The stock to sales ratio method is
based on the theory that, to support a projected sales volume,
a certain level of stock rnust be maintained. This stock level
is in the form of a fixed relationship to sales. The major
difficulty with the apprication of this ¡nethod is that where
sares fluctuate dramatically, it is not easy to attain the
desired sales/stock ratios because of the rogisticar probrems

of moving from row to high volume serling periods, and vice-
versa. such movements can occur over a very short period of
tirne (e.g. commencemenÈ of school holíd.ays).

3.3.4 Budgeting for planned Reductions
PLanned reductions take the f orm of markdorÀrns, ant,icipated
stock shortages, and any discounts that are arrowed to
privileged purchasers. Markdowns are used to lower the retail
price of merchandise to achieve desired sales levers or to
crear excess stock. They may be necessary either because the
nerchandise was initiarly overpriced, oF obsolescence has

occurred. Actuar stock shortages can be caused by staff or
customer theft or by short deriveries from suppriers, while
theoretical sÈock shortages may arise from fautty information
being included in merchandising records. stock shortages or
shrinkage, as it is commonry carred, is a major probJ-em for
retairers. Both Birnbaum (Lgg2) and schulman (tgzg) have
suggested that failure by a retailer to properry control
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inventories can cause profits to be significantly or completely

eroded in a trading period.

Berman and Evans (l-989) have noted that a number of different
factors are normally taken into account when a planned

reductions budget is being finalised. Such factors include

past experience, markdown history for similar retail
operations, recent changes to corporate procedures, probability
of stock being made obsolete in a coning trading period,

anticipated price trends, and any expected stock shortages.

3.3.5 Budgeting for Purchases

hlith the reductions budget finalised, a retailer normally

commences the prepaTation of the purchases budget (Duncan and

Hollander, L977). !{ith the preceding plans (i.e. saIes,

reductíons) completed, the calculation of purchases becomes a

procedural exercise. Planned purchases equal planned sales

Iess opening stock plus planned reductions plus budgeted

closing stock. Each of these components is expressed in retail
values. It is this planned purchases figure that forms the

basis of the OTB system (Shipp, 1985).

3.3.6 Budgeting for llarkups

The final step in the merchandise budgetary process is the
formulation of the markup budget. A markup is the difference
between merchandise cost and the marked retail price (Duncan

and Hollander, L977). As with the other components of the

merchandise budget, the markup budget is normally prepared by

the various merchandise responsibility centres. The sum of the
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markup budgets comprises the corporate markup budget. rt is
this corporate markup that rnust cover the expected expenses of
the business and at the same tine return to the owners the
desired rate of return on funds invested (Markin, LgTz). The

narkup budget is an important toor for each responsibirity
centre since, in essence, it sets a markup goar that shoutd be

pursued when merchandise is being procured for the company.

3.3.7 Decision üaking Sequence

rnput to the budgetary process may be primarily sourced from
either the top or botton organisational revels. Top revel
input originates at senior manager revel-, namery merchandise
manager lever and above, while bottom revel input is provided
by buyers or merchandise department heads. These two
approaches generate whaÈ is termed as the t,top do$rnr or the
bottom uplf approach (Spohn and ÀIlen, L}ZZ).

The top down approach Ís often used when the organisational
structure is centralised. Forecasts of sal-es and other key
budgetary itens are made by senior management and these are
then divided between the relevant responsibility centres of the
company. The allocations made are not normally reversible but,
as spohn and Allen (L977) have stated, arterations to Èhe

allocations can occur as a resul-t of negotiations between the
interested partíes. These negoÈiations often rest on the
principles of debate supported by a well researched analysis of
expected merchandising conditions.

The bottom up approach is armost the reverse of the top down
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approach. This process requires lower level managers to
provide the budget input. This input is then collated at
higher levers and the corporate budget established. This styre
also allows changes to be made to initial budgets est,ablished.
These are often initiated when higher level managers consider
that the budget estirnates are unrealistic Aiven the expected
environmental conditions for the coming budgetary period.

Rackman (t975) has suggested that, in addit,ion to the above

approaches, an all leve1s process may be used. This is a

compromise between the other two approaches and its success
depends on the principles of reason and communication. This
approach is dependent on higher level management providing
budgeting staff with a budget guide that specifies what they
cbnsider is a reasonable budget to be achieved, taking into
account expected environmental conditions. This 1atter
information is provided to staff before budgeting commences.

Budgeting staff then prepare detailed budgets for their
respective responsibility centres which are passed back to
higher leve1 management for review and approval. If any

alterations are consídered desirable, these are made only after
communication and negotiations have occurred between all
interest groups.

3.4 The Open-To-Buy System as a Means of Control

The purpose of the orB system is to contror purchases so that
inventories are maintained at the revers pranned for in the
merchandise budget (Lewison and Del,ozier, Lgg6i Marquardt et
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âI. , L983 ) . This objective is consistent wiÈh the generally
agreed retairers' objective which was outlined in the previous
secÈÍon, namely to achieve a balanced rel-ationship between

investment in inventory and the fulfilment of customer wants.
The oTB system thus concentrates on inventory investment and

seeks to provide control in this critical area in an effort to
attain optinat profitability.

As previously discussed, the term OTB means the amount of
Ínventory that a retailer can buy during a specified tÍme
period without exceeding the budgeted purchases lever as

establÍshed in the merchandise budget (Arnord et ar., L983).
The OTB system can be used for both dollar and unít control of
inventory. If the system is used for dol-Iar control, 'it
carcurates how much money a buyer can spend on merchandise in a

given period. ff, oD the other hand, the OTB system is used

for unit contror, Èhen the system wirl generate informat,ion
that determines how many units of merchandise may be purchased

in the period under consideration. Normalry, the orB systen is
only used for unit control in relation to inventories of staple
merchandise (Lewison and Delozíer, l-986). since the dolLar orB
nethod is more widery used, this Thesis concentrates on this
variation.
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The formula used to.calculate the dollar OTB is:

OTB = budgeted closing stock
+ budgeted sales
+ budgeted reductions
- opening inventory

purchases already received
- purchase orders placed but not, yet received.

The variables (i.e. sales, inventories, etc. ) initially wil1 be

derived from the merchandising budget but, once a trading
season commences, the opening inventory figure will be updated

by the flows of merchandise that have occurred since the last
OTB report (Huth and Norcott, L9B2). These flows encompass

sales, purchases and reductions. Some retailers, however, do

not ínclude price reductÍons in this updating process. As

Moscarello et al. (L976) have noted, while a buyer can be

penalised to the extent of such reduct,ions being excruded, this
practice may be dangerous Ín thaÈ it may 1ead to an

understocked situation. This occurs'because, by excluding
reductions, the OTB balance is retarded by the amounÈ of the
reductions. Also, should any defÍciency in ¡neeting the sales
budget occur in a gíven period, this wiII be.automatically
incorporated into the orB carculation. The effect of this is
to reduce the'available OTB balance.

A rrsysterns'r difficurty of the orB noder is that it includes
values for both sales and purchases. rn practice, sales values
are normalry at retail whire purchases are at cost. For a
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given item of nerchandise, the difference between the two is
the budgeted markup. For the OTB to function, all variables
need to be expressed in a common level of measurement, that is
either cost or retail-. This has created an option for
retailers in that the system can be implenented using either
cost or retail values. Mason and Mayer (1,987 ) have suggested,
however, that the OTB system based on retail values is the more

prevalent of the alternatives. For this variation to operate,
all purchases and inventories must be valued at retail.

The rrcost-basedrt OTB system is derived from the OTB |tretailtr
model. This occurs because the OTB balance at cost is
cal-culated using the complement of the budgeted markup

percentage for the *"rch.rrdise group under consideraÈion. This,
budgeted markup percentage is designed to generate sufficient
initial profit margins to cover the expenses, reductions and

profit requirements of the company. It is expressed as an

expected average contribuÈion from the merchandise category as

a whole rather than the markup required from every iten of
inventory wíthin that department (MarquardÈ et â1., 1983).

There are Èwo major assumptions in the OTB model. First, there
is an assumption that the merchandíse budget, set for the
trading period in question, is reasonably accurate in Èerms of
expected sales volume and rnarkup percentage. ff these factors
are inaccurate, this will ímpact on the accuracy of the figures
for purchases and reductions. The potential damage that such

inaciuracies may cause to a retailing business are well
documented in the retailing literature. In recognitíon of
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these potential problems, writers such as Mason and Mayer

(L9e7 ) have suggested that OTB figures should be used as a
guide only, and that merchandising commonsense should prevail.
Second, if the system is to report on a cost basis, the initial
markup percentage is assumed to reflect reality. This figure,
however, could be rrmassagedrr by the motives of Èhe person

responsible for setting it (a form of budget slack), and so the
markup budget established could be either optimistic or
conservative. Since the notion of budgetary slack is valid in
this context, outcomes similar to those described in section
2.4.6 could be expected. In brief , these out,comes centred
around the understatement of forecast revenues and/or the
overstatement of associated expenses.

The inplicit worth of any control system is contaíned in the
value of the feedback given to users (Anthony and Dearden,

L988). Value in this context can be determined by the
potential quality of the actions taken in response Èo the
information received. Feedback from an OTB system will always

be divided into one of three categories:
i) oTB limit at budgeted level;

ii) oTB linit overspent;
iii) oTB linit underspent.

The worth of the orB system to any company will be reflected in
the actions taken in response to each of these situations. The

situation where the orB is neither overspent nor underspent, is
obviously rare, but this is not the case for the other two
possibiliÈies. Davidson and Doody (1988) together with Richert
et al. (1974) have argued that the idear sÍtuation is when the
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OTB is underspent and so there are funds available for future
spending. Such a posítion enabtes purchasing to continue, and

so provides scope for a buyer to take advantage of speciat
deals that may be offered by suppliers. This situation
therefore permits a constant stream of new merchandise to flow
and so helps keep ongoing consumer interest stimulated in the
total merchandise offered for sa1e. An underspent posit,ion,
however, can generate a negative outcome. This occurs when

insufficent levels of inventory are available and so ongoing

sales vorumes are adversely affected wiÈh a frow-on effect to
profiÈability (Bearchel1, 1975).

An overspent situation almost always represents negative
feedback to a buyer. Perhaps the only tine when an overspent
situation is not rrun$relcomerr feedback is when it is planned,
with the purpose of taking advantage of unique market
opportuníties (Mason and Mayer, L9BZ). ff an overspent OTB

posit,ion is not planned and Ít is considered necessary to
correct it, action nay include marking down slow rnoving

merchandise, cancelling orders, deferring deliveries of
incoming merchandise, seeking an increase to the closing
inventory budget as a response to an irnproving marketr or
seeking an upvrard revision of the ongoing sares budget if an

intensive sares campaign is planned (Davidson and Doody, l-988).

The OTB systen has three significant strengths that are
rerative to the merchandising objectives of a retailer. First,
the system works to keep inventory procurement within budget.
It is essentially aining to achieve a predetermined
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relationship between investment in inventory and sales

turnover. Second, the output of the system can provide

continual control feedback to those personnel in the company

responsible for the purchasing of merchandise (normaIly titled
buyers). Since an essential requirement of feedback is that it
is timely, it is a strength of the OTB system that feedback can

occur continually if desired (Wetsh, 1988). Third, the output

from the system highlights any do1Iar changes that need to be

made to forward purchasing plans as a result of events

occurring in the last reporting period, such as failure to
achieve the dales budget (Berman and Evans, 1989).

The system ís not, hourever, without its weaknesses. First, the

maíntenance of purchases within oTB dollar linits will not
guarantee a balanced stockholding. The term rrbalanced stockrr

means that |tthe inventory assortment breadth must be adequat,e

to meet the needs and wants of customers and that the stock
depth behind each of the assortment factors should be

reasonably in line with the relative rates of. sale by such

factorsrt (Davídson et â1., L984, p. 294). Second, a strict
application of the nethod can restrict the trading options of a

buyer. If a buyer decides not to purchase stock that it is
believed will incrementally add to corporate profits, so1ely

because OTB limits would be exceeded, then it nust be reasoned

that dysfunctional decision rnaking is occurring. Third, the
nodel adjusts the available OTB using historical data only and

thus ignores any lóng-term upr¡rard or downward trends that rnay

be developing. Mason and Mayer (L987) and Gilberg (l-984) have

suggested that this difficulty rnay be overcome by management
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adjust,ing sales budgets and closing inventory budgets
periodically within Èhe budget period. Mason and Mayer (1987)

have arso suggested that, while this practice is common in the
situation of surging sares, it is normally based on management

subjectivity or buyer persuasiveness rather than on more formal
forecasÈing rnethods. This situation could thus enable
adjustments to be made that, are based more on. opt,inism than
factual trading opportunities. By way of contrast however,
there is, little evidence in the retailing literature to
suggest that saLes budgets are decreased, and thus orB reduced,
when a continuing downward trend ín sales vorume is expected.
rt can be argued, therefore, that retairers do not appry conmon

logic to the two situations. rndeed, the practices outlined
indicate that while retailers appear to be willing to embrace

signs of potential escalations in saLes, they seem reluctant to
incorporate sirnirar signals of a negrative nature in their
control systems.

3.5 Conparison of l.lerchandising Performance with Budget plans

3.5.1 Introduction
To enable judgenents to be made on the success or otherwise of
the merchandising attainments for a part,icurar season, actual
profit performance needs to be compared to the budgets that
hlere previously prepared. This cornparison enables judgernents

to be made regarding employee performance and, in some cases,
on the feasibility of the budgets originarly prepared (McGinnis
et aI., L984). For this to be undertaken, a retailer needs to
have an accurate varuation, ât cost, of the inventory on hand.
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h7iÈhout this valuatj-on, it, is inpossibre to derive the cost of
goods sold, gross rnargin, ot inventory turnover ínformation
(Markin, L977).

There are Èwo main approaches to inventory valuation in
retailing for external reporting purposes, these being the cost
method and the RIM (Lewison and De Lozier, l-986). The cost
nethod requires that, a retailer value merchandise at the lower
of cost or market value. There are a number of alternative
methods wiÈhin the parameters of this nethod and these include
the specific identification, weighted average cost, fírst-in-
first-out (FIFO), and standard cost methods (Statenent of
Accounting Standards Valuation and Presentation of Inventories
in the Context of the Historicat Cost System) (ÀAS2). The

last-in-first-out, (LfFO) rnethod is also used frequently, but
principally outside Australia since this usage is not permitted
by either the accounting profession or the taxation authorit,ies
in this country. The RIM initially values inventory at retail
but, before gross profit can be calculated, the retair varue of
the merchandise needs to be converted to cost. This process is
achieved by using a percentage relationship between the cost of
inventory purchased and the subsequent retair value. This
nethod allows the retail-er to estimate the cost, value of ending
inventory without the necessity of taking a physical count of
inventory. As corcoran (L996) has noted, this method has been

widely used for most of this century and is typically used by
department stores to control inventories consistíng of LoOrOoO

or more items. The detaired methodology for this method wirl
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be discussed later in the chapter. This Thesis addresses the
RIM on1y.

3.5.2 lfethodology of tlre RetaÍI Inventory ltethod of Valuation
Mason and Mayer (1,987 ) and others have suggested that, there are
five principat steps involved in the valuation of inventory
using the retail method. These steps are:

i) the determination of the valuation of merchandise

handled at both cost and retail values;
ii) the calculation of the cumulative markup percentage

and cost nultiplÍer;
iii) the computation at retail value of all deductions from

stock ì

iv) the determination of closing inventory (both
theoretical and actual) at retaíI value;

v) the application of the cost percentagre to the closing
inventory.

The deternination of merchandise handled commences with the
closing inventory of the previous measurement period.
Norma1ly, this inventory is divided between each of the various
merchandise responsibility centres in a store, and is measured

at both cost and retail. The balance of merchandise handled Ís
derived from the purchases of inventory made during the course
of a trading period. These purchases are also recorded at both
cost and retail. The calcuration of the cumurative markup

percentage and cost nurtiprier occurs after the valuation of
merchandise handled has been finalised. The cost nultiplier is
derived by dividing the totar dolrars handled at cost by the
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total at retail. The cumulative markup percentage is the

complement of Èhe cosÈ multiplier. These calculations form the

basis for adjusting the retail value of the closing inventory

to a cost value equivalent (Redinbaugh, L976).

The computation, ât retail value, of aI1 deductions from stock

requíres that the total deductions from the merchandise

avaíIable for sale during the trading period, be established.

These deductions include sales, markdohtns, discounts, and stock

shortages. These calculations are irnportant since, if they are

not done, the theoretical value of the closing stock cannot be

established (Davídson et â1., 1984).

The determination of the theoretical retail value of closing

inventory is derived by subtracting the deductions (at retail)
from the retail- value of all merchandise handled. The actual
retail value of closing inventory does not depend on this
method of derivation but rather on a stock count being

undertaken. Once the retail value of rnerchandise held has been

established, it is converted to a cost valuation using the cost

multiplier.

l,rhile the above overview of the methodology of the RIM may

indicate that the methodology is rrcut and driedrr, an

examination of the retaiting literature shohls that in fact a

number of variations exist wiÈhin the formal structure of the

meÈhod. Principally, differences occur in the nethodology useil

to deterrnine the cost valuation of inventory on hand at the end

of a trading period. As Davidson et aI. (198L) have commented,
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virtually all the confusion about RfM revolves around the
derivation of the cost mulÈiplier. Although the variations may

be srightry different numericatly, such a situation should not
lead to a concLusion that the differences are not materiar.

A search of the retailíng and accounting l_iterature has

indicated that there are six nain variations of the RrM. Each

method depends on the ¡nethodology discussed earrier, with the
differences occurring in the derivation of the cost rnultiplier.
These methods wirr now be discussed with a view to isorating
the major differences. This is necessary because the empirical
research undertaken in this thesis will concentrate on these
differences in order to test the stated hypotheses. The
'following data rnodel is used in order to identify the
differences between the identified variations of the RrM.

Cost Retail
opening Stock $ffo,ooo g2oo,ooo

Net Purchases 610,000 L,OOO,OOO

Additional Markups t 60, OOO

Markup Cancell,atíons ( 1LO, OOO )

Markdowns (LSO,OOO)

Markdown CancelLations 2O,OOO

Sales eZO, OOO )

Closing Stock at ReÈai1 $400,000

i ) tfethod one

Buckley and Lightner (L923) have commenÈed that this first
method approximates a replacernent cost valuation of inventory.
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The methodology is as follows:
Cost

Opening Stock

Net Purchases

Cost
Þfultiplier

$rro, ooo $zoo, ooo

610,000 1,000,000
Goods Avail. for SaIe $ZZO,OOO $L, zoo, ooo .600

The cost value of closing stock using this method is $2¿o,ooo
(S400,000 * .6). The cost multiplier is derived by dividing
the cost value, of the goods availabre for sale, by the retair
value.

Arthough inwards freight costs are included in net purchases,
it will be noted that additional markups or markdov/ns are not
incruded in the carcuration of the cost multiprier. This
method thus rests on the assumption that all setling price
adjusÈnents onry rerate to unÍts sord. Davidson et ar. (j-984)
have argued that this assumption is not varid and, in doing so,
have used movement of goods theory and price setting as

supporting evidence.

ii) l¡tethod Ttro

Cost Retail Cost
üult,iplier

Opening Stock

Net Purchases

Addit. Markups

$rro, ooo

61_0 000

Retail

$zoo, ooo

L,000,000

L60,000
Goods A,vail. for SaLe 9ZZO ,000 Sr. ¡oo ,000 .529
The cost value of crosing stock under this nethod is S2L1r600
($¿oo,ooo * .529).
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The difference between this method and the previous is that
additional markups are included in the calculation of the cost

nultiplier. Additional markups occur when market prices

increase and so the retail prices of rnerchandise are adjusted

upwards (cist, 1968). Davidson et aI. (1981-) have argued that
this method is the most conservative of all the RIM variations.
In effect, this method values inventory lower than the rrlower

of cost or market valuerr concept.

This variation, however, is dependent on several key

assumptions. First, it must be assumed that the reasoning

supporting the addítional markups hlas sound, and therefore, Èhe

markups processed were a true reflection of market forces at
the tine they were taken. If this assumption cannot be made,

then it is likely that closing inventory values and gross

profit will be understated. Thus, off-balance sheet reserves

will be created whether this was the intention or not.

Second, Èhis meÈhod assumes that markdowns or reductions in
markups are only taken in recognition of merchandise or product

obsolescence that cause a permanent reduction in merchandise

value. There is no allowance in the method for additional
markups being reversed because these additional markups

included a trdegree of merchandising optimismtt. Again, if this
assumption cannot be upheld, there is a strong probability that
both closing stock values and gross profit levels will not
reflect reality.
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Opening Stock

Net, Purchases

Àddit. Markups

69

Cost Retail

$rro, ooo $zoo, ooo

6L0,000 1 r 000,000

l_60,000

Cost
I{ultiplier

Markup Cancellations LL0 000

Goods Avai1. for Sale S72o ,000 $1 ,2so , ooo .576

( $400,000 *The cost value of closing inventory is g23or4oO

.576).

This method differs from Method Two in that, it includes markup

cancerrations in the calcuration of the cost nultiplier.
Markup cancerlations are reversals of additional markups
(Jones, L957). Gist (i.968) and others have argued that this
method is the one most, frequently used by retailers since it
generates a valuation of inventory that approximates the lower
of cost or market value. Àrthough the apprication of this,
method results in inventory values at cost that are higher than
Method Tqro, it is still J-argely dependent on the assumptions
stated for the previous method. Again, there is no attempt Èo

separate markdowns resulting from incorrect init,ial markups,
from those that rerate to genuine reductions ín the value of
merchandise after'the initial rnarkups are taken. rt, can be

argued that, in terms of the lower of cost or market rule, this
is iltogical. Additional markups often occur because ínitial
prices were originalry set too row, and thus prices are
adjusted upwards to levels that are perceived to be more

correct when taking inÈo account markeÈ conditions (Jones,
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1-957). It can be further argued that, if prices can be

adjusted upwards to meet favourabte market conditions, then
those same prices should be reduced if market conditions are
h¡orse than initially expected. If these reductions can be

jus,tified then the effect of such an outcome (i.e. all
markdowns and not just rnarkup cancellations) should be included
in the calcul-ation of the cost multiptier.

The application of this method also preserves the original cost
nultiplier of any marked down merchandise that, is held in stock
at the end of a Èrading season. Thus, when that stock is sold
in a subsequenÈ períod, the original profít margin will be

attained. The effect of the reduction in me.rchandise value is
therefore incorporated into the trading results of the period
in which the narkdown is taken. The advantage of such an

outcome is Èhat the trading results for a responsibility centre
will be inmediatery affected, and therefore, no flow-on effects
will occur in subsequent periods. The main dísadvantage is
that merchandise may become varued at a figure lower than cost
or market value even in situations where no permanent

reductions in value have occurred.
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iv) Dlethod Four

Opening Stock

Net Purchases

Addit. Markups

Markup Cancel-lations
Markdowns

Markdown Cancell.

Retail

$200,000

1 r 000,000

l_60,000

( 1L0,000 )

( 150,000 )

20,000

$l-, tzo, ooo

Cost
Multiplier

.643

Cost

Goods Avail. for Sale ç72O, OOO

The cost value of closing stock is ç2s7,2oo ($¿oorooo * .643).

The nethod assumes that markdowns and markdown cancellations
are equally likery to apply to units sord and, units herd in
crosing stock. rt arso assumes that sales are in proportion to
both opening stock and purchases. rt supports the notion that
retailers make no concerted. effort to quit aging stocks, and

therefore, sales of ord stock are assumed to continue in Èhe

same pattern as recentry acquired merchandise. Lewison and De

Lozíer (L986) have argued that such an assumption is contrary
to normal retailing practice.

Àrthough a varuation approxinating replacement cost is
generated, the methodology can arso be extended in order to
alrow for a varuation representing rower of cost or market
value to occur. For thís outcome to be attained the
methodology under Method Four is first applied. Deductions are
then made from the derived cost value of merchandise for any

stock items where retail values have been reduced below
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original cost.

There are, however, several difficulties that emerge if this
methodology is extended to cater for the lower of cost or
market value concept. First, it makes no all-owance for the
retention of the original cost muttiplier within the valuatíon
of the closing inventory. This method thus fails to recognise
fully the effect of markup targets not being achieved in any

one trading season. It, therefore, potentialty complicates any

measurement of work performance that nay be desirable. second,

the application of Èhis extended meÈhodology assumes that
original cost information ís readily available for all items of
stock. This information wourd be needed for the comparative
work to be undertaken between original costs and marked down

retail values. As Markin'(L977) has suggested, this
information is not often readily available since retaílers that
implement the RIM do so in order to sinplify stocktaking, and

in particurar, to erininate the requirement to track each iten
of stock.

v) llethod Five
This method is based on the first-in-first-out principle. rt
assumes that the merchandise encompassing the closing stock was

all purchased in the current trading period (Clift, ]-gg?). ft
is argued that the validity of this assumption could be

charrenged on the grounds that such inventory frows woul-d not
be the rtnormrr in the retail industry. The nethodology for
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calculating the cost value of closing stock is:
Cost Retail

Net Purchases 6l-0,000

Addit. Markups

Markup Cancellations
Markdowns

Markdown Cancell.
Goods Avail. for Sale $6L0,ooo

1,00o r 00o

L60,000

( LL0 ,000 )

( 150, 000 )

20, oo0

$gzo, ooo

Cost
lfultiplier

.663

The cost value of closing stock is $ZeS ,22o (9400,000 '* .663).
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vi) l,Iethod Six
This nethod is a variation of Method Four, and consequently,
attenpts to split the narkdowns taken between merchandise sold
and inventory on hand at the end of the trading period (coJ-ditz
et aI., 1988).

The methodology is:

Cost Retail Cost
MultípIier

Opening Stock $ffO,OOO

Net Purchases 610,000

Net Markups

Subtotal Z2O,OOO

Less:

Markdowns on

unsold inventory
Goods Avail. For SaIe 9ZZo,o0o

$zoo, ooo

Lr000r000

50,000

L,25O, OOo

( LO0,000 )

S1 , i-50 , ooo .626

Less:

SaIes

Markdowns on

sold inventory
Ending Inventory at

Retail

(720,000 )

( 30,000 I

$400,000

Ending inventory at cost equals g25O ttoT (g4oo,oOO * .626).

This method seeks to overcome the assumption of Method Four
that markdowns are equarly likery to apply to units sold and

those held in crosing stock. The procedure used to achieve
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this objective is to allocate markdowns into one of the two
categories. As a resul-t, the nethod does not maintain initial
markup levers in ctosing stock, and it is therefore rikel_y that
an accurate measurernent of buying performance may be hindered.
rt should be noted that net markdowns on unsord inventory are
deducted from the gross retail val_ue of goods availabre for
sale. This is justified on the grounds that, the markdown is a

downward adjustment of the initial rnarkup, and represents an
arteration to the average rnarkup of inventory handled during
the trading season.

3-5-3 summary of the outcomes Generated by each Èrethod
Discussed

The various financÍal- outcomes generated in the methods
discussed are as follows:

t{ethod Ending fnventory Valuation at Cost
one ç24o,ooo
Two 2]-!,600
Three 23O . OO

Four 25j t2OO

Five 265,220
Six 2SO,4OO

ïn summary, the maximum outcome generated is ç26s,22o whire the
minimum is $zrr,600, a difference of 2s.342. rt is suggested
that the above varuations give support to the statements
offered by Davidson et aI. (199.1) that, although the cost
murtiplier numerical- variations nay be slighÈ between the
different models, the dollar differences derived can be
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naterial. Thís has been illustrated in this example where the
difference is S53,620.

3.5.4 Strengths of the Retail fnventory Ìtethod
Writers have identified a number of strengths that the RIM

offers to retairers. First, it simplifies the stocktaking
process and thus makes it a less expensive exercise to
undertake than would otherwise be the case (Berman and Evans,

L989; Lewison and De Lozier, L986). When stocks are counted,
it is the retail varues that are recorded on the stocksheeÈs

and not the cost varues, which is the reverse of the procedure
for other methods. This arso means that stockt,akes can occur
on a staggered basis with stocks being counted in different
departments on different days (Marquardt et â1., j-983).

second, the method enables operating resutts to be derived
without having to count physical stock (clift,, LgB2; Duncan and

Hollander, 1977). since inventory is theoretically varued on a

continuing basis, this means that gross profit estirnates can be

derived aÈ frequent intervals, if this is required by the
store. Third, it provides a basis for calculating stock
shortages (Redinbaugh, L9z6; Jones , Lgsi). These shortage" l"t
occur eÍther as a resurt of customer and employee dishonesty,
or because of poor inventory accounting. The benefit of these
calculations is that management is provided wiÈh information
concerning shortages on the basís of merchandise
classification, thus enabling corrective action to be targeted.
Fourth, it generarly yields a conservative varuation of stock
(Markin, L977; Gist, l-968). This outcome is normally
acceptable to professionar accounting bodies (such as The
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Austral-ian society of Accountants and the rnstitute of
chartered Accountants in Australía) and to taxation
authorities. Fifth, the method provides infornation suitable
for use by insurance companies (Davídson and Doody, 1966;
Marquardt et â1., 1983). fhis information is used to estabtish
insurance cover for merchandise carried and to give assistance
in determining the extent of any insurable rosses that rnay

occur. Sixth, it provides a basis for controlling resources by
merchandise category. This benefit becomes particurarry
significant when a company decides to structure and assess its
business by responsibility centre (Duncan and Horrander , tg77 ì

Marquardt et â1., i-983).

3.5.5. I{eaknesses of the Retait Inventory Irlethod
There have been a number of weaknesses identified with the use

of the RrM. First, the nethod Ís based on averages (Mason and

Mayer ' 1987; Berman and Evans, L9g9). rt would thus be highly
unlikely that the rnethod would produce a cost valuation
identical to that which woul-d be produced under the cost nethod
of inventory valuation (Jones , i-gs7). This is because the cost
complement is derived from the total merchandise handled for
the period, using the total cost and total retail value of that
merchandise. second, it requires great care in recording price
changes and inventory movements (Duncan and Holrander , lgjj ¡

Bunton and sycamore, L9g2). rf errors occur in the record
keeping, the accuracy of inventory varuation figures and
operational information will be affected. Third, Redinbaugh
(L976) has commented that such an el-aborate record keeping
system rnay be costly for a number of companies. This viewpoint
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is supported by Markin (1977 ) who has argued that smal-ler

companies often do not use this method because the costs
involved exceed the benefits. Fourth, the nethod is dependent

on markups being constant during the period for both goods sold
and those held in closing stocks (Moscarello et ê1., 1,976ì

Shipp, l-985). As Clift (L982) has noted, the method rnay be

unsuitable for use in those merchandise responsibility centres
where there are wide differences in stock turnover rates
between a number of merchandise groupings. Fifth, it has a

number of variations available (Davidson et â1., 1981). Each

varj-ation is based on certain assumptions, and output accuracy

is dependent on the nethod used being matched with the
appropri'ate situation. If this is not done, the output
generated may be materially different to that which would be

expected if a more appropriate method was applied. Sixth, the
nethod is applicable only in those situat,ions where the retail
value of incoming shipments can be determined at the tÍne the
merchandise is received by the company (Davidson and Doody,

l-988). This requirement precludes the nethod being usable in
certain retailing operations, such as bakeries and optornetry
departments (Redinbaugh, L976). Seventh, it does not easily
incorporate supplier rebates, earned in earlier trading
periods, into the results of the relevant measurement period
(Berman and Evans, l-989). The failure to include these rebates
ín the cost multiplier calculation may materially alter the
accuracy of the output information generated by the system.

Eighth, the method can pose operational problems because it is
not easily understood (Markin, LïZZ). The factors most

frequently misunderstood include the mathematical relationships
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within the model, and the variations of the basic moder that
are available to be used.

3.6 Performance Appraisal Based on the OTB System and the RIIrt

An assessment of whether the orB system operates in a way that
is conducive to employee appraisal centres on two key

components of Èhe system. These are, first, the accuracy of
the sales budget as a forecast of future trading capabilitÍes,
and second, the rearism of the markup figure used to reduce
retail values to cost. The prÍne data used for input to the
orB sysÈem is the sares budget,. As was noted earlier in this
chapter, a corporate sares budget ban be either optirnistic or
pessimistíc when compared to the environment actually
'experÍenced. Given this situation, there is a case for
adjusting orB ri¡nits as changes in the environment become

apparent during a trading season. I,rlhile adjustnents are made

within the tttraditionalrr orB systern, as vras pointed out in
section 3.4, such adjustrnents are based on deviations from
budget for one tine span only. There is no suggestion in the
literature that trend deveropments are fornally incorporated
into the OTB system. If these deviations represent a

continuing trend, and they occur at the start of a trading
season, then the cumulative effect, coul-d be substantiar. rt
can be hypothesised thaÈ such an omÍssion can cause the orB
figure to be founded on an erroneous ongoíng trading pattern.
This can have the effect of causing onward profitabirity to
faII below attainable leve1s if not arrested.
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Two situations can cause this suboptimisation of profitability.
First, there is the situation where sales are expanding at a

rate in excess of the sales budget. For this increase to be

sustained, sufficient inventories will be needed to service the
increase in consumer demand. If the OTB linit ís increased at
the raÈe of one ti¡ne span deviation onIy, increases in
inventory will lag sales increases. Thus, for sales momentum

to be maintained, stockturn will need to be increased. Such a

situation may not be a materiaL problen for those merchandise

categories that are abre to source inventories quickly, but for
those categories that cannot do so, the cumulative effect nay
cause a severe constraint on sales and consequently on profits
(BearchelJ-, L975). Second, there is the case where sales are
occurring at a rate l-ess than that stipulat,ed in the sales
budget. If purchasing is based on OTB linits, excess

inventories will be purchased. This wirr have the effect of
decreasing both stockturn and the return on funds invested in
inventory. This wirl also reduce ongoing orB and, âS Huth and

Northcott (1982) have suggested, this could mean that increased
Ievels of markdohlns must be taken to clear merchandise. It can

be argued that if this downward trend cont,inues throughout a

trading season, the final effect on sares and profitability may

be severe because of the compounding effect of contÍnuarly
having to clear unneeded merchandise.

The second key cornponent of the orB system is the budgeted
narkup figure. This figure is used to adjust retair values to
cost equivalents and, for the reasons given in section 3.4,
courd reflect an optirnistic point of view. rf the rnarkup
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figure used is materiatly different to that which should have

been used, given a perfect knowledge of forward market
condítions, then it can be argued that a mat,eriaL adjustment to
avairabre orB may occur. Again, this outcome may cause profits
or sales to be suboptimised and budget variances created.

rt is argued that any negative effects generated by the above

two components of the OTB system could cause an unfavourable
budget performance assessment for a buyer from a superior
officer of the company. ThÍs assessment courd arise because

budgets are not, attained. These budgets may include sales,
gross profit rate, grross profit dollars, and inventory doIlars.
As Lewison and De Lozier (i-986) have stated, buyers are
frequentry paid bonuses for Èhe achievement of these budgets.
Further evidence of this is included in Table 4.L0. An

extension of the expectancy theory (Vroom, ]-964) suggests Èhat
if bonuses or other rewards are not paid, and the buyer
believes the budget varíances are caused by factors out,side his
or her control, ernployee motivation wiII be reduced. As

schermerhorn et aI. (t9e2) have stated, this outcome could
read to a higher rever of employee turnover within the cornpêDy,

thus reducing corporate profitability even further.

rÈ is considered that the najor problerns with the use of the
RIM as a basis for performance evaluaÈíon are, first, the
difficulty of rnatching Èhe appropriate RrM nethodorogy with the
merchandise flows that occur within a measurement period,, and

second, the identifícatíon of true markdowns. The avairabre
evidence suggests that the ¡nethod most commonry adopted by
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retailers is justified alnost soIeIy on the grounds of
conservatisn. This method varues inventory at the lower of
cost or market value wh.ile stilr naintaining initiar margins.
It seems more than a coincidence that this same method is also
endorsed for externar reporting purposes by professional
accounting bodies (see, for exanpre, Australian statement of
Accounting Standards AAS2). There is rittre suggestion in the
availabl-e literature that reÈailers use one method for externaL
reporting and a combination of methods for internal or emproyee

assessment purposes. rÈ is reasoned that inventory movement

patterns within merchandise categories wirl differ, and

thereforer other methodological variations of the RrM may

provide a more accur:ate assessment, of employee perfòrmance.
These differing inventory movement patterns may occur through
varied stockturn rat,es or differíng percentages of roldr
merchandise (i.e. more than one season ord) carried through
from one season to another. This situation may occur, for
exampre, when a company authorises specific merchandise
categories to carry trreft-overt su¡nmer season nerchandise to
the next summer trading period. The fairure to separat,e
markdowns that rerate to changing ruarket, conditions, or the
correction of buyer pricing optinism from those made in
recognitíon of inventory obsorescence, courd arso affect the
perforrnance appraisar of a buyer. Às was argued in section
3.5.L, the failure to include these markdowns in the
calcuration of the cost rnultiprier is Írrogicar. rt is
suggested that, if these markdowns are incruded, a more
accurate assessment of a buyer wirr occur. hthire it is
acknowledged that ending inventoríes are a rninor segrment of the
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total inventory available for sale during a trading season, it
is argued that in the above situations the results generated by
the adoption of the trcorrectt method could be naterial if
compared to the output from the more conservative model. rn
concÌusion, it is suggested that as a result of the foregoing
arguments, if a company uses both the RrM and the orB system,
the totar effect on the performance assessment of a buyer nay
be serious.

As noted in the first, Chapter, this Thesis seeks to examine the
rrsystemsrr effect on sales and profit optirnisation, and how this
outcome affects potentiar buyer performance appraisal. rt is
suggested thaÈ, under certain merchandising conditions, these
negative outcomes may be material at both corporate and

employee level. It is hypothesised in this Thesis that the OTB

systen may not allow profits or sares to be maximised. rt, is
further considered that the RrM that values inventory at the
Iower of cost or market value while still ¡naintaining initial
margins, does not arways arlow an accuraÈe measurement of
profits and inventory values suitable for employee assessment
purposes. This total situation, it is argued, may therefore
generate an outcome that courd mat,erialry affect an employerrs
appraisal of a merchandise employee's performance.

3.7 Surnary

This chapter has discussed budgetary control systems in a

departnent store operaÈion. rt commenced by discussing the
concept of control and the segrnentation of control 'in a typical
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store structure. Budgetary control systems vrere defined as

having two components - merchandise contror systems and cost
control- systems. Merchandise contror systems concentrate on

the buying and selling of stock while cost control systems

address the control- of functional expenses. It was stated that
this Thesis examines only merchandise control systems.

The budgetary control process of a retailer v/as then outlined.
Attention v/as focused on Èhe methods used to prepare sales,
inventory, planned reduct,ions, purchases, and markup budgets.
A discussion of the decision-naking sequence contrasted the
tttop downrr and rrbottom uprr approaches, and it was suggested
that a combination of these methods is someti_mes used.

The study of the merchandise control system was expanded int,o
an examination of the orB as a sub-system of the total system.
The orB system seeks to maintain the desired sares/inventory
investment relationship for a company. The assurnptions of the
system and its strengths and weaknesses were discussed. The

feedback possibilitíes from an application of the OTB were also
outrined together with the possible management responses to
each of these out,comes.

An examination was then undertaken of the various methods of
valuing inventory in a retail store. rt !üas considered that
merchandising profit cannot be derived unless inventory on hand

at the tine of measurement, is varued at cost. Both the cost
and retail methods were discussed. since this Thesis
concentrates on the retail method, only a brief overview of the
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cost method \^/as provided. Six variations of the retail nethod
were outlined and the assumptions underlying each variation
identified. This part of the Chapter concluded with a

discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the retail
method.

The final section presented some theoretical argurnents as to
why the application of both the OTB system and the RIM may

hinder accurate employee appraisal. For the OTB system,

discussion centred on Èhe nethodology of the system itsetf,
while for the RIM, argument was based on the need to rnatch

method with inventory f1ows. The analysis concluded with a

suggested hypothesis that if the oTB system and the RIM are
combine{, the outcome generated could affect an employerrs
appraisal of ã merchandise emptoyeers performance.

This Chapter has provided the final part of the theoretical
support needed for the first stage of the ernpirical work to be

undertaken. The methods to be used and the initial conclusions
drawn will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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Chapter Four

Itlerchandise Control Systenrs in Australian Companies

4.L Introductíon

!{hile it is apparent from the literature that the use of the
OTB system and the RIM is widespread, there is no evidence

available that clearly outlines the extent of their use in
Australia. Since this Thesis Ís concerned with the effect of
both the OTB system and the RIM on the performance appraisal of
Australian merchandising employees, it was considered necessary

that this evidence be collected.

4.2 Retail Store O¡rerators in Australia

As it was clear from the retailing literature (e.9. Lewison and

Delozier, 1,986) that, Ít, is the non-food department store
operators who are the predominant users of both the OTB and the
RIM, it was decided to cornpile a list of Àustralían companies

that operate department stores. The companies vrere selected
from the following sources:

i) A,ustralian Associated Stock Exchange retail listing as

at June 30 L984; sub classification nurnbersz L71-, L72,

I73.
ii) Business t{ho's Who of Australia, (19th Edition, Dominion

Press, Victoria, L985) t classification headings:
DepartmenÈr/Chain Stores, Retail Trade - General-

Merchandise, Retail Trade - Apparel & Accessories.
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iii) Key Business Directory of Australia, Ànnual Vols 28-30,

Volume L and 2ì Dun & Bradstreet, L983-85,

classification numbers: 531-l- (RetaiI Department Stores),
533L (Retait Variety Stores).

The above sources generated an initial list of L76 companies.

rncl-uded in this Iist, however, hrere companies trading
predominantly in the food or fuel merchandise categories.
These companies hrere deleted. fn general, subsidiaries of
other companies on the list were also excluded in order to
avoid any element of doubl-e counting. There hrere several
exceptions to this and these arose where the companies (i.e.
holding company and subsidiary) traded in separate market

segrments, such as the traditional departmenÈ store sector and

the discount department store sector. These exceptions hrere

justified on the grounds that a discount department store is
arguably quite a different style of operation to the
tradiÈional department store. The discount store generally
seeks to concentrate on a marketing strategy of low price/hiqh
volume, while the traditional department store uses a straÈegy

that seeks to balance a wide product range with service and

quality.

Those companies remaining on the list were then verified as

department store traders. This verifÍcation was undertaken

usíng information included in company financÍal statements, The

Business [,rlho's !{ho (19th ed), Jobson's Year Book of Public
Companies L984, and the Key Business Directory of Australia
(VoIs 28 -30). After this exercise sras completed, the final
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list comprising 86 companies v/as prepared. These companies are

listed in Appendix rI.

4.3 Hlpotheses Tested

In order to establish the use of merchandise budgets, the OTB

system, and the RIM by retailers in Australia, the following
nulI hypotheses hrere established for testing:

The najority of companies surveyed do not, prepare sales
budgets divided into broad merchandise categories.
The najority of companies surveyed do not prepare purchases

budgets divided into broad merchandise categories.
The najority of companies surveyed do not prepare inventory
budgets expressed in dollars which are divided into broad

merchandise categories.
The majority of companies surveyed do not prepare inventory
budgets expressed in product units and which are divíded
into broad merchandise categories.
The najority of companies surveyed do not prepare

merchandise budgets for a tine period exceeding six months.

The najority of companies surveyed do not use the OTB

control system for all trading departments in their
organisation.
The RIM is not used by the rnajority of those companies

surveyed.

The majority of those companies surveyed using the RfM do

not use other methods of inventory valuation because the
information used by the RIM is more accurate.

3

4

5

6

7

I
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9. The rnajoríty of companies surveyed do not use the same

variation of the RIM for both internal and external
reporting purposes.

10. The najority of companies surveyed do not make incentive
payments to staff for the achievement of merchandise

budgets.

11-. The majority of companies surveyed do not, agree that they
folIow a rnaximisation policy relating to some financial
objective.

The foregoing hypotheses can be grouped into the following
minor categories: Hypotheses L - 5 relate to merchandise

budgeting, Hypothesis 6 to the use of the OTB system,

Hypotheses 7 -9 to inventory valuation, Hypothesis 10 to staff
incentive payments, and fínally Hypothesis Li- to corporatê
objectives.

4.4 Research Questions
To enable the hypotheses to be tested, it hras necessary to
answer the following quesÈions for each company:

l_.

2

3.

4.

What merchandising budgets are in use?

hlhat time span do the merchandising budgets cover?

Is the OTB systern in use?

Is the RIM in use for the purpose of either internal or
external reporting?
Does the company use the same variation of the RrM for both
internal and external reporting purposes?

5
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7.

8.

9.

10.

90

If the RIM is in use, why does the company prefer this
method of valuation to other methods of valuation
available?
Is budget attainment rewarded by payment of incentive
payments being made to staff?
specifically, attainment of vrhat merchandise budgets resutt
in incentive paynents being made to staff?
Does the company have an objective of maximisation?
If an objective of maxirnisation is pursued, specifically
what maximisation objectives are followed?

4.5 Data Collection

since the stated hypotheses rerate to internar corporate
budgeting and control systems, rnuch of the data needed was not
found in either annual company reports or other publicry
availabre information. rt was necessary, therefore, to seek

the data direct from those companies incruded in the sampre.

A draft questionnaj-re was constructed and tested. The testing
was undertaken using executives of a number of South Australian
retaí1 companies and academics from the University of Adelaide
and the south Australian correge of Advanced Education. The

retail executives incruded a Merchandíse Director and a

Management Accountant. The purpose of the testing was to
ensure¡ âs far as possibre, that the meaning of the questions
was. clear and free from anbiguitÍes and bias.
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A copy of the questionnaire, together with the covering and

foIlow-up letters, is contained in Appendix fII. As can be

seen from the questionnaire, the questions deal with four
separate but related topics. Questions 1 -3 deal with
budgeting and management control issues. These are designed to
identify the use of merchandise budgets and the orB control
system by Àustralian retail-ers. To a degree, question 1

underpins the response to question 3 since, if a company does

not prepare either sales or purchase budgets, then it is
unrikery that that company wirl use the orB system. euestions
4 to 6 are designed to identify the use of the RIM and the
resurting perceived benefits. euestions z and I address the
issue of staff incentive payments and thus the notivation of
staff to attain budgets. euestions 9 and lQ deal with
corporate maximisation poricies. Responding compánies were
given Èhe opportunity to state that they do not forrow a poricy
of maximisation.

The questionnaire was sent with an initial covering letter and

a stamped addressed envelope to 96 companies. The retter was

personally addressed to the chief executive of the addressee
company. À nonth later, a forlow-up letter was sent to those
companies not responding to the first retter. This second

letter was also accompanied by a copy of the questionnaire and

a stamped addressed envelope. rn totar, replíes were received
from 6l- companies, giving a response rate of zo.g per cent,.
The questionnaires rrrere coded to enabl-e the responding company

to be identifÍed. ThÍs was done with the consent of the
respondents.
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The data collected in response to these questions vras recorded
for each company and then summarised in tabulated form. The

anarysis was then extended and a distínction made between
companies ernploying at least l-oo staff and those employing ress
than t'his f igure. This cutof f was set using criteria from rr1he

Enterprise of Australia" report (L9go) in which a staff revel
of l-00 hras the deemed cuÈoff between small and large
businesses. rt is acknowledged that other measures of
corporate size courd be used (e.g. turnover, net assets) but
for this type of research it was considered that the numbers of
emproyees v/as most appropriate. The purpose of this extended
analysis'was to test whether responses for any questions could
be shown to be rerated to corporate size in terms of staff
numbers ernployed. The data relating to nurnbers of staff
enployed was obtained from the same directories as previously
mentioned.

4.6 Linitations of Researclr

The research undertaken relates onry to the respondent
companies and cannot be generalised, with absolute accuracy, to
the popuration of Àustralian retair department stores as a
whore- rt could, however, be reasoned that the resurts
received from those companies enploying over 1oo staff do give
a fair indication of practice in this specific popuration
since, for this segment, a response rate of 7g.g per.cent wàs

achieved.
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Because the data for this part of the research was collected by
questionnaj-re, 'it is important to recognise the limitations
associated with this method. For instance, there may be a bias
of non-response. Generally, those who respond to
questionnaires are more interested in the topic and possibly
understand the topic more than Èhose who choose not to respond.
It ís consídered, however, that a high response rate does

nullify this effect to some extent.

Further, the content and information that can be obtained from
a questionnaire is limited. A long and det,ailed questionnaire
sent to busy executives is likery to have a row response rate.
rn this research, the length of the questionnaire was kept to a

minimum and only sought information that courd be supplied
without additional research by the respondent. Also, the
format of the responses h¡as designed to be answered reasonably
quickry and so explanations and justifications were not
requested.

There is a possibility that false responses may be given
deriberatery or because of a nisunderstanding of a question.
They may arso be given because of an inadequate knowredge of
the topic under examination. since, in this situation, the
questionnaire was addressed to the chief Executive of the
companies surveyed, it is hoped that the integrity of those
conpleting the questionnaire would have prevented deliberately
false anshrers. rt is reasoned, however, that with the careful
pretesting of the questionnaire, the possibility of any

rnisunderstanding was reduced. rt is difficult, (if not
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inpossibte) however, to control for farse ansvrers due to the
linited topic knowledge of the respondent. rt is possible that
some responses could be biased because of such lack of
knowredge, especiarry in reLation t,o those questions demanding

subjectivity in the selection of the response.

4.7 Data Analysis

This section of the chapter anaryses the data col-lected in
order to t,est the nurr hypotheses outrined in section 4.3. Às

stated earlier, replies to the questionnaire vrere received from
61 companies, yierding a response rate of io.gz. Five of these
responsês vtere unusable, resulting in a reduction in the usable
response rate to 65.L2. The unusable responses category
comprised questionnaires returned uncompreted. A detaired
profile of the responses received is shown in Table 4.j..

Table 4.1
Profile of Res¡ronses Received

i) Responses From AIt Conpanies
No

Usable responses 56Unwilling Èo assist 5
No response received 23

I
65. r.
5.8

29.L
Total 86 L00.0

ii) Responses Classified According To Conpany Size

Usable responses
Unwilling to assist
No response received

<1OO Ehployees
Not
30 56.6
4 7.5

L9 35.9

oo F.nPloyees
I

78.8
3.0

L8.2

No
26

L
9.

33Total 53 100.0

>1

l_00.0
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4.7 .L Hlpotheses Relating To lierchandise Budgeting
As stated in Section 4.3, Hypotheses One to Five relate to
merchandise budgeting. It is proposed that this group of
hypotheses be dealt wíth in one sub-section because of their
homogeneity. The result,s from the questionnaire that relate to
these hypotheses are set out in Tables 4.2 4.6.

Hlpothesis One: The na'ioritv of companies surveved do not
prepare sales budgets divided into broad
merchandise categories.

As may be expected, the majority of companies do prepare sales
budgets that are divided into broad merchandise categories
(Tab1e 4.2'). AII of the companies employing more than j_OO

staff and 83.32 of. those employing less than this figure
prepare these budgets. ft nay thus be concluded that the
hlpothesis is not supported and that sales budgets appear to be

a rrfundamentalrr document in almost all department store
businesses.

Table 4.2
Usage of Sales Budgets

Budget
Prepared

Budget Not
Prepared

5
o

I

I Totalt

<l-00 Employees
>LOO Employees

25
26

83.3
100. o

L6.7
00.0

30
26

TotaI 51 9L.1_ 8.9 56
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Hlpothesis Trro: The ma'ioritv of companies surveved do not
prepare purchases budqets divided into broad

rnerchandise catecrorres.

Table 4.3 indicaÈes that gs.72 of responding companies

confirmed that purchases budgets are prepared. This usage rate
was highest for large companies where 96.22 of respondents
indicated thaÈ they use these budgets. .ârthough the usage rate
is not as high as that for sares budgets, the nurr hlpothesis
is not supported.

Tal¡le 4.3
Usage of Purchases Budgets

<1-00 Enployees
>100 Employees

Budget
Frepared

23
25

Budget Not
Prepared

7
L

I

I Totalz

76.7
96.2

23.3
3.8

30
26

TotaI 48 e5.7 L4.3 56

Hlpothesis Three: The ¡naioritv of companies surveved do not
prepare inventory budqets expressed in
dollars and divided ¿nto broad merchandise
categories.

The rrbudget adoption gap" between snarr/nediun and rarge
companies became more pronounced when the third hypothesis was

tested (Table 4.4). onry s6.zz of smarr/mediun companies
prepare inventory budgets expressed in dorrars, while for rarge
companies this figure is 92.32. since inventory budgets are
generarry a derivation of sales and purchases budgets, it was
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expected that usage of this budget would not exceed the lower
usage rate of either the sales or the purchases budgets. The

results were therefore consistent with this expectation.
Further, the higher usage of this type of budget by larger
companies supports Aranya's (1,977) findings that larger
companies (in terms of size) do tend to adopt more

sophisticated budgetary techniques. It is suggested that the
preparation of inventory budgets by a company can indicate a

more sophisticated attitude to corporate control since such

budgets normally promote resource productivity management

rather than purely stating the goals of the firn for a defined
future trading period. Again, the nutl hypothesis was not
supported.

Table 4.4
Usage of Dollar Inventory Budgets

Budget,
Prepared

t7
24

Budget Not
Prepared

I TotalI

<L00 Enployees
>L00 Employees

56.7
92.3

L3
?

15

43.3
7.7

30
26

TotaI 41, 73.2 26.8 56

Hl4lothesis Four: The maioriÈv of companies surveyed do not
prepare inventorv budqets expressed in product

units and divided into broad merchandise

categories.

Hlpothesis Four did find sup¡rort from the research findings.
Àlmost 762 of companies surveyed do not prepare budgets
expressed Ín product units (Table 4.5). There is little



difference between smaIl/rnediun and large company usage with
the percentage being Loz and i,gz respectively. This outcome is
a tittre surprising when one consíders the degree of product
computerisation in rarger department stores and the frequent
division of merchandise into staple and non-staple
classifications. stapre merchandise usualry refers to
trstockfillrt merchandise such as socks, stockings, underwear,
etc, which have timited ongoing changes to product styring and

colours over Èirne.

Table 4.5
Usage of Unit Inventory Budgets

98

1_0.0
19.3

Budget
Prepared

Budget, Not
Prepared

27
2I

* Totatå

<100 Enployees
>L00 Employees

3I
I

90.0
80.7

30
26

Total t4.3 48 75.7 56

Hl4lotlresis Five: The naiority of companies surveved do not,

prepare ¡nerchandise budqets for a time period
not exceedinq six months.

Table 4.6 sets out the responses received in relation to this
hypothesis. These responses hrere analysed in terms of Èhe sub-
budgets that normalry make up a merchandise budget. This was

done so thaÈ any differences between the sub-budgets, in terms
of time period, could be Ísolated.

The hlpothesis received no support concerning sales budgets
since 5o.9t of companies do prepare sales budgets for a period
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exceeding six months. However, for each of the other types of
budgets, the hl4rothesis was supported. The fact that sales
budgets are prepared to cover a longer time frame may be

indícative of the importance of the budget to the wider
planning environment of a company. rt is considered that,
while in many companies the sales budget may hotd this position
of prominence, generalry this cannot be naintained for the
purchases and inventory budgets. This is because these budgets
are normarly derived from the sares budget and so tend to
naintain a subservient position.

TaI¡Ie 4.6
Tine coverage of lterchandise Budgets

1 Sales Budgets
TotaI

l{o I
6 Ll_.8
0 0.0

L9 37.3

>L00 >100
Not
3 1_r_.5
0 0.0

l_0 38 .5

0.0
34.6
L5.4

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months

Sub-total
9 Months
1- Year
Over l- Year

TotaI

25 49.t L2 48. O 1_3 50.0

No
3
0
9

I
1,2.O
0.0

36. O

4.O
48.0
0.0

L
2L

4

2.O
4L.t
7.8

1_

t2
0

o
3
4

5L 100.0 25 100. O 26 L00.0



2. Purchases Budgets

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months

Sub-tot,a1

9 Months
L Year
Over l- Year

TotaÌ

3. fnventory $

L Month
3 Months
6 Months

Sub-totaL
9 Months
1 Year
Over 1 Year

Total

4 Inventory Units

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months

Sub-total
9 Months
L Year
Over l- Year

Total

48 100. o 23 L00.0 25 1_00.0

z
13 .0
0.0

52 .2

0
7
l_

0
5
L

l_

I
l_1.8
0.0

52.9

0
6
t-

L
5
q

L
L
1

L

1_00

TotaI
No8
6 L2.5
0 0.0

26 54.L

32 66.6

0.0
3L.3
2.L

Total
Not
6 L4.6
0 0.0

22 53.8

28 68.4

2.4
26.8
2.4

41, 1,00. o

Total

<100

65.2

0.0
34.8
0.0

<100

64.7

5.8
29 .4
0.0

z
33.3
0.0

33.3

66 .6

0.0
33.3
0.0

L00.0

)-7 68. O

0.0
28.O
4.O

>100

>100
z

12.O
0.0

56. O

z
]-6.7
0.0

54 .2

I
20.o
0.0

80.0

100.0

100.0

No
2
o
Þ

7

0
L
I
g

No
3
0

L2

15

0
I
I

No
2
0
9

11

No
L
o
I
2

0
l_
q

t

No
3
o

I4

No
4
0

1_3

l{o
L
0
I
5

0
0
L
Þ.

1,7 70.9

0.0
25.O

4 .1,

t7 100.0 24 l_00.0

<100 >1_OO
I

25.O
0.0

62.5

87.5

0.0
]-2.5
0.0

L00. o

o.o
0.0
0.0
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Tab1e 4.7
Usage of the OTB System

' Total <1OO

4.7.2 Hypothesis Relating to the OTB System

Hypothesis six: The maioritv of companies surveyed do not use

the OTB control svstem for all trading
departments in their organisation.

The responses received in reration to this hypothesis are
analysed in Table 4.7.

>100
Prepared for:
All Departments
Most Departments
Some Departments

Sub-total
No Departments

Total

å
80.8
3.8
7.7

?

1"6
2
t

2I

3 26100.0
2
0

z
66.L
5.4
8.9

No
37

3
I

45

11_

56

80.4

L9 .6

L00.0

No I
53,3
6.7

10.0

70.o

30. o

No
2L

L
2

24 92.3

7.7

1_00.0

The high usage rate of this system by larger companies is
significant especially when one considers the high response
rate for this group. By way of contrast, the rower usage rate
among snall/mediun cornpanies Ís noÈ surprising since in those
companies more informal control methods would often be used as

a substitute for the more formar orB system. The null
hlpothesis was not confirmed and so it is considered that the
information gathered gives strong support for this research
being undertaken on Èhe orB system. rt is suggested that any
improvements made to the system should enabre emproyee
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performance to be measured more accurately. such an outcome

could be expected because the effect of system suboptimisation
wourd be reduced or nullified, so that any negative employee

assessment wourd be derived prinarily from the actions of
emproyees. Further, if it, can be shown that the orB system in
its present form is capable of suboptimising resource
allocations, then the recommendations made courd potentiarly
increase the return on inventory investment for a number of
Àustralia's major department store operators.

4.7 .3 Retail Inventory lfethod

Hy¡rcthesis Seven: The RIM is not usee b¡¿ the comD anJ.es

surveyed.

The responses rerating to this hypothesis are set out, in Tabre
4. 8. Às can be seen, the hypothesis was not supported by the
responses given. ÀIthough this outcome represents the rrtotaln
view, the result is heavily infruenced by responses from the
large company sdctor. of these companies, 84.62 use the RrM

for some form of reporting, white 6L.s2 use the rnethod for both
internar and external reporting purposes. However, this is not
Èhe case for srnaller companies. onry 408 of these companies
use the system at all with 26.72 using it for both internal and

externar reporting. This outcome may be caused, to a rarge
degree, by the perceived weaknesses of the RrM that were
identified ín section 4.s.s. Those weaknesses that courd be

particurarry relevant here are the costliness of the required
recordkeeping and the fact that many smarrer retairers have
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difficulty in understanding the nathematical relationships
within the model.

Of noÈe, in all companies where the RIM was used for both
internal and externar reporting, each company reported the use

of a common variation of the RrM for both reporting functions.
This outcome is surprising since externar reporting requires
the use of a variation based on the doctrine of conservatism.
ft will be discussed later, in this Thesis, whether such a
variation provides accurate feedback for Èhe purposes of
employee performance appraisal.

fable 4.8
Uses of the Retail Inventory Dletlrod

Total <1.OO >100
No t No .8

Used for:
Internal Reporting
Only
Both Internal and
External Reporting
Sub-total 34 L2 40.0 22

INo

10

24

1,7.9

42.9

60.8

39.2

L00. o

4 L3.3 6

8 26.7 I6

18 60. O !
30 L00.0 26

23.L

6L.5

84 .6

15.4

L00.0

Method Not Used

Total
22

56

Hlpothesis Eight: The ma orit of those companies usinq the
RIM do not use other methods of inventory
valuation because the info tion generated

þy the RIM is more accurate.

Respondents htere invited to give more than one response to this
question and so it was expected that the data collected would
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crearry isorate the rnain reasons why the RrM is preferred by

users. of the seven reasons offered, in the questionnaire,
five attracted reasonabl-e revers of support from respondents
(Tab1e 4.9). The two reasons that failed to gain significant
support were, first, the RIM is easier to computerise and,

second, it is a method approved by the Austral-ian accounting
bodies. The reason gaining the nost support (62.82) was that,
the rrstocktake process is easierr. This outcome is not
surprising since, under the RrM, stocktakes are based on retail
varues. under other methods, cost prices are normarly used.
The second ranking reason for using the RrM was the opinion
(60.0å) that the method rrenables nore timely inforrnation to be

generatedrr. rt is suggested that this opinion is formed by the
fact that the RrM, in contrast to other methods, does not
require stocks to be counted or estimated before interirn
merchandise performance reports are prepared. No other reasons
were supported above the 50å level. The reason tested in the
hypothesis, that under the RIM |tinformation is more accuraterr,
gained support only at the 4oz levet. The hl4rcthesis was

therefore not supported. rt is thus concluded that the main
reasons for implenenting the RrM are to ease the st,ocktake
process and to generate more tirnely information.
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Table 4.9
Reasons For Adopting the RIM

TotaI
Not
15 42.8RIM less costly

Information
more accurate

More timely
information
generated

Stocktake process
easier
Stocktake results
more accurate
RIM easier to
computerise
Method approved by
Accounting bodies

<100 >100
No t

46.2
No

9
I

40.96

L4 40.0 3 23.t 1l_ 50.0

21- 60.0 I 6L.5 13 59.1,

22 62.8 10 76.9 L2 54.5

L4 40. O 5 38.5 9 40.9

7 20.O 2 L5.4 5 22.7

3 8.6 0 0.0 3 13.6

Hypothesis Nine: The naioritv of companies surveved do not
make incentive'payments to staff for the
achievement of merchandise budqets.

The responses were analysed according to the main components of
a merchandise budget, that is, sales, gross profit do11ars,
gross profit rate, inventories expressed in do1lars, and

inventories expressed in units. This was done so that the
budgetary components most rewarded could be isolated.

The outcome of the testing of this hypothesis is considered a

very important rink in estabrishing the credibÍlity of the
research project. Arready, it has been established that both
the orB system and the RrM are used heavíIy in Australia. This
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hypothesís examines the role that such usage prays in measuring
and rewarding the perfor¡nance of emproyees. rf employees are
rewarded for the attainnent of merchandise budgets then the
suitabirity of the orB system as an ttoptimisation toor¡r and a
generator of accurate output information are worthy of testing.
This is because such optirnisation and accuracy shourd be

attained if employee performance is to be accuratery assessed
and thus rewards appropriately disbursed.

The responses receíved are analysed in Tab1e 4.1_0.

Table 4.10

Palment of Rewards for Budget AttaÍnment

Sales
Gross Profit Rate
Gross Profit Dollars
Either one ofc. Profit Rate orc. Profit Dollars
Inventory DoIIars
Inventory Units

25 44.6 l-0 33.3 15 57.7

Total
Not
32 57.L
LL L9.6
L9 33.9

10 L7.9
1.8L

<100
No t

50.0
20.0
L6.7

L6.7
0.0

L3 43.3

>100
Not
L7 65.4
5 L3.2

L4 53.8

re.í
3.8

7 26.9

15
6
5

5
0

5
1

Companies That Make
No Incentive Payrnents 20 35. g

The hypothesis was not'supported sínce it was crear from the
responses that 57.L+ of res¡rondents dô pay rewards for the
attainnent of sales budgets. The payment of rewards is more
common in large retairing companies. of these rarge companies,
65.42 reward sales attaínment and s7.72 the attainment of
either the gross profit dorlars budget or the gross profit rate
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budget. For smarl/mediurn companies these figures are 5oz and

33.32 respectivery. when the data from this Table is nerged
with that from Table 4.7, it is found that 6L.5? of large
companies do pay rewards for budget attainment after both the
orB system and the RrM have been used as contror and

measurement devices during the trading period.

For the reasons given earrier in this section, the outcome of
this hypothesis testing provides very strong support for the
research being undertaken. rt is considered, hohrever, that the
analysis does suggest that the research should be concentrated
on Èhe large company category. This is because large companies
are the more significant users of both the orB and the RrM and,
further, more frequentry pay rewards for budget attainment.

4.7 .4 Corporate Uaximisatíon policies

Hlpothesis Ten: The naioritv of companies surveved do not
follow a maxirnisation policv relat,incr to some

financial ob jective.

The final hypothesis tested in this part of the research
related to corporat,e maximisation policies. The reason.for
including Èhis hypothesis was to exa¡nine whether companies seek
to attain a predetermined budget instead of maximising Èhe

outputs from all available resources. rf the sole objective of
companies is to attain budget revels, then, the orB systen
needs onry to alrow such attainment to occur. such a syst,ern
would not therefore need to have an inbuilt capability Èo al1ow
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for any upward or downward trends that may be deveroping. This
capability would, however, be needed if companies seek to
maximise outputs. An anarysis of the responses is d.isplayed in
Table 4.11.

Table 4.11
Corporate Maximisation Policies

Total
NoZ

>100
I No z

<100
No

Sales Turnover So
Long As Minimum
Profit Levels Are
Attained
Shareholders,
Wealth

Budget Attain¡nent
Lifetime Earnings of
Company Management

Present Va1ue of the
Company

Dividend Flow to
Shareholders

Retention of
After-tax Profits
The Company Does Not
Have a Policy of
Maxinisation

39 69.6 20 66.7 L9 73.L

L9 33.9 7 23.3

23.3

6.7

1,2 46.2

L6 28.6 7 9 34.6

2 3.6 2 0 0.0

6 LO.7 3 10.0 3 11_ .5

L8 32.L 8 26.7 L0 38.4

9 L6.L 6 20.O 3 l_L.s

0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

rn the questionnaire, there were eight possible answers that
could be selected as responses. Murtipre responses vrere also
invited. Although no companies stated that they do not pursue
a policy of maximisation, L6 companies did state that they do

seek to attain budgets. Given this situation, onry three
companies indicated that budget, aÈtainment is the sole
objective of the company. This suggests that the remaining 1_3
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companies rinked budget attainment together with some other
objective.

Since 69.62 of conpanies indicated that they seek maximisation
of sares turnover so rong as a ninimum lever of profits is
achieved, the nuII hyrpothesis gained no support from the
questionnaire responses. This outcome is consistent with the
data presented in Tabre 4.1-0 in connection with Hypothesis
Nine, which dealt with the payment of incentives to emproyees

for the attainment of budget,s. rt was crear from Tabl-e 4.Lo
that employees are more likely to be rewarded for the
attainment of s31es budgets than.for any other type of
merchandÍse budget. rt is suggested that in most corporat,e
situatj-ons such a reward structure would be supportive of some

penultinate objective such as sares maximisation. rt is not
surprising, therefore, that the outcomes of Tables 4.j-o and

4.LI show such a strong relationship.

4.8 Sumnary

This Chapter has reported on the usage of merchandise control
systems by Australian department store operaÈors. As was

stat,ed at the commencement of the Chapter, there was no

evidence available that clearly outlined the extent of such
usage, and so it was considered necessary that this data be

colLected. The methodorogy used in the data colrection hras

described and then the research findings discussed.
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An initial list of L76 department store operators vras derived
from three sources. Thís list was then.reduced to 86 companies

by deleting operators trading predorninantty in the food or fuel
merchandise sectors. l{ith exceptions, subsidiaries of
companies arready incruded in the list vrere also deleted.

The null hypotheses and research quest,ions vrere then outlined.
These formed the basis of the questions asked in the
questionnaíre. Usable responses hrere received from 56

conpanies (65.1-å). The response rate was considerably higher
for large cornpanies ( 79. gå ) . '

The questionnaire responses were then discussed. Hypotheses
One to Five related to the usage and time coverage of
merchandise budgéts. of the merchandise budget components
presented in the questíonnaire, it was found that sares,
purchases, and dorrar inventory budgets are alr used heavily.
Às far as t'ime coverage is concerned, the majority of companies
prepare sares budgets for a period greater than six months.
The other budgets are generarly prepared for a shorter tirne
frame.

Hypothesis six related to the use of the orB system. rt was

found that 80.4å of arl companies surveyed use this system
while for rarge companies this figure is significantry higher.

Hypotheses seven and Eight tested the usage of the RrM and the
reasons why companies have adopted it. The RrM is used by a

majority of alr respondíng companies but the usage is very high
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in the case of large companies. The main reasons given for
companies adopting the method are that it generates more Èirnely

information and it enables an easier stockt,ake process.

Hypothesis Nine questioned whether companies make incentive
payments to staff for the attainment of merchandise targets.
The responses indicated that the attainment of sales budgets is
most frequentry rewarded with the achievement of gross profit
dollar budgets following in second pIace.

Corporate maximisation policies lr¡ere examined under Hypothesis
Ten. The purpose of this test was to establish whether
companies maintain that they seek budget attainment rather than
some form of naximisation. Àn analysis of the responses

indicated that onry 5.42 of the companies surveyed seek to
attain budget targets at the total exclusion of other
maximisation objectives.

since it is evident thaÈ both the orB system and the RrM are
heavily used by the large Àustralian department store
operators, the ongoing research will concentrate on data
avairabre from one of the companies in this category. This
data will enable analysis to be undertaken that tests wheÈher

the linking of these systens is dysfunctional in the attainment
of identified maximisation objectives.
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Chapter Five

The Case Study

5.L lntroduction

Íùhile there is evidence that the OTB and the RfM are used

heavily by Austrarian retailers, there is no indication of any

research that tests the effect of both the orB system and the
RIM on the performance measurement of Australian retailing
employees. IdeaIIy, such a study shoutd be capabl_e of being
generalised to the population as a whole but, to do this, a

randomly seLected set of data would need to be collected.
Given the confidentiarity that normarry attaches to this type
of data, it is suggested that it is inpossible for such an
ttidealrt study to be undertaken. As an aLternative, however, a
case study approach can be used. This approach involves the
collection of a complete set of data from one company and then
the testing of that data against stated hypotheses. It is
considered the results wíII indicate the degree of sub-
optimality or otherwise that these systems impose on employee
performance outcomes in a company that is representative of an
rraverage population modelrr. This Thesis uses the case study
approach and this Chapter outlines the methodology to be

adopted together with the hypotheses tested.

5.2 The Case Study Approach

As Yin (L984) has commented, as for other types of research,
the usual distinguishíng features of a case study are problem
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definition, research design, data corlection, data analysis,
and reporting of results. As the term ilcase studyil irnplies,
the subject of the research requires definition (post and

Andrews I L982) and Èhis may be a singre organisation, ês it is
in this researchr or it courd comprise many organisations.
However the subject is defined, the boundaries rerating to the
proposed research need to be crearly set within this context.
This is normally done by using nurl hypotheses, as it, is within
this thesis.

Six princÍpa] sources of evidence have been identified by Webb

et. a1. (1-966) for use in case study anarysís. These sources
are documents, archival records, interviews, direct
observation, participant-observation, and physical artifacts.
Às Yin (L984) has commented in relation to these sources, there
are three important consideratíons regarding the use of
evidence in the case study context. First, tr^ro or more sources
of evidence that relate to a common set of facts should ídeally
be used. rn this Thesis, information was gained from company

document,s and interviews. second, ârr extensive data base
shourd be assernbted. This arso was done since over 3ooo pages

of corporate records were examined, analysed, and, for some,

restructured and merged with other available docunentation¡
Examples of these documents are found in Appendix r. Third, a

chain of evidence should deverop from the assenbry of the data
to the finar conclusions reached. rn this Thesis, such a chain
of evidence has been developed.

Kaplin (L986) noted that case studies are frequentry used in
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management accounting research and, in nost situations, the
study undertaken is characterised by an in-depth study of one

organisation. This fact underpins one of the strengths of the
case study approach since such a study allows an in-depth
understanding and description of the issues at handr âs they
relate to the organisation studied. While this is a major
strength, a weakness is that one case study cannot serve as a

basis for generalisation (Merchant, L985). hlhiLe thís weakness

can exist, a study of one organisatÍon can ident,ify a problem

and the causes that, could be confounding sinilar organisations.
The conclusions drawn could thus act as a catylist for further
research to be undertaken that perhaps includes a greater
population. As alneady stated in Chapter One, when two of
Australia's rargest retailers became avrare of the case study,
beíng undertaken in this research, they advised that they were

experiencing difficulties in this part of their businesses and

so vrere keen to be advised of the research results. It is
therefore expect,ed that the resurts of.this study wirr read to
further research being conducted in this area.

5.3 fnterrral Environment of the Selected Company

The company serected for this case study operates in a capital
city of Australia and trades through a number of stores. White
the company has been prepared to suppry the necessary data, it
has asked that its identity not be disclosed.

The main activity of the company is described in business
directories (e.g. Key Business Directory of Austraria) as
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departmenÈ store retailing. The conpany is structured on a
functionar basis and the merchandising function operates
through L75 departments. These departments are grouped into a

number of merchandise caÈegories which are, in turn, divided
between eight merchandise divisions. Each division
concentrates excrusivery on one segment of the softgoods (e.g.
crothing) or hardgoods (e.g. toys) market. Between them, these
divisions generate sales in excess of $roo nilrion per annum.

The period selected for the study was from February L9g3 to
January l-985. During this time there hrere four trading seasons
of six months each. This time period was chosen because of
stabÍlity in a number of key environmentar variabres. First,
the raÈio of direct advertísing expendiÈure to sales budget was

kept constant. Thus, each department budgeted and spent funds
on advertising in a uniform fashion across each period.
Second, there hrere no significant store remodelling exercises
undertaken. These had been nainly compreted in a previous
period and from L983 1985 only minor modifications were made.

Third, there was no change in corporate ownershíp and corporate
objectives either immediatery before or after the period
examined in this study. Fourth, in terms of personnel
stabirity, the buying staff hrere reasonabry settled with a

staff turnover of 20å per annum which is considered normal for
this activity. There hlere no changes Ín either the divisional
or functionar management and the average annuaL turnover of
senior buyers was only LoZ. Buyers hrere ctassified as senior
when they directed the duties of other buyers more senior in
rank than junior or trainee buyers. senior buyerÉ thus had the
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responsibirity for a group of merchandising departments.

The corporate objectives for the period rerated primarily to
profit maximi-sation. This conclusion was reached after
discussions with functional management, the reading of inhouse
documents, and gaining knowledge of the bonus scheme that
related to buyers and buying management.

This bonus scheme potentially increased the annual pre-tax
earnings of a buyer by between 5.5å and t4-.sz. To achieve the
minimum bonus of $700, a buyer had to achieve Èhe gross profit
budget together with the sales and inventory dorlar budgets.
rf onry the gross profit budget was achieved and other budgets
not attained, then 60z of the bonus was paíd. However, extra
revers of bonus could be earned for superior performance. For
example, íf Èhe gross profiÈ budget was exceeded by l-5å and the
other budgets hrere also meÈ, then gL2oo was paid. This amount

increased to $reoo if the gross profit dorrar budget was

exceeded by 252. For senior buyers these amounts hrere doubled
and for divisionar managers doubred yet again. This meant that
a divisional manager $tas able to earn bonuses approximaEing L2Z

252 of base sarary. Bonuses hrere paid at the conclusion of
each trading season.

5.4 llerclrandising Financial Control Systems In Use

5.4.l- Foryard planning

Merchandise budgeting was confined to six monthly tine periods
which corresponded to the defined trading seasons. The onry
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exception to this was sales budgeting where notional budgets
!/ere prepared covering a furl financiar year or two trading
seasons. These sares plans !{ere at divisional lever onryt at
no tine hrere departmentar sales budgets prepared on an

annualised basis.

Forward budgets v/ere norrnarry prepared and finalised four
months prior to the season to which they rerated. Therefore,
for a season that commenced in February 19BS the merchandise
budget wourd be finalised by the end of septernber L984. once
the budgets were completed, no further alterations urere
permissible even if it becane apparent that rnajor environmental
changes had occurred. A1so, buyers reported that on completion
of thq budgets, orders for the next season hrere placed in
preparation'for the launch of the nehr seasonrs merchandise.

5.4.2 Use of the CIIB System

The orB syst,en was used in mosÈ departments of the company.
The apprication of the system was consistent, with the nodel
described earlier in section 3.4. The onry departments using
an alternative system were the shoe departnent,s where staff
control-led the merchandise investment with a shoe count systen.
Àrthough aIr other department,s had access to the orB system,
the consistency of its use h¡as not constant across arl
departments. The senÍor management of the company hras aware of
this but were much more concerned with the achievement of
results than continualry having to porice the use of a system.
They berieved operating personnel shourd strive for results
using whatever tools considered most suitable.
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The budget figures used in the orB system were the same as

those used in the company budgets and so, once the budget
figures had been estabrished, they remained unchanged except
for notional arterations made within the orB system. These

arterat,ions directly affected departmentar purchasing capacíty
and were highrighted on the interin and finar orB reports
Íssued weekly and monthly respectively.

Although this is how the formal sistem was supposed to operate,
some divisional and senior buyers adnitted to making subjective
rroff the recordrr adjustments to both sares and. inventory
budgets, if they believed alrowance had to be made for a

changing environment. These adjustments were jusÈified on the
basis of the reasoning contained in Section 3.4.
rnvestigations and subsequent discussions with staff revealed
that there l¡rere, however, a f ev¡ divisíonar or senior buyers who

seemed to almost conpletery ignore the orB system. The

identification of such situations and an anarysis of the
outcomes will be discussed 1ater.

The orB system used in this company was clearly the cost based
model. This means that arr variables incruded in the system
l/ere expressed initiarly at retair values and then the orB
balance converÈed to cost using the budgeted narkup figure. As

was stated earlier, such a situation can cause inaccuracies to
develop in the orB system since part of the integrity of the
cost based system depends on the budget,ed markup figures being
rearistic. The effect of this will arso be tested.
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Access to OTB bal-ances was available to operating personnel
from three sources. First, there were weekly printed computer

reports. These reports, while showing the OTB balance, also
stated the sales actuar versus sares budget, purchases actual
versus purchases budget, and actual estimated stock on hand as

compared to budgeted stock on hand. This prinÈout also
specified the orders placed but not yet delivered. This
additionat information was provided so that merchandising
personnel could cancel orders if deliveries $rere not made on

ti¡ne and thus increase availabre orB, should this be desired.
The second method for personner to retrieve orB balances was

vía the computer screen. Arthough the infornation rayout was

identicar to that shown on the computer printout reports, the
information was more tirnely. This was so because the screen
information was updated to the crose of trade on the previous
working day whereas the printed report hras accurate only Èo the
close of trading on the previous wednesday. The third method

rras reportedly distínctly inferior to the other two available.
rt required the manual calcuration of the orB barance by using
the various daity operating reports issued to merchandising
staf f . A'IÈhough there $tas enough inf ormation on these reports
to enabre such calculations to be made, buyers reported that
the nain difficurty was ensuring the cal-culations hrere

accurate. For this reason, this alternative was resorted to
very infrequently.

From the above, it is concluded that the merchandising staff of
this company had good access to orB information. rndeed, ít
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courd be argued that, with the data avairable, there was rittre
justification for any orB barance being seriously out of
contror except if such a position was deliberately sought.

5.4.3 Sales Reports
The company issued daily and weekry sales reports. These

reports r¡rere prepared on a departmental- , buying category,
buying division, and totat company basis. The format of these
reports was standard across ar1 reportj-ng areas and an example
of such a report is shown in Exhibit 5.L.

Exhibit s.1
Daily Sales Report

Dept: Toys
Division: Pleasure
Date: lfonday 9 Feb. 1984

Sales
Act.

SaIes
Bud.

? Var
Bud.

SaIes
Act.

Sales
Bud.

Z Var
Bud.

å Var
L. Y.

Varz
L Y.

20L1, L700 1,8.29 32.3 L4397 14100 2.L1, 27.2

These reports were issued for two main reasons. First, they
hlere issued to advise controrrers of responsibirity centres
(e.9. buying departments) whether sales budgets v/ere being
attained. Merchandising personner had an interest in the
attainment of sales budgets since successful performance in
this area underpinned favourable performance reviews. Second,
the under or over attainrnent of the sales budget gave notice
that adjustments to the avairable orB wourd be made. rf the
gap between sales actual and sales budget was significant then
it courd be expected that prompt action woul-d be taken by the
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buying personnel to enabre a sares surge to continue or, if
sares r¡rere sliding, to reduce stocks in order to preserve
future profits and stockturn.

5 .4 .4 Purchases Re¡rcrts
Detairs of departmentar purchases were avairabre from three
sources. First, there vrere computer screen facilities which
gave details of the purchases budget for both the current month
and the year, together with information of how many dollars had
already been committed. These committed dollars $rere divided
befween merchandise already received and merchandise yet to be
derivered. Àrso shown on the screen were details of the
avaitabre orB. second, there were reports, printed weekly, for
each responsibility centre that gave cornprete details of alr
incoming merchandíse during the previous week. This report
included the initial markup rat,e used, together with the
cumulative markup for the season to date.

The purpose of the report was to give buyers written advice of
incoming merchandise and the effect of the markups on the
cumulative markup totar. These initiar markups were set by the
buyer as the orders vrere written. The purchases report thus
enabred a buyer not only to review markups continuarly buÈ,
more importantfy, to assess the probabirities of attaining the
profit budget previously set for the season at hand.

5.4.5 llarkdown Report
Markdown reports hrere issued weekly in arrears and gave details
of the markdowns taken, in the previous week, together with
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progressive markdowns for the month to date, progressive
markdowns for the season to date, and budgeted markdowns for
the current trading season. These markdowns v/ere not divided
between current and previous seasons, merchandise nor were they
rrtaggedr! according to the reason they vrere taken, be it
obsol-escence or other f actors.

The objective of issuing this report was to arert both buyer
and manager of markdowns taken and to signal any excesses thaÈ
nay be occurring. rn this company, if excessive markdowns

occurred, a directive hras normarly issued that no further
markdowns ürere to be taken for that particurar department
without authorisation from a divÍsional manaqer. The

Merchandise Director reported that the reason for such a
directive $/as based on the knowredge thaÈ where markdowns
greatry exceed budget, short-term profits may be severery
affected. rn response, hourever, it could be argued that a

markdown excess is merely the.symptom of a problem. The actual
probrem may be an unrealistic inÍtiar narkup poricy or a

rapidry decrining rate of stockÈurn. The effect of an over
optinistic ínitiar markup rate on the achievement of both the
sales and profit budgets and, thus, on the orB wirl be tested
in this Thesis. rt is suggested that if managenent actively
seeks to attain increased initial markups, increased 1evels of
markdowns may occur and hence buyer performance measurement
could be assessed unreasonabty.
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5.4.6 Profit Reports

Profit reports r¡rere issued nonthly and segmented into
merchandise departments, buying categories, and buying
divisions. An example of such a report is shown in Appendix

I. Although, in this example, data is shown for a full six
rnonth period, this format was used for all stages of the
trading period. In other words, if only the first month of a

February - July season had been conpleted, then only the
operational data for February would be shown in additíon to the
budget figures for the futl season. Information relating to
stocks held is shown to the right of the report. This
inforrnation effectively reports on the outcome of the
application of the OTB. As was discussed earlier, buyers
regarded the stock budget as either rrfixedrt or rrvariablerl

depending on the sales l-evel achieved. If the budget was

regarded as 'rf ixedrr then it could be expected that , if the OTB

system had been rigidly apptied, the actual closing stock
figure should approxirnate the budgeted stock figure. On the
other hand, if the budget had been viewed as a trvâriablett then
there could be a variance between actual stocks and budgeted

stocks while rneeting the stockturn budget.

5.5 Valuation of Inventory

This company used the RIM, and in particular the variation
outlined in AAS2, across all merchandising departments. A

description of this method and variation is given in Section
3.5.2 of this Thesis. The adoption of this particular
variation on an exclusive basis across aII departments, is not
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unusual for a retailer. This was discussed earlier and at that
point it was suggested that this may result in inaccuraÈe
performance evaluation. This possibility will be tested later
in this Thesis.

5.6 External Environmental Considerations

rt is Ínportant that the irnpact of environmental changes on

departmental budgetary moves can be evaluated. It is therefore
necessary to examine the external environment conditions that
faced the company during the period under review.

5.6.1 Consumêr Prices
consumer prices for the state in which the conpany operated
rose during the period, but the degree of increase varied
depending on the expenditure category examined (1995 and t-986

state Year Books). These increases are shown in Table 5.L
using 1-00 as a base in December i-992.

Table 5.l-
Consumer Price Increases

Clothíng Household Equipnent AIl
and Operation

Categories

Dec.
June
Dec.
June
Dec.

L982
1983
198 3
1 984
L984

1_00.0
L04.0
LO4.9
l_09.3
IL2.9

100.0
L03.6
1,O7.3
L1,L.2
L1,3.7

1 00.0
105.5
1_09.l_
l_09. 3
LL2.9

5 .6 .2 Emplolment and Wages

The number of persons emproyed in the state during this period
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increased and, at the same tine, the number unemployed

decreased. The actual figures for the period August l-983 85

are shown ín Tab1e 5.2.

Table 5.2
Ehplolment and Unemplolment Statistics

AugusÈ L983
August L984
August 1.985

Persons Ehployed Persons Unemployed
43O,7OO 57 ,3OO45O,7OO 52,LOO
462,LOO 47 ,3OO

The average weekJ.y earnings also increased during this time.
The average male vrage rose by L5.6? hrhile the f emal-e rate
increased 1-6.LZ. Such increases !üere thus greater than the
consumer price increases and so, with the inpact of increased
employment, it can be concluded that community discretionary
disposable income increased during the period in real terms.

5.6.3 Other Factors
hlhile Èhe irnpact of improving economic conditions was

favourable to State residents, there vrere several factors that
inpinged on department store operators at this tine. First,
they faced the increased wage costs that were mentioned above.

These íncreases vrere greater than the CPI movement,s and so had

to be absorbed into the cost structure of each company. These

difficulties were alluded to in the Chairmanrs Report of a

number of listed retailers during this period. Second, the
level of interest rates rose. For example, the overdraft rate
for prime borrowers increased from a mid-rate of L3.752 in June

L983 to 17.252 in June L985 (Australian Year Book t-986).
Again, these costs had to be absorbed and so it could be
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expected that investments in merchandise and capÍt,al
expenditure wourd be increasingly controlled over this tirne.

5.7 NUII H14roÈlreses

so that the orB system and the RrM could be assessed under
various conditions, in terns of suitability for employee
perforrnance measurernent, the forrowing nulr hypotheses vrere

est,ablished for testi.ng:-
L. The average actual opening stocks as compared Èo average

budgeted opening stocks do not d.iffer between successful and

unsuccessful sales departments.
2- Actuar purchases as compared to the birdgeted rever of

purchases are not sígnificantly different in percentage
terms between successful and unsuccessful sales departments.

3. Average closing stocks of successfur departnents do not
exceed budget more frequentJ-y than unsuccessfur sales
departments.

4. The merchandise flows of high fashion departments are not,

different from those of other departments.
5. The average actuar opening stocks as compared to budgeted

opening stocks do not differ between successful and

unsuccessful profit departments.
6. Actual purchases as compared to the budgeted rever of

purchases are not significantry different in percentage
terms between successful and unsuccessful profit
departments.

7. Average closing stocks of successful departments do not
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exceed budget more frequently than unsuccessful profit
departments.

8. .Successful profit deparÈments do achieve sales budgets more

frequenÈIy than unsuccessful departments.
9. Successful profit departments do not achieve the gross

profit rate budget more frequently than unsuccessful profit
departments.

L0.The formal orB system does not irnpede the profitabirity of
high fashion departments.

1-1-.sharp increases in initial markups between trading periods
do not cause subsequent increases in markdovrns.

L2.sharp increases in initial markups between trading periods
do noÈ cause subsequent, incr'eases in markdown leve1s for all
three major product categories.

L3.rn any one season, those markdowns taken which were caused

by sharp increases in intake rates, did not have a naterial
effect on profit.

L4.The use of the cost murtipJ-ier in the RrM nodel does not
generate reasonable estimates of cost values in the
valuation of inventory if the averaged cost rnultiplier has

increased by more than i.o? over Èhe previous trading period.
l-5.Markdovrns taken because of variations in opening stock as a

percentage of budgeted sales between seasons do not
materially affect departmental gross profit levels.

The above hypotheses can be divided into a number of groupings.
The first three Hypotheses concentrate on successful and

unsuccessfur sales departments. These Hypotheses att.empt to
isorate those variabres (i.e. opening stocks, purchases, and
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crosing stocks) that impact on saLes performance. Hypothesis
Four seeks to examine whether merchandise frows for high
fashion departments differ from other departments. rt is
reasoned that if differences occur then if changes are to be

made Èo the existing orB model, these changes wilr have to
alrow for any differences in frows between high fashion and

other department,s. Hypotheses Five to seven attenpt to isolate
those variables that significantry affect profit performance.
rf such outcomes are found to exist and a company seeks to
maxímise profit, then account needs to be taken of the
concrusions reached from the test,ing of these Hypotheses.

Hypotheses Eight and Nine'seek to determine the causes of'a
successful profit performance. Because the questionnaire
resurts in chapt,er Four'conf irmed thaÈ the rnajority of major
Australian retailers seek profit maximisationr oE a varj-ation
Èhereof, it is important to define whether sound gross profít
resurts are generated by iniÈiar hígh intake rates or high
sales volume. This is important since the resul-t will provide
the najor parameters for the optirnar orB model if profit
naximisation is to occur. Hypothesis Ten tests whether the
effects on profitability differ between high fashion and other
departments.

Hypothesis Eleven examines the effect, of sharp increases in
markups on the lever of markdoq/ns taken later ín the trading
season. As discussed in chapter Three, it is norrnarry argued
that markdowns are generated because of merchandise
obsorescence. rndeed, this vièw is supported in the sÈructure
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of the most commonly used variation of the RrM in Austraria
(i.e. that described in AAS2). This Hypothesis seeks to show

that extraordinary levers of markdowns can occur íf initial
markups are unrearisticarry high. rf this is proven then, for
the purposes of performance appraisar, the most frequently used
variation of the RrM will need alteration if it is t,o generate
accurate results.

Hypotheses Twerve and Thirteen extend Hypothesis Ereven.
Hypothesis Twerve tests whether the resurts generated by
Hypothesis Eleven are consistenÈ for a1r rnajor product
categories whire Hypothesis Thirteen examines the effect on
profitability.

Hypothesis Fourteen attempts to establish that if initial
markups are increased sharpry, then not only wirr markdowns be

affected but, as inportantly, the conversion of retair varues
to cost. rf this is proven, gross profit carcurations wirr be
shown to be erroneous and hence the accuracy of performance
appraisar further eroded. FÍnarry, Hypothesis Fifteen attempts
to link markdowns to revels of opening stock. rf this rinkage
is proven, a case can be made for the attachment of markdowns

to merchandise. should this need to be done, to generate
accurate appraisal, then it courd be that it is necessary to
allocate markdowns across trading seasons rather than account
for them on a rrlump-sum basísrt.
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5.8 Summary

The Chapter commenced with a discussion outlining ra/hy the case

study approach would be used in this Thesis instead of a wider
sampre base. Ä, description of the case study approach then
forlowed. From this description, the discussion moved to an

examination of the internar environment of the serected
company. Reasons hrere given why the period February 1993 to
January l-985 was selected as the most suitable data base to be

used when testing hypotheses. The structure of the
merchandising function was arso outrined and aspects of
nerchandising budgeting hrere anarysed. This anarysis was

weighted towards those budgeting and merchandising activities
that affect the operation of the OTB system and the RIM.

The internar environment of the company during this period was

arso discussed. This discussion hras then extended to an

analysis of the external envíronment. fn particular, movemenÈs

in consumer prices, employnent, !ìrages, and finance charges v/ere

highlighted.

The finar section o1 the chapter outlined the Hypotheses to be

tested in the remainder of the research programme. rn this
discussion, it was shown how the separate Hypotheses rfit
togetherrr and thus collectively achieve the overall research
objective.

The next chapter concentrates on those variables that could
impact on sales performance. specificalry, the first three
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hypotheses are tested and the outcomes discussed. This t,esting
commences the analysis of the trtraditionalrr OTB model and its
suitabirity as a contror t,ool if a maxímisat,ion objective Ís to
be achieved.
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Chapter Six
The SaLes Performance of an Open-To-Buy Systern

6.L Introduction

This Chapter examines the sal-es perforrnance of departments
using the OTB system and seeks to isolate factors that cause

success or failure in a trading season. These factors are then
analysed as variables of the system (if appropriate) and

conclusions drawn as to whether the formar orB system alrows
sales optirnisation. Success or failure is judged in terms of
sares performance. rf it can be shown that the orB moder does

not allow sales maximisation then this may have serious
implications for most retailers who use this model. These

results would imply that not only are the majority of
Australian retailers operating at sub-optimum efficiency, but
the performance of employees is being incorrectry assessed. As

discussed in Chapter Four, an: najority of Australian retailers
reward employees for the attainment of sal_es objectives.

The chapter commences with an outline of the nethodotogy to be

followed in the selection of successful versus non-successful
departnents. ResuLts from têsting Hypotheses one - Three are
then outrined. These hypotheses hrere ristèd in chapter Five.
The Chapter concludes with a discussion of the results and the
significance of these for the OTB node1.
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6.2 Selection of Data

As stated in section 5.2, the period serected for the study was

from February L983 to January i.985. This tine period covers
four six monthry trading seasons and in each season the company

utilised approximately 1-75 trad.ing departments. AII
departrnents r¡/ere considered erigible for serection with the
exception of the shoe departmenÈs. These departrnents did not
use the OTB system.

For each season, departments vrere ranked with regard to sales
perf ormance. The best and worst 2OZ of performances r¡rere then
separated as Èhe basis for further testing. The cutoff point
of 20å was used to enable sufficient separatíon between the
most successful and least successful groups. ThÍs cutoff point
also allowed for reasonably sized groups.

rt could be argued that, it wourd be preferable to examine the
result,s for any department over the comprete two years rather
than a single six month period. However, this wourd not be

appropriate for a number of reasons. First, the conpany

budgeted on a six monthly tirne frame. This period was

consistent with that used by other retailers (section 4.2.L).
wit'h testing being concentrated on defined six monthly seasons,
any variations in the budget process as they affect indivídua1
departrnents over time are thus elininated. second, the orB
system only controrred buying over a síx month period. Third,
the bonuses paid to buyers were carculated using onJ-y the
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results for one six month season. This means that the efforts
of buyers vtere directed to the achievement of the predetermined
six monthry budgets. Fourth, over a two year period a number

of departments hrere amargamated and neîr ones formed. These

changes vrere made in line with the marketing strategy of the
company. Fifth, with normar buyer resignations and promotions,
together with the ongoing shuffling of buying portfoli_os,
departnentar results may be affected and this variable not
adequat,ely controlled.

The me¡nbership of the most successfur and least successful
groups Ì¡ras redetermined every síx months. This meant that
these groups hrere not consistent in Èerms of departmenÈar
membership from season to season. This outcorne was expected
since when the buyers were interviewed, they continually stated
that they had difficulty in achieving top results on a
consistent basis when the orB system was being fu1ly or even

partÍarry utilised. Thus, whíIe a department may have achieved
excelrent resurts for one or more seasons, only good resurts
may have been generated in other seasons. This trend was very
apparent on examination of the data in this case study. when a
department had a reduction in sales or profit, relaÈive to past ,

resurts, this was normarly only marginal but enough to exclude
it from the sample.

6.3 Data Analysis

This section examines whether the orB system impedes sales
performance. To achieve this, the results of the most
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successfur and least successfur performing departments are
compared. rn these comparisons the emphasis is on stock - the
quantity of'opening st,ock, the quantity and timings of new

stock purchases, and the quantity of stock remaining at the end

of the trading season. This concentration is justified since
it is the avaitability of stock that creates sales.

6.3.1 Opening Stock

Hlpothesis one: The averaæ actual openinq stocks as compared

to average budqeted openinq stocks do not
differ between successful and unsuccessful
sales departments.

The outcome of testing this Hypothesis is important since it
indicates whether sares performance is related to quantity of
opening stock. If it is shown that the best performing
departments do commence a new trading season with stocks in
line with budget, while the worst performing departments do

not, Èhen a case couLd be argued that, for the rower performing
departments to succeed, opening stocks should be at budgeÈed

Ieve1s. on the other hand, if both the most successfur and

reast successfur groups conmence with approximately the same

revels of stock then the causes of inferior performance must
rest with other variables. rn addition, if the Hypothesis is
confirmed, credibility will be added to the first part of the
orB equatíon, namery that dearing with opening stock. rt wirl
mean that this part of the equation does not detract from sales
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performance and is therefore vatid for all leve1s of potential
performance.

In t,esting this Hypothesis, the first level of analysis
examines the number of departments in each category that
commenced a trading season with stocks in excess of budget.
The results are shown in Table 6.1-.

Table 6.1
Successful and Unsuccessful Departments
Tradinq Season Witþ gtocks in Excess ofn.aq"..-t.--

Successful
Unsuccessful

Febpuly 83
Not

Aug/Jan A4
No8
26 72.3
22 6L.1-

L2
L4

33.3
38.9

FeblJuly 84 Aug/Jan 85
NotNoZ
26
1,7

76.2
50.0

58.8
55.9

20
1_9

Variance (2) (5.6) 4 LL.2 9 26.2 L 2.9

As can be seen, the results r¡rere rnixed and quite inconclusive.
In two seasons the successful group commenced trading with more

departments carrying stock in excess of budget while it was the
reverse for the other two seasons.

Since a more definite outcome was desired, the mean and

standard deviation were established for each group. A T-Test
qras also used and this analysis was extended with the use of
the non-parametric Mann-whitney test. Justification for the
use of the Mann-Whitney test is provided by Siegel (L956,
p.l-26). He stated that this test is an excellent alternative
to the T-Test since it does not have the restrictive
assumptions and requirements associated with that test. once

again the basis of analysis is the comparison of actual stocks
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to budgeted IeveIs. The results are shown in Tab1e 6.2.

Table 6.2
of ltean Departnental Openinq Stocks
and Standard Deviations.

Comparison

Feb/July 83
llean SD

Successful l-05.5 73 .4
Unsuccessful 97.O 42.L

f: .581
Itlann-lftritney
Z-Statistic .l-0571-

L35.7
1_1L.3

63.3
53.3

AuglJan A4
llean SD

FeblJuty 84
llean SD

L5s.8 L04. r.
LO6.7 58.4

2.444

2 .6701,

AuglJan 85
lfean SD

l_1_5.5 39.3
1,22.7 60 . I

-.570
.l_540

L.747

1_.5889

Again, the resurts suggest that there is tittre difference
between successful and unsuccessful departments. An

examination of the means show that in two seasons reasonable
differences existed between successful and non-successful
departments. These'differences hrere confirmed by the
apprication of the T-Test when in two seasons, the Hypothesis
vtas rejected at the 5z tever of signifícance. Horr/ever, whire
noting this outcome, the rejection of the hypothesis in the
August - January 1984 season sras very marginal. The Mann-

whítney test confirmed this margínarity when on apptication of
this test the hypothesis was accepted for all seasons excepting
the February - JuIy L984 season.

on the basis of Tabres 6.L and 6.2 together with the supporting
discussion, it is concluded that Hlpothesis one is supported
and that variatÍons in actuar versus budgeted opening stocks,
between successfur and non-successful departrnents, do not
significanÈly affect ongoing sales performance. The
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performance differences between the two categories must

therefore be caused by one or more of the other variables in
the OTB equation.

6.3-2 Purchases

Hypothesis Two: Actual purchases as compared to the budgeted

Ieve1 of purchases are not siqnificantlv
different between successful and unsuccessful
sales departments.

In testing this Hypothesis, the analysis of purchases v/as

confined to the first three months of each trading season.

Thís was done because, first, it is in these months that the
trfresh stock imagerr is created and, second, once the first
three months of trading pass, purchasing por¡/er can be

restricted by the OTB systern if the department is performing
poorly. In addition, âs stated in section 5.4.L, buyers

normally placed orders for the bulk of their purchases at least
two months ahead of delivery. For some departments (such as

lrlomen's fashion) this lead tine was much longer. Thus, orders
v/ere placed without any knowledge of impending sales patterns.
Purchasing tinits would therefore be the purchases budget

unadjusted by the OTB system.

This stage of the analysis concentrates on deÈerrnining whether,

in the first three months of each season, successful
departments purchased ahead of budget more frequently than
unsuccessful departments. The results are shown in Table 6.3.



Table 6.3
Percentacre of Successful and Unsuccessful

Departnents Purchasinq Älread of Budqet

72.22
88.92
88.9å

33.3å
27 .82
27 .82

t_39

30 .62
47.22
63.92

l_3 .5?
r8.92
1_0.8å

35.1,2
43.22
48 .62

LL.LZ
L6.72
L9 .42

41, .22
55.92
52.92

5.92
r_r-.8å
8.8å

FeblJuly 83 AuglJan 84 Feb/JuIy 84 Aug/Jan 85

Successful
- Irith 1
- l,Ith 2
-Mth3

Unsuccessful
- Irtth I
- tfth 2
- Ii{th 3

An examination of Table 6.3 clearly suggests that there was a

difference in purchasing pattern between successful and

unsuccessful departments. This dj"fference indicates that top
performing departments vtere more likely to have nehr merchandise

available for sale during the budget períod than their lower
performing counÈerparts. As an extension of Table 6.3, it was

decided to cal-culate the average actual purchases as a
percentage of budgeted purchases so that the difference in
means could be established and thus levels of significance
determined. Although unlikely, it could be that Tab1e 6.3
presents an overly unfavourable view with regard to lower
performing departments vrhen, in fact, the differences between

the two groups are much less. These figures are presented in
Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4
lleans of Departmental Purchases

Feb/JuIy 83 Aug/Jan 84 FeblJuly 84 Aug/Jan 85

Successful
- r,fth 1
- I,Ith 2
- ttth 3

Unsuccessful
- r,rth 1
- tlth 2
- lilth 3

L46.52
156.52
r54 .42

86.92
91-.22
87 .32

79.52
LO7 .42
t]-s.22

49.72
70.62
68.52

29.82
36.82
46.72

r_05.9å
L1,5 .62
1,L6.22

6I.82
71, .22
69 .62

1,O7 .62
rL2.6Z
1_08.6å

55. 3å
60. så
62.82

Variances
(Successful - Unsuccessful)

- tlth 1 59.62
- I,lth 2 65.32
- I.tth 3 67.L2

44.L2
44 .42
46 .62

52.32
52.L2
45.82

As can be seen in Table 6.4, there was a significant difference
in purchasíng patterns between successful- and unsuccessful
departments. Not onty do successful departments purchase ahead

of budget in month one but this trend continues. This is not
so for unsuccessfur departments since, in the totar period
under study, at no stage was the mean purchasing percentage
above L00u. The extent of these differences became apparent
when the Mann-whitney test was applied. The results of these
are shown in Table 6.5.



ì,tann-&itneL Test Applied to
þy Succes artments

FeblJuly 83 ÀuglJan 84 FeblJuly A4 Aug/Jan 85

3.61,78
5.O970
5.638L

L4]-

Table 6.5

2.6t50
4.0383
6.1,L26

2.0167
2.8843
4. L01l-

4.2684
5.237 4
6.L205

- tlth 1
- tlth 2
- l,Ith 3

As noted from an examination of Table 6.5, it was confirmed
that the populations of actual purchases, as compared to
budget,ed revels, v/ere statisticarry dif f erent at a 52 lever of
significance in all seasons. These differences gathered
strength as buyi-ng continued in each season. This evidence
confirms that differences in p'urchasing levels between

departments significantly affect future sales results. It is
thus concluded that Hlpothesis ftro is rejected since there is a

significant difference in purchasing strategy between

successful and unsuccessful departments.

ThiS outcome is important when coupled with the results of
tesÈing Hypothesis One. In that testing, it was concluded
there l¡ras no significant difference between the mean percentage

of actual to budgeted opening stock for successful and

unsuccessful departments. It was also shown that, for both
groups, the mean opening stock levels r¡rere in excess of 1-00? of
budget. In terms of the OTB model, this means that an initial
reduction would have to be taken in the available purchases

Iímit in order to keep the model in balance. While this may

have been done by the worsÈ departments (Table 6.4), it was
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evident that this was not an adjustrnent made by the best
departments. The mean percentage of purchasing in these

departments was consistently above the l-00? level in the first
three months of each trading season. It can therefore be

argued that, sínce strong performances need the purchases

budget to be at least L00å spent, nodífication is required to
the formal OTB nodel to all-ow these strong performances to flow
more naturally. This nodification must a1low for such spending

on purchases regardless of opening inventory 1evels.

6.3.3 Closing Stocks

Hlpothesis Three: Averaqe closinq stocks of successful
departments do not exceed budqet more

frequentlv than unsuccessful departments .

This Hypothesis concentrates on the possibíIity that successful
departments do ignore the formal OTB system and allow actual
closing stocks to exceed budget and so maintain planned

stockturn rates. It also tests whether less successful
departrnents adjust downwards their actual closing stocks as

compared to budgeted levels, in order to maintain desired
stockturn rates.

Testing involved determining the percentage of successful and

unsuccessful departments completing a trading season with
stocks in excess of budget. These results are shown in Tab1e

6.6.



Successful
Unsuccessful

Feb/JuIy 83

66.72
44 .42

22.32
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Table 6 -6

AuglJan 84

75.O2
45.92

Percentage of Succesçful and Unsuccessful
Depar!,nents Conpletinq a Tradinc¡ S""=""lfith Stocks in Excess "f

FeblJuly 84 Aug/Jan 85

67 .52 50.0å
45.72 44.L2

2L.82 5.92Variance 29.r2

An anarysis of Table 6.6 shows that in all seasons more

successful departments completed the trading season with stocks
in excess of budget than their less successful counterparts.
In all seasons except one, the differences in percentages were

material. On this evidence, it is concluded that the
Hypothesis is not sustained.

rt was decided to further examine this reraÈionship of sales
and closing stocks since it was believed the notion of
successful departments carrying closing stocks in excess of
budgets warranted more invest,igatíon. AIso, the extent to
which unsuccessful departments voluntarily reduce stock levels
once it is evident that the sares budget wilr not be achieved
needed additionar analysis. while mean closing stock revers
have been estabrished for each group, so far there has been no

attempt to compare these stock levels with sales performances.
For the purposes of testing, Minor Hypothesis One was

established.
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l{inor Hypothesis One: Mean closing stocks as a Dercentage of
budqet do not approximate mean actual
sales level-s as a percentaqe of budqet.

The results from this analysis are shown in Table 6.j.

Tab1e 6.7
A Conparison of l,lean Sales

And llean Closinq Stocks
Feb/July 83 AuglJan 84 FeblJuly A4 Aug/Jan 85

Successful
- Sales
- Stocks

Unsuccessful
- Sales
- Stocks

L45.252
1_38.81_%

70.922
98.00å

1,49.752
1-36.58?

72.222
LL .t3Z

LL9.632
L29 .482

66.8L2
1_01_.61_?

1L4.88å
L00.02å

59.942
93.732

The results in this Table indicate that while mean stock levels
for successfur departments correlate closely with mean sares,
this is not so for unsuccessful departments. Mean stocks for
this group lag significantly behind mean sales, while for
successful departments, the opposite is the case. It seems

that although sales $rere faltering, unsuccessful departments
did not initiate any action to reduce stocks below formal
budgeted levels. hthile rnaking this observation, it must be

recognised that the orB model does not demand this action. rt
only requires that stocks be at the predetermined budgeted

levels. In the case of the successful departments, as has

arready been discussed, mean stock levers vrere generalry werl
in excess of budget. Thus it seems that for a department to be
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successful, the OTB system needs to be overridden with regard
to its rêquirements on closing stocks.

To summarise, this minor Hlpothesis was accepted for
unsuccessful departnents but rejected for the successful group.

This result, hovrever, will be re-examined in the next chapter
when profit performances between the two groups are examined.

6.4 High Fashion Departments

6.4.L InÈroduction

It was decided to test for differences that may attach to high
fashion departments since it is recognised that these
departments do have specific characteristics including high
stock turnover and a higher than average product obsolescence

risk. Sinilar characteristics r¡rere recognised by Pashi-gian

(l-988) in a study that also required a separation of
categories. It is reasoned that such differences could impact

on the formal OTB model and thus require changeS to be made to
the model to better accommodate this trading pattern. In these

circumstances, it may be necessary for a company to operate
more than one version of the OTB model to enable trading
optimality Èo occur.

Hypotheses Four: The merchandise flows of hiqh fashion
departments are not different from those of
other departments.
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To enable a logical testing sequence of Hypothesis Four to
occur, a series of minor hypotheses u/ere established. These

are included in Section 6.4.2.

6.4.2 Selection of Data

The high fas.hion departrnents r^rere selected from the total list
of departments availabre for the company. Two fashion buyers
in the company under study were asked to agree on the
departments to be identified as high fashion. Eighteen
departments were selected which approximate 1-OZ of the
departments in the database. The 20å criteria was again
applied which meant that the p.erformances of eight departments
lrere analysed in each season. For the purposes of assembling a

database of reasonabre size, alÌ successfur departments hrere

analysed as one group, regardress of the particular season.
The analysis of unsuccessful departments was undertaken in the
same v/ay.

6.4.3 Opening Stock, Purchases, and Closing Stock

llinor Hlpothesis Ttro: There is no material difference fn
terrns of actual versus budqeted openinq

stock, between hicrh fashion and other
departments.
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üinor Hypothesis Three: There is no material difference IN

terms of actual purchases as compared

to budqeted purchases, between híqh
fashion and other departments.

ttinor Hlpothesis Four: The averaqe closinq stocks of hiqh
fashion departments do not exceed

budqet more frequentlv than those of
other departments.

The data used to test aII the above minor hypotheses is
summarised in Tab]e 6.8.

Table 6.8
Hiqh Fashion Departnents

Versus Other Merchandise Cateqories
High Faslrion
Freq. I¡lean

Other
Freq. llean

(1) Opening Stock:
- Successful
- Unsuccessful

(21 Purchases Pl:
- successful
- Unsuccessful

(3) Purchases P2:
Successful

- Unsuccessful
(4) Purchases P3:

- Successful
- Unsuccessful

(5) Closing Stock:
- Successful
- Unsuccessful

43.82
3t.22

43.82
r_8.8u

43 .82
6.32

43.82
6.32

50.0å
3L.22

88.72
78.L2

1_06.5å
75.t2

LOl,.22
eo.22

l-03 .l-?
76.92

L00.8u
84 .42

63.O2
52.62

1,34.L2
LLL.5Z

43.32
17.oz

59.L2
20.72

t-09.6?
63.L2

1,25.62
72.52

63.02
17.82

r3L.62
72.I2

68.3?
46.72

t34.62
n l.Lz

In terms of lfinor Hlpothesis Two, it was concluded that there
is a material difference between high fashion and other
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departnents and thus the l,tinor Hypothesis is rejected. Table
6.8 (1) shows that for both the successful and unsuccessful
high fashion departmental groups, average opening stock levels
are considerably below those of the other category. This
outcome could be determined by the very nature of high fashion
merchandise. The high risk of obsolescence, especially at the
end of a trading season, would demand that mininal stock be

carried forward to the next comparable trading season. Often
such a season would be six months in the future. While this
Minor Hypothesis is rejected, it is also concluded that the OTB

model did not appear to ínhibit strong sales performance in the
high fashion category, since the mean opening stock carríed for
successful departments was less than 100å.

Minor Hypothesis Three concentrated on differences in
purchasing between the two merchandise groups. Table 6.8 (2

4) shows that for high fashion departments the differences
between the successful and unsuccessful groups are similar to
differences in the other category. In both merchandise
groupings, few of the unsuccessful departments committed and

spent their purchases budget in the first three months of a

tradíng season. For successful- departments, the trend is
similar for both merchandise groups except that, while the
other departments tend to increase the percentage of actual
over budget, high fashion departrnents held the overspending on

budget at a reasonably constant level. To summarise, while a

similar pattern exists, there is a material difference in
purchasing strategy between the two merchandise groups. This
llinor Hlpothesis is tlrerefore rejected. For both the
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successful and unsuccessfur high fashion departments there
appears to be evidence of some conservatism in the purchasing
strategy adopted as compared to other departrnents. This is
evident from a comparison of the excess of actuar mean

purchases over budget figures for both groups.

Minor Hypothesis Four concentrates on closing stocks, and

specificatry tested whether high fashion departments carry
closing stocks in excess of budget more frequentry than other
merchandise categories. Table 6.9 (5) indicates there is again
a difference between thése two groups. while both successful
and unsuccessful non-high fashion departments have mean stocks
above budget this is not so for high fashion departments.
unsuccessful hígh fashion departments are fírmry below budget
levels and successfur departments, on average, have crosing
stocks in rine with budget. rn terms of frequencies, there is
a major difference between the merchandise groups. other
departments much more frequently exceeded closing stock budgets
than did high fashion departments. lfinor Hlpothesis Four is
thus rejected.

on the basis of testing Irtinor Hlpotheses Í\.ro - Four, Hlpothesis
Four is rejected. As a byproduct of testing the Minor
Hypotheses, however, one other irnportant observation cän be

made. Data in the 'tothertr corurnns (Table 6.9) exctuded data
from any high fashion departments that may have been incruded
in Tabtes 6.1- 6.2. The result is that the disprayed figures
are higher than those shown earlier in the chapter. This means

that, if a non-high fashion department is to maxímise sales, it
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h¡irl very frequently commence the trading season with stocks
considerably in excess of budget, purchase merchandise ahead of
budget, and finarry have crosing stocks in excess of budget.
The orB moder does not cater naturarry for these excesses.
This observation strengthens the outcomes of testing major
Hypotheses one - Three and gi-ves further weight to the argument

that the formal oTB nodel is not adequate if sales optinisation
is to occur.

rndeed, it means that since the budgets incorporated in Èhe orB
system are often the basis for performance rewards to buyers
(as discussed in Chapter 4), these rewards will be restrained.
This is further discussed in a subsequent chapter.

rn summary, there are significant differences between high
fashion and other departments. These differences give weight
Èo the earlier view that the oTB modet in itself is inadequate
if sales maximisation is to occur.

6.5 Sunmary

This Chapter has examined sales performance and its interaction
with the orB system. The objective of the chapter was to test
whether the use of the orB system impedes sal_es naximisation.
rt was suggested that, if it courd be shown that this does

occur, the formar orB system would need modification.

The data used for testing was sourced from the trading records
of approximatety L75 merchandise departments over four six-
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nonthly periods. For each season sares performances were

ranked and the most and least successful 2oz of performances
v/ere isotated for further testing. This testing concentrated
on opening stocks, purchases, and closing stocks. In the
latter part of the chapter the rerative performances of high
fashion versus other departments were compared and differences
beÈween these groups isolated.

The first Hypothesis to be tested in the chapter examined

whether there are dífferences between successful and

nonsuccessful departrnents in terms of opening stocks heId. rt
hlas found that there hlere no signifícant differences in opening
st,ocks held between these groups.

The second Hypothesis concentrated on purchases and sought to
identify differences in purchasing patterns between the two
groups. The data analysed was conclusj-ve in that there !üere

significant differences. This outcome was then coupled with
the resurts from testing Hypothesis one, and it was suggested
that for sares maximisation to occur, it is apparent that some

nodification is required to the OTB model.

Differences in closing stock revers were tested under
Hypothesis Three. It was found, that in aII seasons, the
successful- departments completed the trading season wiÈh sÈocks
more in excess of budget than Èheir unsuccessful counterparts.
Further, the mean stocks herd exceeded budget in each season.
Mean closing stock levels were then compared to mean sales for
each caÈegory. while it was shown that mean stocks and sales
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r¡/ere strongly correlated f or successf uI departmenÈs, this was

not so for the unsuccessful group. This t,esting further
highlighted that changes need to be made to the oTB model.

The testing of Hypotheses relating to high fashion and other
departments foltowed the same pattern as earlier in the
Chapter. It can be concluded from this testing that there are

differences in strategy between high fashion and other
departments. These dÍfferences showed Èhat high fashion
departments tended to adhere to set budgets more than their
rrotherrr counterparts, generating more conservative sales
results. Interestingly, once the high fashion results v¡ere

extracted from those of the other category, stronger evidence

was produced that changes do need to be made to the OTB nodel
if sales maximisation is to occur.

!{hile this Chapter has concentrated on the interaction of sales
performance and the OTB nodel, the next Chapter examines profit
performance and Èhe OTB system. Comparisons will also be drawn

between the findings of both Chapters.
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Chapter Seven

The Profit Performance of an Open-To-Buy System

7.I Introduction

In this Chapter, the focus on trading performance continues.
hrhile in the previous Chapter sales performance v/as examined,

in this Chapter profit results are analysed. As was shown in
Chapter Four, over 572 of rnajor retailers pay performance

rewards to staff for the attainment of gross profit objectives.
In this Chapt,er the main objectíve will be to analyse whether

or not the OTB systern does detracÈ from profit perforrnance.

IÈ is obviously imperative that any management control systern

interfacing with employee performance must enhance and not
detract from that performance. The structure of this Chapter

is similar to that of Chapter Six.

7.2 Selection of Data

The methodology apptied to the selection of data was identical
to that used in Chapter Six. In summary, profit results for
nearly 2OO departments were available for analysis. These

results covered four six month trading periods. From this
database, the best and worst 2OZ of departmental profit
performances vrere identified for testing. As stated in Section
6.2, the menbership of the best and worst groups was

redetermined every six months. Reasons for this approach hrere

given in that Section.
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7.3 Data Analysis

7.3.I Opening Stock

rt is necessary to establish whether opening stock revels are
an indicator of pending profit performance. If they are,
attention will then need to be given to them in the redesign of
an orB system dedicated to the maximisation of profit. rf not,
Ít can then be argued that the quantified amount of opening
stock should not be included in such a redesigned orB system.
As previously discussed, the orB moder seeks to constrain
stocks to budgeted targets and it could be that, for a

department t,o be successful, it needs to have actuar opening
stocks in excess of budget. rf this is so, it courd be that
some nodification is required to the formal orB noder.

Hlpothesis Five: The average actual openincr stocks as compared

to budqeted openinq stocks do not differ
between successful and unsuccessful profit
departments.

To test this Hypothesis, those departments in each category
with opening stocks in excess of budget were identified. The

results are shown in Table 7.L.



Percentaqe of Successful and Unsuccessful Profit
Departments Comrnencinq a Tradinq Season

Ifith Stocks in Excess of Budqet

Feb/JuIy 83
NoZ
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Table 7.L

At:'g/Jan a4
NoZ

Feb/JuIy 84
NoZ

ÀuglJan 85
NoZ

Successful l-1
Unsuccessful 20

3L.4
60 .6

57 .L
60.0

70.6
65.7

58.8
58.8

20
21,

24
23

20
20

Difference (e) (29.2) (1) (2.e) 1- 4.s 0 0.0

As can be seen, the results were sinilar for both the
successful and unsuccessful categories. Only in one season

were the results substantially dífferent. Of note, however, in
both categor.ies, is the fact that a najoríty of departments
commenced the trading season with stocks in excess of budget.

Sinilar data was extracted in the previous Chapter (Table 6.1)
in order to evaluate the effect of opening stock l-eve1s on

later sales performance. A cross comparíson of Table 6.1- with
Tab1e 7.L suggests that the results are similar for successful
departments. However, as can be seen, consistently more

unsuccessful rrprofitrt departmenÈs started a season with stock
in excess of budget than did their trsalesrt counterparts. The

extent of these differences becomes more apparent when data in
Tables 6.2 and 7.2 are compared. Table 7.2 contaíns a

comparison of means and standard deviations for profit
departments.
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Tab1e 7.2

A Comparison of l,Iean and Standard Deviations For- --jErõEiF oeparu-nent openinq stocks

Feb/JuIy 83
Itlean SD

Aug/Jan 84
llean SD

Feb/Jr.l1y 84
llean SD

Aug/Jan 85
Mean SD

Successful 86.8
Unsuccessfu]. l-1-9.8

Dlann-IVlritney
Z-Statistic

44.L
55.9

I28.4
r24 .8

67 .4
56.5

L25.L 47 .5
1,37 .4 t_00 . t_

.649

.765

1-21- .5 44 .7
1,23 .4 6L. 1

.1,46

.356

2.727

2.785

.242

.247

The results in Tab1e 7.2 again show that Èhere was little
difference between successful and unsuccessfuL profit
departments. Not only is this âpparent from a comparison of
the means, but is confirmed by both the application of a T-Test
and the Mann-lrthitney test, with a 52 leve1 of significance. It
can be concluded, therefore, that the analysis of the data
provides strong support for Hlpothesis Five.

Nevertheless, the actual size of the means for both categories
deserves comment. Às can be seen, the means were more than 2OZ

above budgeted levels, with one exception. Thus, the majority
of departments r¡/ere entering trading seasons with rrautomaticll

reductions to their OTB limit. This situation impacts on

dollars available for new stock and so influences the amount of
neh¡ merchandise available for sale. The one exception to this
occurred in Feb/July 1-983. It would appear that this was

caused by a delay in processing incoming stock at the
completion of the previous trading period. Evidence of this
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can be seen in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 where purchasing in month one

exceeded that of all successive periods.

A comparison of Table 7.2 with Table 6.2 shows that notable
differences exist between sales and profit departments. While

the means for successful sales departments are higher than

those for profiÈ departments, the reverse situation exists for
departments in the unsuccessful category. A number of reasons

for this could be suggested. The reason successful rrsalesrr

departments have higher means could be that, in order to
achieve higher leveIs of saLes, more stock vras carried. This

suggestion is supported by the clear evidence in Chapter 6 of a

strong tink between overstocking and sales success. It could

be argued therefore that some of these departments were

sacrificing profits for sales.

The fact that the means of unsuccessful profit departments were

higher than those in the sales category, could suggest that
this rroverstockingtr is part of the reason why these departments

were in the unsuccessful profit category. If the overstockíng
contained a higher than normaL level of obsolete merchandise,

then excess markdowns would be required thus marginally
affecting gross profit rates. These issues will- also be

explored later in this and subsequent Chapters.
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7.3.2 Purchases

Hypothesis six: Ä,ctuaI purchases as compared to the budqeted

Ievel of purchases vrere not siqníficantlv
different in percentaqe terms between

successful and unsuccessful profit
departments.

As explained in Chapter 6 | the analysis of purchases $/as

confined to the first three months of a trading season since it
is in this period that arrfreshrt stock image is created. Arso,
towards the end of this initial period, the orB system can have

a marked effect on purchasing rinits íf sares have been poor up

to that, point in tirne.

An examination of Table 7.3 shows that successful profit
departments more frequentry purchased ahead of budget than
their unsuccessful counterparts.

Table 7.3

FeblJuty 83 Augl.Tan 84 Febliluly 84 Aug/Jan 85

Successful

-MthL
-Mth2
-Mth3

Unsuccessful

- Mth 1_

-Mth2
-Mth3

6r.82
80.0å
76.52

33.32
45.52
51_.5å

25.72
38.9?
s4.32

tL.42
17.LZ
Lt .42

4L.2Z
4t.22
52.92

11-.8å
L7.LZ
20.62

38.22
50.0u
47.L2

20 .62
1,7 .62
LL.8Z
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Table 7.3 suggests that success ís related to the percentage of
the purchases budget that is spent. This conclusion was also
reached when sales performances were examined. There is,
however, a difference in purchasing patterns between sales and

profit departments. A review of Table 6.3 shows that
successful sales departments more frequently purchased ahead of
budget than did their profit counterparts. This suggests a

higher level of risk takínq by those departments, and is
consistent with the view expressed in Section 7.3.L. Also,
there are minor differences associated with the unsuccessful
categories. À cornparison of the Tables shows that more profit
deparÈrnents'purchased ahead of budget than did their sales
counterparts. As has been stated, these differences are minor
and at this stage of the research no ptausible reasons exist.
Although Table 7.3 strongly indicates that there v/ere

differences in purchasing strategy between successful and

unsuccessful profit departnents, the extent of these
differences are not clearly apparent from this Table. In an

attempt to isolate these differences, the purchasing means for
each of the categories vrere calculated. These are set out in
Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4
Comparative lteans of Departnental Purchasing

FeblJuly 83 Auglilan 84 FeblJuly 84 AuglJan 8E

Successful

-MthL
-Mth2
-Mth3

Unsuccessful

- Mth 1_

-Mth2
-Mth3

- Mth l_

-Mth2
-Mth3

Differences
(Successful - Unsuccessful)

73L.72
1_3r-.5U
L3B.32

91.5å
too.7z
109.0å

47.22
30.8å
29.32

72.O2
to2.3z
tog .22

50.9?
67.22
69.O2

2r.tz
35.1_?
40.22

to4.5z
1-01_.6?
r.13.3å

55. 8å
66 .62
66.02

48.72
. 35. Oå

47.32

L07.7Z
L08.1?
]-06.Lz

7r.92
69.32
7L.22

35.82
38.88
34.92

These resurts, when coupled with those of Tabl_e 7.3, show that
for a departnent to generate an above average profit result,
purchasing needs to be at or above budget. The differences
indicate the large gap in purchasing strategy between
successful and unsuccessful- sales departments. The extent of
these differences r¡rere confirmed when the Mann-Whitney test was

applied. The results of these are shown ín Tab1e 7.s.
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Table 7.5
l{ann-Iflri Test ied to

by Successful Non-Successful Profit Departments
Febl.fuly 83 Aug/Jan 84 FeblJuly 84 AuglJan 85

-Mth1
-Mth2
-Mth3

2.8469
3 .0L86
2.3327

2.8566
4.2403
5.5794

3.4834
3.L768
4.3667

2.9560
3 .8391
4.7345

As noted, using a sz level of significance, the resurts in
Table 7.5 confirm that the popurations of actual purchases, as
compared to budgeted levers, u¡ere statísticarly differenÈ.
clearly, failure to purchase aÈ budgeted levels in these early
monÈhs underwrote a poor profiÈ result. From the evidence in
the above Tables, together with Èhe writt,en analysis, it is
concluded that Hlpothesis Six can be rejected since Èhere was a
significant differ€lnce in purchasing strategy between these two
categrories.

rt is interesting to examine the above Tabreè in conjunction
with the anarysis in section 2.3.1,. That section dealt with
the levels of opening stocks held, and concLuded Èhat there was

ritt,le difference in such hordíngs between successful and
unsuccessful profit departments. rt was also shown that, in
armost all seasons for both categoríes, opening stocks vrere in
excess of budget. ff Èhis outcome is coupled with the resuLts
of this section, it shows that, for a departmenÈ to be
successful, it needed to have both opening stock and purchases
in excess of budget. For this to occur, the orB contrors
needed to be ignored and buyer judgenent exercised. rt is
apparent, therefore, that the OTB system does need modífication
and this prerirninary conclusion gives support to the sinirar
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conclusions of the cornparative Section (6.3.2) in the last
Chapter.

7.3.3 Closing Stocks

Hypothesis Seven: Average closing stocks of successful
department,s do not exceed budqet more

frequently than unsuccessful departments.

This .Hypothesis explores whether successful profit departments
finished the trading season with stocks in excess of budget.
while the reverse was the case for unsuccessful departments.
The testing of Èhis hypothesis is important since the adequacy

of the OTB system will again be brought under scrutiny.

The analysis commences with an examination of the percentage of
departments in each season that have closJ-ng stocks in excess

of budget. This data is presented in Table 2.6.

Table 7.6
Percentage of Successful and Unsuccessful profit

Departnents Finishing a Trading Season
Ifith Stocks in Excess of Budget

Feb/Juty 83 Aug/Jan 84 FeblJuly 84 AuglJan 85

Successful
Unsuccessful
Differences

62.92
5L. så
L1-.42

69 .42
54.22
]-5.22

70.62
40.0å
30.6å

52.92
35.33
L7.62

As can be seen in Table 7.6, successful departments more
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frequently carried stocks in excess of budget than their
unsuccessful counterparts. of note, hohrever, is the frequency
that unsuccessfur departments exceeded closing stock budgets.
As suggested in Section 7.3.L, such a situation indicates
obsolete stock being carried forward into the next season with
the possibre rnarginal negative effect on profit. To further
analyse this aspect, it was decided to examine the relationship
between crosing stocks held and sales made in each season for
each category. This data is presented in Tabte 7.2.

Tab].e 7.7
À ison of SaIes

l,[ean Clos
FeblJuly 83 AuglJan 84 FeblJuly 84 Aug/Jan 85

Successful

- Sales
- Stock

Unsuccessful

- Sales
- Stock

1-24.72
I20 .62

95.42
LL6.LZ

L32.OZ
L29.22

74.72
t]-6.42

ILs.62
I34.62

78.O2
94.62

Lrz.5Z
103 .8?

64.32
83 .62

An examinati-on of Table 7.2 shows that for successful
departments there is a strong correlation between closing stock
excesses over budget and sales achieved. In all seasons except
one, sales percentages lead stocks. rt could therefore be

expected that the risk of stock obsolescence would be low and

that stockturn targets would be achieved. Again, for this
outcome to occur, the formar controls of the orB system wourd
have to be ignored and buyer judgement exercised.
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unsuccessful departments díd not have mean stocks at the same

level as their successful counterparts. whire in all seasons

mean closing stocks were at lower levels, stocks held as a

percentage of budget exceeded sales percentages. This
situation identifies an imbalance in the stock to sales ratio
and so suggests that there was a lack of productivity in the
invent,ory investment .

To concLude, Hlpothesis seven is rejecÈed since successful
profit departments did have average closing stocks in excess of
budget more frequenÈry than unsuccessfur profit departments.
coupred with this concrusion is Èhe fact that successful
departments had mean stocks in excess of budget as compared to
mean stock levers herd by their unsuccessfur counterparts.
Again, it is apparent that the formal OTB system needs

nodification if profit maxirnisation is to occur.

7.3.4 Dependence on Achievenent of Sales Budgets

Hl4rcthesis Eight: Successful profít departments do not achieve
sales budqets more frequentlv than
unsuccessful departments.

This Hypothesis tests the exÈent of dependency that departrnents
have on the achievement, of sares budgets if profít budgets are
to be net. rniÈiaIry, it may be thought that achievement of a

profit budget is ímpossible without meetíng the sales budget.
This is not automaticalry the case, hohrever, since there are
other components that interact wíth profit, these being initiar
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markup rate, subsequent markdordns, and allov/ances from
suppJ-iers. If there are savings on budget in any of these
other componentsr'then a department would not need to achieve
Èhe sales budget in order to achieve the profit budget. Tabre
7.8 shows details of the number of successful and unsuccessful
profit departments in each season that achieved the sales
budget.

Table 7.8

Successful
Unsuccessful

of

Feb/JuIy 83
Not
27 77.L
5 t5.2

and Unsuccessful Profit

AuglJan 84
Not
36 L00. oi 2.s

FeblJuly 84
lfo t
32 94.L
8 22.9

Augpan 85
Not
30

0
88.2
0.0

It is clear from Table 7.8 that successful profít departments
did achieve sares budgets more frequently than unsuccessful
departments. HlErcthesis Eight is thus rejected. However, the
data present,ed in Tabre z.z shows that not all successful
profit departments achieved the sales budget in arr periods.
Likewise, there are a number of profit departments ranked as

unsuccessful that attained the set sales budget. obviously for
these departments, while attaining the sales budget,
substantiar components of the profít budgets r^rere not met
thereby eroding the profit result. The causes of this
situat,ion wirl be discussed in the next chapter together with
its impact on the efficient functioning of the orB system.

the Sales
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7.3.5 Achievement of Gross profit Rate

Hlpothesis Nine: Successful profit departments do not achj-eve

the qross profit rate budqet more frequentlv
Èhan unsuccessful profÍt departments.

The justifícation for the testing of this Hypothesís is based
largely on the same grounds as for the previous Hypothesís. rn
this case, hohrever, attainment of the gross profit rate is
under scrutiny rather than sales. Testing of this Hypothesis
wirr indicate more crearry whether failure to meet Èhe sares
budget is the maín reason for poor perforrnance. rf this is Èhe

case then it could be expected that the outcone wirl be largery
inconclusive. Both successful and unsuccessful departments
shourd have had the same degree of success in meeting gross
profit budgets. lable z.g sets out the data relating to Èhe

achievement of gross profíÈ budgets.

Table 7.9
Achievement of Gross profit Rate Budgets

Successful
Unsuccessful

Febpuly 83Not
25 7L.4
1 3.3

Augl,Jan 84
Not
28 77.8
6 L7.t

Febpuly 84 Augl,TanNoåNo
L8 52.9
1 2.9

85t
28 82.3

8.83

Differences 24 6g. i- 22 60.7 L7 50. o 2s 73.s

As can be seen in Table 7.9, the results are not inconclusive.
successful department,s crearry attained çtross profit rate
budgets more frequentry than their ress successful
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counterparts. The Hlpothesis is therefore rejected. This
result is important since it suggests that unsuccessful profit
departments reduced profit margins during a season more

frequently than successful departments. It could be that these
reductions have occurred because of inseason imbalances between

sales and stock (see section 7.3.3). rf this is so, iÈ wourd

have been reflected in the markdown budget. To test for this,
it was decided to establish another minor hypothesis.

lfinor Hlpothesis Five: Unsuccessful profit departments exceed

markdown budqets more frequentlv than
successful departments.

The data relating to the Èesting of this Minor Hypothesis is
shown in Table 7.IO.

Table 7.LO

of fuI
Àtta the l,tarkdown

Successf.ul
Unsuccessful

Feb/JuIy 83

5L. s3
t_L.5å

40.o2

Awg/Jan a4 Feb/JuIy 84

54.32 3s.3?
26.72 5.72
27.62 29.62

AuglJan 85

62.52
L2.52

50.08Difference

Table 7.LO shows clearly that successful departments remained
wit'hin markdown budgets more frequently than their unsuccessful
counterparts. The differences appear rarge and the extent of
these become apparent when the markdown means are calculated.
The means are expressed as actual markdowns divíded by budgeted
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markdov/ns multj-pIied by 100. These f igures are shown in Tabre

7 .LL.

Table 7.IL
For ssful

ts
FeblJuly 83 ÀuglJan 84 Feb/Juty 84 AuglJan 85

Successful
Unsuccessfu]-
Differences

92.32
272.32

( L80.0å )

96.72
L65.62
(68.eå)

1.48.22
352.52

(2o4.32)
92.O2

2L7.2Z
(]-25.22)

These resul-ts are further supported when a Mann-Whitney test is
appried to the data. The results from these tests are shown in
Table 7 .L2.

Table 7.L2

llann-fflri Test ied to
by Successful and Non-successful profit Departnents

Feb/JuIy 83

4.7587

Awg/Jan 84

3.7240

Febfuly 84

4.0108

AuglJan 85

4.592t

As can be seen, using a sz level of significance, the results
in Table 7.L2 confirm that the populations of markdor^/nsr äs

compared t,o budgeted levels, are st,atistically different. of
note, this result is so strong that it is significant even at
rz. on the basis of the above Tabres, the lrfinor Hypothesis is
rejected. There hlere major differences between successful and

unsuccessfur departments. This data provides strong evidence
that unsuccessful departments did carry excess stocks relative
to their needs. rt also indicates another major weakness of
the formal OTB model. While the OTB model controls
overstocking rerative to budget, it does nothing to assist the
control of stock relative to the actual environment. ff sales
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fall off for any reason, it makes sense that ongoing spending
be adjusted to cater for the expected future conditions. Such

adjustnents would be done with the object,ive of maintaining the
stockturn budget and thus rninimising the risks associated with
overstocking. This argument wirl be deveroped further in the
next Chapter where the above concLusions will be discussed in
conjunction with employee evaluation.

7.4 High Fashion Departments

7.4.L Introduction

Following the analysis in the rast chapter, it was decided to
test for differences that nay exist between high fashion and
other departments in terms of merchandise flow. rn this
chapter, hohrever, the emphasis is on profit, and the objectíve
is to ísolate any variables in the orB model that may cause
profitabirity to be constrained when the lwo categories are
considered. rf such variables are isorated then it could be

that there ís a case for more than one variation of the orB
systen to operate in a company in any one Èrading season.

Hlpothesis Ten: The fornal orB svst,em does not impede the
profitabilitv of hiqh fashion ts.

To enabre a logicar testing of data, a series of Minor
Hypotheses vtere established so that an outcome could be derived
for Hypothesis Ten.
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7.4.2 Selection of Data

The method used to select data was identical to that used in
Chapter 6, Section 6.3.4.2. In summary, two fashion buyers in
the company under study identified 1-B hiqh fashion departments.

The 2OZ criteria was applied which yielded eight departments

from each trading season. The results for all four seasons

hrere then amatgamated into one database so that conclusions

could be reached. A,gain, successful and unsuccessful

dèpartmental results r¡tere separated.

7.4.3 Opening Stock, Purchases, and Closing Stock

Irlinor Hlpothesis Six: There is no material difference IN

terms of actual versus budqeted opening

stock, between hiqh fashion and other
departments.

llinor Hlpothesis Seven: There is no material difference 1n

terms of actual purchases as compared

to budqeted purchases, between hiqh
fashion and other departments.

llinor Hypothesis Eight: The average closing stocks of hícrh

fashion departments do not exceed

budqet more frequentlv than those of
other departments.
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The data used to test all the above Minor Hypotheses is
summarised in Table 7 .1,3.

Table 7.L3

Fashion
Versus se

High Fashion
Freq. llean
Actual: Budget

Otlrer
Freq. Dlean
Actual : Budget

(1) opening Stock:
- Successful
- Unsuccessful

(21 Purchases l,tL:

- Successful
- Unsuccessful

(3) Purchases t[2:

- Successful
- Unsuccessful

( 4 ) R¡rchases ltl3 :

- Successful
- Unsuccessful

(s) Closing Stock:

- Successful
- Unsuccessful

43.82
37.s2

43.82
18.82

43.82
6.32

31,.32
6.32

s0. oå
25.O2

88.72
83 .42

r_08.0å
7L:82

100. L?
80.6?

97.72
79.32

l_00.4å
77 .22

55.62
6L.42

4t.rz
L7.42

54.O2
24.22

LL8.52
r27.62

L71,:22
66.82

L11_.9U
75.62

60 .42
24.22

118.8å
78.62

60 .62
47.L2

L25.r2
t_03.8?

Minor HypothesÍs six tested whether there was a material
difference, in terms of actual versus budgeted stock, between
hiqh fashion and other departments. As can be seen from an

examination of Tabre z.ti., there is a material difference
between the two categories. This difference exists for both
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the successful and unsuccessful groups. While the rnajority of
hiqh fashion departrnents commenced a season with stock levels
bel-ow budget, this is not, so for other departments. These

departments had mean opening stocks of almost 2OZ above

budgeted leve1s. I.linor Hlpothesis Six is therefore rejected.
From an examj-nation of the data in the Table, other points can

be noted. First, there is again little difference between the
opening stock levels of successful and unsuccessful
departments. This evidence provides further support for the
notion that the level of opening stocks plays no significanÈ
role in the determination of future profit performance and, as

such, its inclusion in the OTB formula must be questioned.
Second, the mean openíng stocks of unsuccessful departments in
the other category vrere higher than those of successful
departments. This situaÈion suggests obsol,ete stock being
carried forward which, in turn, means that past prqfitabílity
rnay have been overstated by the amount of the markdowns that
would. have had to be taken in the coming season to clear the
rnerchandíse. In addition, the potential to purchase stock
would have been inpeded if the OTB model was adhered to. The

result from tesÈing this Hypothesis is consistent with that
recorded when a similar Minor Hypothesis was Èested in the
previous Chapter. lilhile the result,s from high fashion
departments vrere almost identical, successful sales lrotherrl

departments had hígher mean opening stocks than their
successfur profit counterparts. rn addition, unsuccessful
sales rrotherrr departrnents had lower mean stocks than those of
profit departments. These situations add weight to earrier
discussions (section 7.3.L) where it was suggested that there
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is evidence that some sales departments trade profit for sales.

Minor Hypothesis Seven examines actual purchases as compared to
budgeted purchases. Table 7.LI, parts 2 - 4, shows that there
was a rnaterial difference between high fashion and other
departments. While this difference is not apparent in the
first month of each season, material differences emerge in
months two and three. It is in these months that other
departments continued to widen the gap between actual and

budget while high fashion departments adopted a reverse
strategy. This reverse strategy resulted in these departments,
over this three month period, purchasing within budget. Thus,

while hiqh fashion departments did not appear to be constrained
by the OTB model, this was not the situatíon for other
departments when purchases are coupled with opening stock
Ievels. I,linor Hlpothesis Seven is therefore rejected. This
result is again sinil-ar Èo that recorded when a similar Minor
Hypothesis was tested in Chapter 6. Although these results are
similar, purchasing l-evels by sales trotherlr departments were

higher than those recorded for profit departments. This
situation is also consistent with the previously discussed
strategy of trading profit for sal-es.

The third Minor Hypothesis tests for differences in closíng
stock leveIs between the Èwo groups. The data again shows that
there vrere material- differences. While high fashion
departments contained closing stocks within budgeted levels
this was not done by departments in Èhe other group. In this
group both successful and unsuccessful departments had mean
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closing stocks in excess of budget. DIinor Hy¡rothesis Eight is
thus rejected. Again, this outcome is consistent wiÈh that
recorded for a similar Minor Hypothesis in Chapter 6. Perhaps

the only notable difference between the two outcomes is that
sales rrotherrr departments had higher rnean closing stocks than
profit departments. The high fashion department results were

almost identical.

Overall, the results from testíng the above Minor Hypotheses

show that there l¡rere material differences between high fashion
and other departments in terms of merchandise holdings and

flows. In addition, it has been shown that successful high
fashion departrnents did, on averdgè, achieve their results'by
operating at set budgeted leve1s within the OTB model. This
htas not the case for other departments. ft is also interesting
to note that 87.52 of successful high fashion departments are
included in the overall- company successful category. This
fact, together with the foregoing discussion, leads to the
conclusion that Hlpothesis Eleven is accepted. Acceptance of
this hypothesis means that an argument can be sustained that,,
for certain objectives such as sares or profit maximisation,
there is a case for more than one OTB model to operate in a

company at any one time. This possibility wiII be further
discussed in the next Chapter.

7.5 Sunnary

rn this chapt,er the orB system and its inpact on gross profit
performance has been exanined. The objective of the analysis
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has been to tesÈ whether the OTB systern allows profit
maximisation. This outcome was seen as desirable since over

572 of major retailers in Australia appear to reward staff for
qross profit performance.

The nethod used to select data was identical to that
Chapter Six. Again, the 20? nost successful and 2oZ

successful departments for each season $rere isolated
analysis. These departrnents vrere drawn from a total
nearly 200 departments.

used in
least
for
group of

The data analysis, in the first instance, examined opening

stock, purchases, and closíng stock. As outcomes were

established for these variables, the testing was then extended

to examine the dependence of profit attainment on both the
achievement of sales budgets and gross profit rate budgets.
Finally, the effect on the profit performanee of high fashion
departments by the OTB systern was contrasted to that of the
non-high fashion departments.

fn the first part of the Chapter, two out of three hypotheses

!üere supported by the data. This resulted in several important
conclusions. First, it was found that the levels of opening

stock held by both successful and unsuccessful department,s were

sinilar and so it was concludea that the level of such stock
was not an indicator of future profitability. Second, it was

concluded that successful departments do purchase ahead of
budget much more frequently than unsuccessful departments.
Third, successful departments brere found to have average
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closing stocks in excess of budgeÈ more frequently than their
unsuccessful counterparts. As a result, it was concluded that
the OTB system needed nodificatíon if profit rnaxirnisation was

to be allowed to occur.

The dependence on a strong sales performance for the attainrnent
of the profit budget was then examined. While it was shown

that a strong sales performance provides a solid foundation for
profit attainment, it was clear that a department could be

ranked as successful in terms of profit achj.evement while at
the same tine not attainíng the sales budget.

The achievement of qross profit rate budgets between the two
groups r^ras also compared. It was f ound that successful
departments did achieve these budgets more frequently than
their counterparts. The reason for Èhis was then sought and it
hras hypothesised that markdowns would be greater for
unsuccessful departments. This was found to be the case and it
htas suggest,ed that further nodifications needed to be made to
the oTB systen if such excessive levels of narkdol¡/ns were to be

avoided.

In the final section of the Chapter, the effect on

profitability of the oTB system for high fashion departments as

compared to other departments, \^ras examined. It was found that
differences in outcomes did exist between high fashion and

other departments. of note, it was shown that high fashion
departrnents achieved their result$ven though they operat,ed at
set budgeted levels within the orB nodel. This was not the
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case for departments in the other category. It was concluded
that these results present evidence that there is a case for
more than one OTB model to operate in a company at any one

tine.

This Chapter has completed the analysis of the effect on sales
and gross profit performance by the operation of the OTB

system. fn the next Chapter employee performance evaluation
will be discussed. That Chapter will also outline what changes

need to be made to the orB system to enable accurate employee

appraisal to occur.
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Chapter Eight

I,taxinising tlre Benefits That
Can Be obtained fron the oTB Systen

8. t- Introduction

This Chapter principally discusses what changes have to be made

to the OTB system to enable maximísation of benefits to occur

from using the system. Maxirnisation is assessed in terms of
benefits accruing to both employee and employer. The benefíts
that accrue to the employee are embraced in aII the intrinsic
and extr.insic rewards that result when favourable performance

appraisal outcomes occur. In this case, the payment of a six
monthly performance bonus was evidence that an employee was

performing up to operational expectations. For an employêr,

the potential benefits are increased opportunities for profit
because of lower operational costs and lower levels of business

risk.

The Chapter commences with a review of the bonuses paid to
employees in the period under study. This j-nformation will
then be integrated with the fíndings of the previous Chapters

and the conclusions reached assessed against the objectives of
boÈh the OTB sysÈem and the company under study. The

objectives of other companies surveyed will also be reviewed.

Conclusions will then be reached as to whether the OTB system,

as it is now structured, enables these objectives to be met.
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Those changes seen as necessary for the maximisation of either
profit or sales or the satisficing of both together will be

outlined. It is envisaged that different oTB models will apply

to each set of objectives. The Chapter will then conclude with
a discussion of the effect of these changes on corporate
operational costs and leve1s of business risk.

A.2 Palment of Bonuses to Employees

By way of review, the company under study paid bonuses to
buyers that increased annual remuneration levels by between

5.52 and 14.52. In each season the base bonus was $700. To

gain this, a buyer had to achieve all of the sales, gross

profit and inventory budgets with the bonus, in practice, being

weighted to the achievement of the gross profit budget. If
this budget was met, 60Z of the bonus was paid. Of the
remainder, 20å was paid for attaining the sales budget and 2OZ

for remaining within the inventory budgeÈ. Additional levels
of bonus could also be earned. ff the gross profit budget was

exceeded by L5å and both other budgets hrere met, $tzOo was

paid. This bonus was increased to $L800 if the gross profit
budget was exceeded by 252 and both other budget levels $/ere

al-so attained. Bonuses r¡/ere paid at the conclusion of each

trading season and were seen by buyers to be directly linked to
employee performance appraisal.

In Èhe company under study, there was a clear rrperformance

contractrr between the employer and employee. Thís rrcontractlt

lras effectively reviewed at the end of each trading season when
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bonuses \^/ere calculated and variations to salary levels made.

As can be expected, it was also at this time that changes to
buyíng portfolios were made. These portfolios were rarely
reviewed at any other time except when an employee voruntariry
resigned. This total scenario caused buyers to focus on those
variables subject to measurement and reward: gross profit,
sales and inventory budgets. In essence, management qave

buyers the resources and then expected budgets, âs a rninimum,

to be achieved. As has been discussed, there is a question as

to whether the given resources r¡rere adequate to achieve the
requested results and so fulfil management's side of the
contract. Included in this definition of resources are any

management control systems (e.9. OTB) that may be used to
guide or control activities of buyers.

The questionnaire results, as reported in Chapter Four,
indicated that similar contracts are in place in other
retaiting companies. The resurts from 26 companies emproying
more than l-00 staf f show that l-8 (69.22 ) pay incentive payments

to buying staff. For the purpose of ongoing discussion, the
part of Tabl-e 4.l-0 rerating to companies employing more than
100 staff is reproduced below as Table B. t_.
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Table 8.1
Palment of Rewards for Budget Attainment

No

Sales only
Sales and Inventory $Sales, Inventory $, Gross Profit(cp) $SaLes, fnventory $, GP $, Gp Rate
Sal-es, Inventory $, GP Rate
Sales and GP $
Sa1es, GP $, GP Rate
cP $ only

2
1
2
2
l_

7
2
1

11.

z

5.
1L.
l_1.
5.

38.
Ll_.

1
6
1
1
6
9
L
6

As can be seen from this Table, with the exception of three
companies alt others make incentive payments for the
achievement of more than one variabre. while only one other
company pays incentives for achievement of exactry the same

variables as the company under study, it wirl be noted that
33.32 of those surveyed link attainrnent of the inventory budget
with either sares or profit budgets. rt has been suggested in
previous Chapters that it is this.attainment of linked budgets
that is very difficult to achieve if the orB system is in use.

The level of difficulty that buyers in the case under study
found in attaíning their performance contracts can be seen from
an examination of Table 8.2. This Tabte sets out the bonuses
paid over the four periods as a proportion of the total
departments in the company at that time.
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Table 8.2

asa

Bonus Paid Total Depts z

FeblJuly 83
AuglJan 84
FeblJuly 84
Aug/Jan 85

49
72
37
47

L77
1_84
]-78
L7I

27.7
39. L
20 .8
27.5

Às can be seen, the nurnber of departments receiving performance

bonuses, âs a percentage of the whole, lras consistently Iow.
In each season, it would have been expected that, in each

season, many more departments would have attained budgeted

Ievels. This is because of the rewards on offer to buyers if
such levels are attained. While many variables can cause poor
performance, in this instance, it is suggested that Èhe demands

of the'OTB system have caused levels of performance that are
Iower than would be reasonably expected. This suggestion is
based on evidence provided in the last two Chapters.

As an extension of this analysis, it was decided to isolate how

many of the departments receiving bonuses r¡rere paid the fuII
basic bonus of $700. This data is shown in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3
of

of Total

Augpan 84
Depts

Receiv

25
72

FeblJuly 84
Depts

l_0
37

a Bonus

AuglJan 85
Depts

16
47

a

FeblJuly 83
Depts

zuII Bonus Paid 1"5
Total 49

I 30.6 34.7 27.O 34. O



It is clear from the above Table that the number of departments
receiving $zoo, âs a percentage of those departnents receiving
a bonus, \iras also Iow. The extent of this becomes more evident
when the number of departments paid the fulr basic bonus of
$700 is expressed as a percentage of total departments in the
company. The highest resurt occurred in the August - January
1,984 period with L3.62 and the rowest in February - Jury j-994

with 5.62. rn an attempt to isorate the reasons for this, the
levels of achievement for ea'ch of the bonus-related variables
was anarysed. rt was found that, for those departments paid
a bonus, it was the inventory budget that. was reast frequently
achieved. These results are shown in Table 9.4.

Table A.4

of Recei I Basic
Bonus Not tïre Inven

Budget Not Achieved
Total No. of Depts
Receiving Any Bonus

I

Feb/July 83
Depts

27

49

55.1

183

AuglJan 84
Depts

44

72

61. L

Febpuly 84
Depts

28

37

75.7

AuglJan 85
Depts

26

47

55.3

As a result of these findings, it could be suggested that rnaybe

bonuses no longer should be partly dependent on achievement of
the inventory budget. rt is argued, hourever, that the problem
is more profound than this. The major reason for departments
not achÍeving budget is that the tyorkings of the orB model are
not consistent with the objectives they are tryíng to meet.
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The objectives of retailing companies were discussed in Chapter

Four. In summary, of those retailers surveyed, 73.Leo sought to
maximise sales so long as minimum profit levels u/ere attained.
In addition, 342 of respondents also sought achievement of the
budget as an objective, but, in every instance, this objective
hlas coupled with either the maximisation of sales or gross
prof it dollars. These reported objectives lrrere also compared

with those variables identified by respondents as used for
employee performance measurement purposes. In almost every
case there was consistency between boÈh sets of variabl-es.

It is the objectives of a company that should specify the
management control systems that are to be used as direction
setters in the company (Buckley and McKenna, L972). Such

direction is given by the collection of informatíon, subsequent
processing, and the provísion of tinely feedback to managers

before actions are taken. This is the sequence of events for
the OTB system.

As explained earlÍer, the variables in the OTB model are
initially based on merchandise budgetary items. With the
exception of closing inventory, these are updated in arrears as

actual figures become available. The reason for closing
inventory not being formally adjusted at any stage of the
season can be found in the historical objective of the system:

that is, to maintain inventories at budgeted levels (Lewison

and De Lozier, L986i Marquardt et â1., l-983). Control needs to
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be exercised in this manner since it is betieved this would

enable optinal profitability to occur.

This objective of the OTB, hovlever, is at variance wíth today's
corporate objectives. No longer do companies believe that
holdíng inventory at budgeted leve1s will achieve optimal
profitability. If this was the case, and it was further linked
to a desired objective of maximisation, then stockturn rates
could become quite unrealistic and unachievabLe. It is
therefore important that the OTB model allows such

maximisation, thus enabling both employer and employee to meet

desired goaIs. To do this, it is necessary that changes are

made to the nodel and these are now discussed in greater
detail.

8.3 llaxinisation of Desired Objectives

In making changes or reconmendations to the OTB model, the fact
that objectives differ between companies must be allowed for.
As reported earlier, while most companies seek to maximise

sales so long as minimum profit leve1s are attained, there are
many that plan prinarily to maximise either profit or sal-es.

ft is proposed that the initiat part of the discussion will
concentrate on those changes that need to be made if the OTB

system is to allow the attainment of maximisation objectives.
ft is suggested that these changes will remove a constraint on

employee performance and so enable employees to attain budgets

without the design of control systems inhibiting such
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performance. The latter part of the discussion will extend

this earlier part and assess what further changes should be

made to the system to a1low for those seasons when trading
results are poor. The purpose of this is to minimise the
ongoing business risk to the company by ensuring that inventory
adjustments are made before major financial outlays on unneeded

purchases are incurred.

To enable the ongoing discussion to proceed in an orderly
manner, each component of the OTB model witl be analysed

separately. Since it is the purchase of new stock that has

been shown to have a strong correlation with on-going success,

this will be the first variable to be discussed.

8.3.1 Purchases

In both Chapters Six and Seven it was found that actual levels
of opening stock as compared to budgeted stock levels did not
inpact positively or negatively on either sales or profit
performance. Further, it was concluded, on the other hand,

that purchasing levels did have a significant effect on sales
and profit performance. This means that if a department

commences a trading season with opening stock at L402 of
budget, a buyer should be abLe to spend his or her purchases

budget in full in the initial months of the new period. Strong
evidence that departments r¡/ere successful if they spent at or
above budget was produced in both Chapters Six and Seven.

It is al-so seen as imporÈant that minimum level-s of purchases
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spending be estabtished. This minimum level would be expressed

as a percentage of the cumulative purchases budget to a given
poínt in time. The purpose in establishing such a leve1 is to
identify the percentage of budget Èhat should be spent if
favourable outcomes are to occur. The upper level of purchases

spending would obviously be 100å of budget.

In this research, the data relating to the most successful
sales and profit departrnents for the selected company in all
four seasons, vras used. There were three groups of data
analysed. First, those departments identified as rnosÈ

successful in both sales and profit in any one season. Sj-nce

these departrnent,s have achieved in terms of both sales and

profits, their purchasing strategies can be analysed. This
would be done in order to establish the minimum levels of
purchasíng used. Second, the strategies of those departments
identified as most successful in sales performance wêre

analysed. It is argued that, for these departnents, sales
performance hras pursued in preference to profit, and so the
conclusions reached wilt identify the minimum purchasing level
to be targeted if this outcome is sought. The third group

concentrated on successful profit performers who failed to
achieve high levels of sales beyond budget.

i) Successful Sales and Profit Oepartments

First, those departnents identified as being most successful in
terms of both sales and profit were analysed. It is argued

that this grouping closery reflects the common objectives of
those major retailers who seek to maximise sales so 1ong as
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rnínimum levels of profit are generated.

The purchases of these departments were analysed over four
seasons and, for each season, the percentage of purchases

spending for each department, as compared to budget, Irras

determined. This analysis was done on a month by month basis

for the first three months of each season. The results were

then collated and the cutoff point was established at the
percentage break beyond which TOeo of departments had purchased.

Whil-e this figure of 70? was mainly arbítrary, the selection of
it was based on Pareto's analysis (Pareto, t97L). In addition,
such a figure was deemed high enough to allow reasonable

conclusions to be reached. It was also decided, for two rnajor

reasons, that the second month was to be used as a benchmark.

First, by this tirne all initial deliveries for the season would

be received, and second, purchasing strategies would sti1l be

unaffected by sales performance.

For this group, it was found that the minimum purchasing level
used was 80?. The results of this analysis is displayed in
Table 8.5. It shows the number of successful department,s in
each of the first three months of a season that spent over 8Oå

of the purchases budget.



FeblJuly 1983
Aug/Jan 1984
FeblJuly 1984
AuglJan 1985

Number of Successful

l¡tonth One
NoZ
L9
L2
1_5
18

90 .5
42.9
57.7

l-89

Table 8.5

20
25
1,8
23

llonth Ttro
NoZ

lfonth Three
No8

95.2
89.3
69.2
88.5

21,
28
25
25

1.00.0
t_00.0
96.2
96.269.2

These figures can be compared with those for departments that
ïrere categorised as unsuccessful in terms of both sales'and
profit over the same period. This data is shown in Table 8.6.

Table 8.6
Number of Unsuccessful Depârtments Spendinq

over 8oB of the Purchases Budqet_

FeblJuly 1983
AuglJan L9A4
FeblJuly 1984
Aug/Jan 1985

l¡Ionth One
l{o I

I.lonth Tr¡o
Not

llonth Three
Not

66.7
22.2
26.7
22.7

9
4
3
5

50.0
r_4.8
20.o
22.7

L2
6
4
5

L0
8
2
7

55.6
29 .6
1_3.3
3t_.8

A comparison of these two Tables shows how great the
differences are between the figures presented. In lable 8.6

much of the low level of purchasing is caused by the
constraints placed on buying by. the excessive levels of opening

stock. fn a few cases, departments did not face such a
constraint and the purchasing shortfall seems to have occurreä
simply because purchase orders hrere not, placed. This data
gives further support to the conclusions reached in earlier

es
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Chapters and also the suggestion that excesses in opening stock
should not dilute ongoing purchasing capacity.

It is argued that purchases should be subject to even greater
control than inplicit in the formal OTB modeI, given the
outcomes presented. This additionat control could be in the
form of a monthly report listing those departments with
committed purchases at a figure of, for example, less than 80?.

hlhile this report would be a by-product of the OTB system, it
would give tirnely feedback to a buyer on an issue that has a

major influence on on-goÍng performance appraisal.

While the above analysis has addressed those objectives that
'seek a compromise of sales and profit naximisation, the

requirements of other objectives must also be addressed. The

first is the situation where a company wishes to naximise
sales, and the second, where profit maximisation is the
objective.

ii) Successful Sales Departments

The nethodology used to anaÌyse the purchasing strategies of
those departrnents maximising sales was identical to that used

for the previous group. It must, hohrever, be noted Èhat this
analysis is different to that undertaken in Chapter 6. In that
Chapter, all departments comprising the most successful sales
group hrere analysed and included departments that tüere also
identified in the most successful profit category. These

departments could not, therefore, be included in the analysis
to be undertaken.
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Unfortunately, it was not possible to establish a

representative purchasing level for this group for two reasons.
First, there was a disproportionate number of departments that
had an actual opening st,ock level of less than 50? of budgeted

openíng stock and so, in order to acquire adequate leve1s of
trading stock, they frequently spent well- in excess of budget.
Second, a number of departments achieving high sales commenced

the season with stock levels over 25OZ of budgeted leve1s.
This high level of stock was then partly compensated for by

decreasing purchases of new stock. Sales hrere then stimulated
by Èaking markdowns greatly in excess of the markdown budget.
ft should be noted that neither of these strategies were

profitable, and evidence of the level of business rÍsk exposure

can seen in the fact that over the four seasons, only two of
the 39 departments included in the analysis achieved their
gross profit rate budget, 1eÈ alone their gross profit dollars
budget.

iii) Successful Profit oepartments
These results can be contrasted with those from departments
that utere identified as successful profit departrnents only. As

can be expected from the discussion in Chapter Z, the
percentage of the purchases budget spent was l_ower than thaÈ

for successful sales deparÈments. It was also lower than the
group that satisficed both sales and profit (Table 8.5).
Again, the rnethodology was identical to that used for the other
groups. Although the analysis did not generat,e the same

conclusion as for the sales maxinising group, sample groups
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r^tere snal1, and so outcomes could not be adopted with total
certainty. Even so, it was found that the ninimum percentage
committed by the majority of the departments was 7Oeo. This
contrast,s with the 80U for those departments deemed successful
on both variables. This lower percentage again reflects the
conservative approach of those departments more concerned with
profit than sales outcomes. This level of conservatism is also
reflected in the attainment of gross profit rate budgets where

over Èhe four seasons only one department out of 32 failed to
meet budget.

In general, it is argued that from the outcomes above, if a

company wishes to maximise profit, a minirnum of approximately
7oZ of budget should be committed in all departments during the
first three months of a season. At all times, strict controls
would also have to be in place so that gross profit rate budget
variables can be maintained within budgetary tiníts. Obviously
this is a mininun figure and the intent is that all the initial
budget should be spent. For those companies seeking to
maximise sales, there may need to be a wirlÍngness to spend

over budget. This possibiriÈy was evident in the analysis
undertaken. It is stressed, however, that the formal OTB

system is a control systern and its objective is control within
predetermined timits.

A.3.2 Opening Stock

As noted in section 8.3.1, it is suggested that the lower of
actuar or budgeted opening stock, rather than actual stock, be
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included ín the OTB calculation. This suggestion is supported

by the conclusions in Chapters 6 and 7 that varying levels of
opening stock do not influence ongoing sales or profits. Only

in absolutely extrerne cases does excess stock have any

influence and, for this to occur, OTB controls would have had

to be previously ignored.

This suggestíon is important in terms of performance

evaluation. It. means that an employee's performance is
starting.to be based on current trading decisions. In the
present OTB model, only actual opening stock figures are used

in the equation. These figures could be 25OZ over budget and

so the employee in the coning season has to quit this excess

and still meet performance tarqets'. ,r"q,rent1y, this employee

is new to the department since the previous encumbant has been

moved because of the poor Èrading resulÈs. It is therefore
considered important, that this change be made since, if it is
not, the flow-on effects from the decisions of earLier seasons

may mean that future trading efforts are incorrectly assessed.

This suggestion has a further flow-on effect. rf openíng stock
is included at the lower of budget or actuar amount, âny stock
in excess of budgeted levels will cause ongoing sares figures
included in the orB moder to be overstated. This wirt result
in an increase in the forward oTB Ii¡nit since there will not be

an effectíve rnatching between sales and purchases figures. To

compensate for this, management shourd plan over which period
this excess should be quit at the commencement of the season.
once this is done, budgeted reductions should be made to those
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monthly sales included in the OTB model. In conjunction with
this, increases in the relevant markdown budgets wilt probably

also have to occur. If this is not done then the buyer being
appraised in the current season will be reluct,ant to take any

addítional markdohrns on the excess stock that rnay be required
in order to sell it. If the existing markdown budget is used

for this purpose rather than for the control of current stock
pricing, sales could fatl because of inflexibility in the
pricing structure that, in turn, has occurred because the buyer

is seeking to preserve gross profit margins. Alternativel-y, if
markdowns on excess stock are deferred, then the ongoing
difficulties in selling this stock would also compound.

8.3.3 Closing Stock

As díscussed earlier, the closing stock figure in the OTB nodel

is the original budgeted figure. It is not formally adjusted
in either direction once the season commences. Even so, the
results in Chapters 6 and 7 showed that both successful profit
and sales departments continually cornplete a season with stocks
in excess of budget. In the company under study, this outcome

hras shown to be a prime cause of buyers not being paid the
total available bonus. Such a situation can have serious
demotivating effects on staff if they believe that the failure
Èo achieve targets is because of conflicting variables in the
performance appraisal process.

In this case, over the four seasons , 37.42 of departments not
rneeting the closing inventory budget did meet the stockturn
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budget. The budgeted stockturn rate is detêrmined on the
optimal sales to stock ratio at original sales expectations,
and not at the achieved figures which in aIl cases $rere higher.
It ís therefore concluded that the budgeted closing stock
figure is not appropriate since, while optirnal stock to sales
ratios hrere achieved by sorne departments, bonrlses vrere not paid
because budget,ed figures Ì/ere not attained.

rt is therefore suggested that the closing stock not be fíxed
at a previously set budgeted level. Instead, this figure
should adjust in line with sares activity and so maintain the
targeted stock to sales ratio. This adjustment should not only
be reflected in the closing stock figure at the end of the six
month period, but arso in the crosing stock figures at the end

of every reporting period. rn addition, this adjusted figure
should be that used for any performance appraisal that, includes
closing stock Ìevels as a variable. The effect of this
suggestion ís two-ford. First, êD adjustrnent that causes an

increase in closing stock wilr free up purchasing po$rer. since
this would occur at a time when sales activity is exceeding'
previously set budgets, such'additional spending would
potentially increase the possibility of yet further sales
increases. rf the adjustment decreases the crosing stock, Èhis
will slow purchasÍng arid so act as a restraint, thus forcing
buyers not to purchase beyond market ilemand. second, buyers
wí1I be positivery appraised if they achieve sales budgets and

have closing stocks in excess of the originar budgeted amount.
This would overcome the negative feedback received in
inÈerviews with buyers when they colrectively stated that it
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$/as impossible to achieve greatly in excess of the sales or
profit budget and still be paid the fuIl bonus. fndeed, many

confirmed that this situation cost then the entitlement to the
higher bonuses even though oÈhers with inferior, but more

balanced outcomes, had received them. This view was supported

by data analysis subsequently undertaken.

8.3.4 Sales

At the commencement of a season, sales are included in the OTB

model at the budgeted level. Although this figure is used

continually throughout the season, a further adjustment to the
OTB is made if sal-es deviate from budget. If a deviation
occurs, the difference between the actual and budgeted amount

is included as an adjustment to the levet of OTB. This
adjustrnent can obviously either increase or decrease the
available OTB.

This adjustment is, however, calculated on a retrospective
basis. It is effectively íncreasing or decreasing the future
spending limit as a result of a historical difference that has

occurred between actual and budgeted sa1es. It takes no

account of trends that rnay be developing. For the company

under study, some of these adjustnents were large since, at the
very minimum, sales budgets vrere finalised at least four months

before the start of the trading season (see Section 5.3.1_).
This practice also appears common in other companies (see

Section 4.3.2) .
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It is suggested that the OTB model should formally incorporate
a mechanism to allow trends in sales to be adjusted. Although
Berman and Evans (1989) did note that some larger retailers do

use statistical methods to assist in the forecasting of sa1es,

there is no evidence that such methodology has been included in
the OTB model by companies generally. The benefit in making

such a change to the model is that adjustments for inaccurate
forecasting can be made at the earliest opportunity and, if
necessary, tirnely markdowns taken to quit excess stock.

An example of such a forecasting nethod is one based on time
series principles Èhat includes adjustrnents for seasonal
factors. Hor^rever, a specific recommendation as to which

forecasting system should be used is considered outside the
scope of this Thesis.

This recommendation has a further flow-on effect to the OTB

model. If sales are forecast to increase or decrease then, to
be consistent with the discussion on closing stock (Section
8.3.3), an adjustment should also be made to the closing stock
budget to enabl-e the maintenance of the budgeted stock to sales
ratio.

8.3.5 Planned Reductions

Planned reductions include markdowns, anticipated stock
shortages, and any discounts that are allowed to privileged
customers (Section 4.3.4). In the OTB model, these reductions
are included as fixed amounts and, as in the case of other
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budgets, are normally finarised some four months before the
commencement of a trading season.

It is suggested that the leve1 of planned reductions in any oTB

carculaÈion, be directry linked to sales. such a línk wourd

not only be to budgeted sales, but also to any forward
adjustrnents made as a result of output fro¡n a forecasting
model. Although any adjustnents to planned reductions are
rikely to be small in contrast to those for saIes, those made

wirl add further contror to gross profit rates and the direct
flow-on effect to trading profitability. These refinements
wilI also add consistency beÈween the feedback received from
the OTB system and final gross profit results.

8.3.6 Purchase Orders Placed But Not yet Received

fn the OTB system, the OTB linit is reduced every time a

purchase order is processed. This reduction ís for Loo? of the
value of the order regardress of the stipulated derivery date.
For many departments, especialry those trading in fashion and

imported merchandise, these derivery dates can be for a number

of nonths ahead. There are therefore obvious risks of non-
delivery associated with such a time line.

rt is suggested thaÈ the varue of purchase orders placed but
not yet received be discounted to allow for this risk of non-
delívery. This rate of discount wilr vary by department and by
company. To estabrish what rates shourd be used, the history
of non-del-iveries will- have to be estabrished. such an
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adjustnent has obvious advantages for both the employer and

employee. First, it means that purchase budgets are more

Iikely to be fully spent in the opening months of a trading
season. Second, for the employee, the risks of non-delivery
affecting performance appraisal are reduced if not al-most

eliminated.

8.3.7 High Fashion Departments

In both Chapters Six and Seven the OTB systern was analysed with
a view to establishing whether the system allows the objectives
of high fashion departments to be neC. In both Chapters it was

concluded that ¡naximisation did occur even though the OTB

system was in use. lfhile acknowledging this outcome, it is
suggested that the recommendations set out in the foregoing
sections should also be adopted for high fashion departments.
As previously stated, these reconmendaÈions free up purchasing
potential and in those situatíons where budgeting of sales has

been inaccurate, the recommendations wiII a1low rectification
at the earliest opportunity. There lrere isolated instances of
such unrealistic budgeting in the data analysed in relation to
high fashion departments.

8.4 Additional Benefits for the Employer

While the above recommendatíons focus on changes that shoul-d be

made to the orB system to enable correct employee performance
appraisal, these changes generate a number of benefits for the
employer.
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First, by releasing the orB spending rinits and arso seeking to
use crosing inventory targets based on desired stock to sares
ratios, the mot,ivation of enployees wiLl improve. This
improvement r¡iI] come about because targets wilr no longer be

seen as constrained by a system, but rather quite achievable.
rn addition, motivation will improve because enployees will
realise that, with constraints removed, the system enables and

encourages maximisation to occur.

second, since originar sares budgets would be moderated for
sales trends that have developed since the fornulation of the
budget and if a department is not going to meet budget, ctosing
stocks for each of the forward months would be reduced. These

reductions would be made to ensure that stock to sales ratios
are maintained during the remainder of the season. The benefit
for the company is that the requíred investment in stock would
be reduced. This would free up cash fl-ow and save on the costs
of funding working capital.

For the company under study, this effect was calculated for two
seasons. rn one season, the sares budget for the company was

exceeded by 0.8å while in the other, the budget was not
achieved by 7.6e". These two resurts represent the opposiÈe
ends of the spectrum in terms of the four seasons analysed.
For each season, those departments that faired to achieve the
budgeted stock to sales ratios hrere identified. The difference
between the budgeted ratio and the actual for each departmenÈ
was then calculated, and this applied to the average l_ever of
stock held for the season. For the more successfur season, it
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I¡ras calculated that ç3 ,125,000 of average stock on hand r,üas non

productive while, for the other season, the figure was

$¿,tOO,0OO. These figures represent i,3Z and I7Z of inventories
held. Apart from the freeing up of this working capital for
other purposes, if these amounts hrere repaid to company

Ienders, who r¡rere then lending at LSZ per annum, the annual

saving on interest alone for this company, would have been

approximately $s¿0, ooo.

8.5 Sunmary

The chapter commenced with a review of the bonuses paid to
employees over the four trading seasons. The payment of a

bonus in this company was evidence that an employee had rnet the
required performance levels. This analysis ís important to the
appraisal of the OTB system since aII employees v/ere subject to
this system in determining eligibility for a bonus.

The number of departmentar buyers receiving a performance
bonus, in part or full, rrras consistently low when compared to
the totar number of buyers eligibre. rn percentage terms, the
range rrras from 20.82 to 39.L2. hlhen this analysis was

extended it was found that very few departments, expressed as a

percentage of total departments, hrere paid the fuI1 basic bonus

of $700. The range hras from s.6z to 13.6å. Further analysis
determined that it was the inventory budget that, was achieved
most infrequentry. rt was concluded that this analysis
confirmed that the OTB model did not al-Iow for maximisation, if
desired, and so changes r¡rere required if such objectives vrere
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to be attained.

The remainder of the chapter discussed what changês should be

made to the orB model if rnaxinisation objectives are to be

achieved. These suggestions concentrated on every component of
the OTB model. The main suggestions hrere Èhat:
(1) the available dollars to spend in a season shouLd not be

decreased by any excess of actual- opening stock over
budgeted levels;

(2) the closing stock budget shourd adjust in rine with sares
activity and maintain the targeted stock to sales ratio,.

(3) the sales budget shourd be adjusted to arlow for trends
that rnay be developing;

(4) the planned reductions budget should be linked to the
sares budget and so any changes made to the sares budget
would have a flow-on effect;

(5) the value of purchase orders placed but not yet received
be discounted to allow for the risk of non-delivery.

À further suggestion was that minimum levels of purchases
shourd be set for each department, since it was found that
achievement of these levers was crosery correlated with the
attainrnent of objectives.

The chapter conctuded with a discussion of the additional
benefits that would accrue to the employer if the
recommendations vrere adopted. First, it was suggested that the
motivation of employees would increase if spending Iímits s/ere

released and Èargets seen as achievabre. second, by tinking
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the crosing stock budget to the stock to sales ratio, working
capital would be freed up if departnents were not performing to
budget.
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Chapter Nine

The Retail l,Iethod of Inventory Vah¡ation

9.1 Introduction

In this Chapter the effect that accounting control and

measurement systems have on the performance evaluation of
retail ernployees is analysed further. In the three previous

Chapters, discussion was concentraÈed on the OTB. Conclusions

were reached as to whether that system enables employees to
maximise performance. In this Chapter the focus of attention
now moves from the control system (OTB) to an analysis of the

RIM - a measurement system.

The Chapter commences with a discussion of the linkage between

the OTB system and the RIM. This línkage is used by the

rnajority of Australian retailers and is the reason why both
systems rnust be jointly analysed if conclusions are to be

reached on their suitability for employee performance

appraisal. From this initial discussion, an overview of the
various models of the RfM is then developed. As will become

apparent at an early stage, one of the primary differences
between the models is the treatment of narkdor¡üns. The

rationale supporting each treatment wiIl be outlíned before an

analysis of the data.

Since rnarkdowns are a key pivot in the RfM model, this is the
focus for the balance of the Chapter. Initially, the
justification for markdowns being taken is reviewed. This
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theory is then tested against the case data and the Chapter

concl-udes with a discussion of the f indings.

9.2 The OTB and RIll

Both the OTB and the RIM are used extensively in Australia by

major department store operators. As discussed in Chapter 3,

922 of companies responding to the questionnaire use the OTB

while 85? use the RIM. All companies using the RIM also use

the OTB as l-inked systerns.

The OTB is a management control system while the RIM is a

method of valuing st,ock. Because they are generally used in an

interlocking manner, they jointly have a strong impact on

employee performance measurement. As demonstrated in the
previous three Chapters, the OTB can inhibit the maximisation
of sales or profit performance. This ouÈcome prinarily arises
because funds to purchase nehr stock can be artificially held
back by the system. Likewise, as will be discussed in this and

the following Chapters, the RfM can impact on employee

performance measurement since, in given circumstances, it can

generate an incorrect view of a buyer's performance. It is
therefore reasoned Èhat this total scenario can mean that the
performance of rnany AustraLian retail buyers is incorrectly
assessed at the close of each trading period and hence rewards

are unfairly distributed. ft can also mean that desired
notivational and behavioural reactions are seriously distorted.
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9.3 A Review of the Retail Inventory Method

As stated in chapter Three, the RrM is a method of varuing
inventory. rt translates the value of closing stock, ât retait
values, to a cost valuation. The cost varuation is then used

as input to the process of establishing profit and loss
results.

There are five principal steps involved in the valuation of
inventory using the RIM:

i) The inventory handled (i.e. both opening stock and

purchases) during the trading period is established at
both cost and retail values.

ii) A rrcost multiplierrr is determined. This is the reciprocal
oi the markup factor between the cost and retail prices.

iii) All deductions from the retair value of the inventory
handred are determined. These deductions are normarry
exPressed at retail value onty and include factors such as

markdowns, sales, and theft of merchandise.
iv) The closing inventory is established at retail vaIue.

- This is done for both theoretical and acÈual inventories.
Obviously, where stock shortages occur there wil1 be a

difference between the theoretical and actual inventory
valuations.

v) The cost rnultiplier is appried to the crosing inventory.
This is done with an objective of restating the retail
value of closing stock on a cost basis.

As discussed in Chapter Three, there are six principal
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variations of the RIM. Fundamental to these variations is the
treatment of markdowns within each method (see section 3.5.2).

9-4 The Effect of Increased Intakes on Increased Irlarkdowns

As reported in chapter Four, the questionnaire results
indícated that arI respondent retairers using the RrM method

adopt the variation outlined in AAS2. In review, this
variation does not implicitry acknowledge that markdowns can
occur because of initial overpricing, but rather sees markdowns
as an out,come associated with obsolescence factors. rn
recognition of this, the AAs2 method seeks to preserve original
markup margins in all situations, factual or otherwise. As r¡ras

suggested in chapter Four, there are occasions when markdowns

may occur because merchandise was originally overpriced. This
could be a single occurrence or it may resurt from a company

directive that, in generar, markups be increased. rf this
occurs, it is argued that markdowns wourd not arise from
obsorescence but from inappropriate pricing. such a situation
would therefore demand, in terms of consistency, that markdowns
be treated differently in the RrM moder if the information
generated by the method is to be used for performance
appraisal.

Hlpothesis Eleven: Sharp increases in initial markups between

tradinq periods do not cause

increases in markdo$rns.

subseguent
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9-4.L Selection of Data

The financial data from all departments was considered for
analysis. Not all departments were used, however, for several

reasons. First, all the data relating to shoe departrnents was

excluded since in these departments, the RIM method was not

used. Second, the perfumery departments vrere deleted because

the company $ras able to return excess merchandise from these

departments to the distributors. Such a sítuation obviously
rninimised any markdowns to which these departments would be

exposed. Third, a number of the electrical departments only
started to use the RIM late in the period under analysis.
Finally, those departments for which there $¡as no data

available, for either the previous or the following trading
season, r^rere deleted. This situation !'ras ninimal but normally

occurred when new departments hlere created. In summary, the

number of departments analysed did vary from season to season

and ranged f rom 1-l-9 to 1-32.

9-4.2 flovenents in Intake Rates

The frequency with which intake rates increased and decreased

over the previous trading period, from Summer L983 to hlinter
1984, is set out in Table 9.L. An intake rate is the
reciprocal of the"initial narkup that is applied to the cost of
an item of merchandise. For example, if a department has an

initial markup of 4oeo, the intake rate will be 28.572 (L00.0 +
40.0 = 14O; 100 / l-40 = .7L43i 1.00 .7L43 = .2857).
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Movements in an initial markup rate wiII, therefore, cause

movements of the same proportion in the intake rate.

Table 9.1

Increases in Intake Percentages

Intake å lilinter 83 Summer 84 Winter 84
Dept No ?

28Below .0?0 - 2.92
Sub-TotaI
3 - 4.92
5 9.92
10 L4.92
Over I5Z

98 42.4

Dept
20
20

22
47
L2

6

No. ZL5.7
L5.7

40 3L.4

Dept No.
38
40

L7
23

7
7

7A 59.1

z
63
L9

75
23

I
7
l_

I

l_

3
I
3

6.7
5.9

.8
4.2

17.3
37 .0
9.5
4.8

30.

t2.9
17 .4
5.3
5.3

TotaI t l-9 100. o L27 100.0 L32 100.0

As can be seen from Tabl'e 9.I, there r¡rere sharp increases in
intake rates in both the Summer L984 and Winter L984 seasons.

This outcome was expected since in an interview, the
Merchandising Dírector advised that this was a tacÈical plan
for both of these seasons. As he stated, the company expected

to increase total corporate gross profit dollars by

implernenting such a strategy. In these seasons 68.62 and 40.9?

of aI1 analysed departments increased their íntake rates by

over 3eo. These figures compare with 17.62 in the lrfinter ].983

season. This figure of 3å was arbitrarily chosen as a

threshold for the purpose of identifying the number of
departments, in each season, that sharpty increased intake
rates. This selection v/as based on the data shown in Tabte

9.l-.

To enforce the exÈent of these increases, it should be noted
that the Winter L984 increases are calculated usingr âS a base,
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the already increased Summer 1-984 intake level-s. Further

analysis reveaLed that 562 of all departments increased intake

rates in both seasons.

9.4.3 Dlethodology

The data was analysed using multivariate analysis with the

dependent variable being the percentage increase in markdovrns

in period one over the previous period. Specifically, the

methodology outlined by Gross and Peterson (1983, p-L69) was

used. The purpose of using this statistical process \^/as to
establish what variables caused markdown fluctuations in the

data analysed. A two-tailed test was used with a LOZ level of
significance. Data frorn three seasons only was a¡ralysed since

intake rates for Summer 1985 hrere not made available by'the
company. Four independent variabtes hlere used, these being:

I Percentage variations in the ratio of opening stock to
budgeted sales from period zero to period one.

If Percentage of actual stock held at month five of a six
month tradinq season over budgeted IeveIs.

III Percentage increase in closing stock from period zero to
period one.

Iv Percentage increase in initial gross profit margins

(intakes) frorn period zero to period one.

fndependent Variable I is a measure of obsolescence since it
quantifies the change in the levels of opening stock, ât reÈail
values, to budgeted sales from period to period. An

alternative measure could be the percentage of opening stock to
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budgeted sales within any given period. The difficulty with
this possibl-e alternative, however, is that variations in
stockturn rates between departments do occur, and thus a

relative measure is needed. It was anticipated that this
independent variabl-e would be shown to be a significant
contríbutor to markdown leve1s since any rnajor movement in the

data would signify changes to levels of obsolescence risk for a

given department.

Independent Variable If was included as a possible cause of
pressure Èo increase the incidence of markdowns should actual
stock significantly exceed budget as a trading season draws to
a close. It is exp""t"d that such a situation would only cause

pressure if it was perceived by the buyer that stocks had to be

cleared, and that only mininal stocks could be carried forward

into subsequent seasons. Thus, this variable nay only prove to
be significant in certain situaÈions and product categorÍes,
such as products with a high fashion content.

Independent Variable III is expected to be statistically
significanÈ if closing stock l-eveIs are allowed to increase

when the only alternative is to take markdowns and clear the

stock. Likewise, if comparative closing stock ratios decline
then it could be expecÈed that markdowns will increase for that
period. Such an increase in markdohrns would be inversely
related to the decrease in the risk of obsolescence that would

normally be carried forward into subsequent periods.

FinaIIy, Independent Variable IV is the varj-aÈion in intake
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rates between periods. fn terms of Hypothesis E1even, this is
the most important variable since, if it is shown to be

statistically significant, sound reasons wil-I be able to be

advanced as to why a single RIM model is inadequate for the

measurement of performance appraisal.

9.4.4 Data Ànalysis

As noted in section 9.4.3, data from three trading seasons htas

analysed. The objective of this analysis was to test
Hypothesis Eleven and isolate for each season those variables
that had a signif icant inf luence on markdol¡/ns.

i ) tùinter 1983 Season

The analysis for Èhe l{inter 1983 season is shown in Table 9.2.
In this season 2L departments increased intakes by more than

32.
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Table 9.2

hfinter 1983 with Markdowns Beinq Reqressed
aqalilst roñaffi 1 es rn oepartilentffi creas inq

Intakes Ey More Than 3å

Coefficient Std Error T-Statistic
Intercept
OslCos
5mlBud
Inc. L.year
fntake

-284.2r44
0.1884
0.082r_

-0.3328
3 .9948

205
0
0
0
1

.7tr3

.0431

.2420

.1,27 B

.9394

-1.3816
4.367Ot **
0.3393

-2.6036**
2.O599tc

R-Squared: O.783904
F-Test : L3.60342
:t Significant at 10å** Significant at 22*** Significant at .teo

OslCos: Independent Variable I
5m/Bud: IndependenÈ Variable II
Inc. L. Year: Independent Variable TIf
fntake: Independent VariabLe IV

An examination of Table 9.2 shows that three variables (opening

stock, variation of closing stock between periods, and intakes)
$rere signif icant at 1-oeo. Also, the F-Test indicates that the
relationship between these variables is significant. These

three variables hrere then further regressed against markdo\dns.

The results are displayed in Tab1e 9.3.
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Table 9.3

Írlinter 1983 ¡{ith Markdorrns Beinq Recrressed
eqaffiles rn tnEnts rncreasinq

Intakes By t¡tore Than 3?.

Intercept
OslCos
Inc. L.year
Intake

Coefficient
-301_ .3522

o.t923
-o.3272
4.2309

Std Error
L93 .8228

0.0404
o.L23r
t.7595

T-Statistic
-]..5547

4.7593tcrc*
-2.6558**

2.4j46tc

R-Squared: O.782246
F-Test : 19.I59O7
* Significant** Significant*** Significant

The results in Tab1e 9.3 are all statistically significant at
52 or less. The pattern of significance is interesting since,
not only j-s obsol-escence (variation in opening stock over

budgeted sales) critical in the determination of markdown

leveIs, but also both intakes and variations to levels of
closing stock. Thus, if a premaÈure decision to take no

further markdowns in this season is taken by a buyer, the
decision is implemented by increasing closing sÈock levels as

an alternative to taking additional markdowns. Of irnportance

to this section of the research is the fact that increased
intake levels do cause increased markdobrns. As has already
been sÈated (Section 3.6), this contrasts with statements in
A^AS2 where it is inferred that the only significant reason for
markdowns is obsolescence. If similar outcomes occur in the
following seasons, it can be argued that any quantitative
assessment of a buyer's performance must therefore make

allowance for this finding. Such a conclusion would strongly

at
at
at

5z
2z
.rz
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suggest that the AÀ,S2 rnethod is not appropriate as a variation
to be used for the purposes of performance appraisal.

ii) Summer 1984

The data relating to the Summer 1-984 season is shown in TabLe

9.4. In this season 87 departments increased intakes by more

than 32.

Table 9.4
ed

Coefficient T-Statistic
Intercept
OslCos
5nlBud
fnc. L.year
Intake

-260.5843
o.0547

-0.1780
o.o279
3.4470

0.1_07430

Std Error
LL6.Ñ

0.0283
0.1_904
0.1365
L.0562

-2.2325
I.9356tc

-0.9351
-o .2043

3.2637)c)c

Corrected R-Squared:
F-Test z 3.6L78
* Significant at L02** Significant at IZ

An examination of this Table indicates that both opening

stocks, âs a percentage of budgeted sales, and intakes are

significant at less than the LOZ level-. The F-Test also
indicates that there is a significant association between the
variables at the stronger LZ level. These results $rere then
further regressed using only the two variables identified as

significant. The results are displayed in Tabte 9.5.
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Table 9.5
Summer L984 With llarkdowns

Coefficient
Intercept
OslCos
Intake

-279.5642
0.0568
3.4636

0. L15939

Std Error
.7L79
.o276
.0510

ed

T-Statistic
-2.4370

2.0557)c
3.2956**

IL4
0
1

Corrected R-Squared:
F-Test '. 6.7047
* Significant at 52** Significant at Leo

The degree of association between both varíables became more

evident in the analysis undertaken since both vrere significanÈ
at the 5Z level, and with intakes at L2. If this output is
compared to Table 9. 3 (lrfinter 1983 ) , the results are similar

.except that, in the Surnmer season, increases in the levels of
closing stocks held were not found to have a significant
influence on the incidence of markdohrns.

This outcome could be explained by the fact that in Summer 1984

the percentage of total markdowns Èo sales for the company

decreased, whereas in Winter L983 they increased. This pattern
hras constant at alI stages of the trading season. With such a

decrease, iÈ is probable that buyers would have been under

1ítt1e pressure to ninirnise markdowns. This is because

markdowns were budgeted for on a percentage to sales basis.
Consequently, markdorlrns would be taken where needed. This
would have resulted in merchandise being cleared since the
adjusted pricing would have most J-ike1y reflected the market
forces at the Èine. The final outcome of this would be that
closing stocks would not have risen as a result of markdohrns

not being taken.
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To conclude, both the variables of opening stock and intakes
hrere significant in their effect on markdown levels. This
outcome was identicaL to that for Winter 1983. This provides
further evidence that markdowns are affected by both
obsolescence (Independent Variable I) and unrealistic initial
intake rates (Independent Variable IV). Thus, since it has

been shown that in this case markdowns have been caused by

sharp increases in intake leveIs, there must be an adjustment
for this when the performance of buyers is being appraised.

iii) Winter 1-984

The data analysed for the Winter L984 season was derived from
those 54 departments which increased intakes by over 32. The

results of this analysis is shown in Table 9.6.

Table 9.6
Winler 1984 Wi!þ Markdowns Being Reqressed

aqãEst rour vFa¡res s
Increasinq fntakes Over 3å.

fntercept
OslCos
5nlBud
Inc. L.year
fntake

Coefficient
-L069.7430

o.0479
0.5600

-0.6906
12. Ll_08

Std Error
557 .6L93

o.2652
0.59L3
o .6260
4.9269

T-Statistic
-l_.9184

0.1806
o.9470

-l_ . 103 2
2.458Ltc

Corrected R-Squared: O.L66L964
F-Test : 3.49L54
* Significant at 22

It can be seen that the only variable significant at the i.OZ

leve1 is intake increases. This variable was then regressed in
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isolation against markdowns, with the result displayed in Tab1e

9.7 .

Table 9.7

I{inter L984 f{ith Markdowns Beinqr Reqressed
eqainstEEafe nate rncreases rn oepartnents

Increasincr Intakes By Over 3å

Coefficient T-Statistic
Intercept
Intake

-t256.1010
L3 .8810

Std Error
460.Lt24

4 .2523
-2.7300

3 .2643r<

Corrected R-Squared: 0. 161-8604
F-Test : 10.65594
* Significant at Leo

The above Table confirms that for Winter 1984, increases in the

intake rate had a significant effect on the value of rnarkdowns

taken. This is consistent with the results for each of the
previous seasons. The only major difference between these

results and those of earlier seasons is that movements in
opening stock as a percentage of budgeted sales were not
significant. The reason for this is not clear. It is possible
that thÍs variable is more likely to be significant in certain
product categories. This wilt be examined later in this
Chapt.er.

9-4.5 Sigmificance of Findings

The above analysis confirms that increases in the level of
intake percentages do affect the level of markdohrns taken in
that season. This was found to be the case in all three
seasons. ft is ttrerefore concluded, at this stage of the
analysis, that the Hlpothesis has no support, and that sharp
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increases in intake rates do have a significant effect on

markdowns.

9.4.6 Extended ^Analysis By Product Category

Consistent wíth the analysis in Chapter Seven, it was decided

to separate the results for the three major product categories
(high fashion, non-high fashion, and non-cl-othing departments)

and test whether for each separate category, increases in
intake percentage do result in increased markdovrns. For this
testing, a further Hypothesis was established.

Hy¡pothesis Twelve: Sharp increases in initial markups between

tradinq periods do not cause subseguent

increases i-n markdown levels for all three
maior product cateqories.

To test this Hypothesis, those departments included in the data

base to test Hypothesis E1even r^rere allocated to one of the
above product categories. The methodology used was identical
to that outlined in Section 9.4.3. The results for each

product category are shown in the following Tables. There is
one Table for each product category and in that Table the
results for aII three seasons are included.

i) High Fashion Departnents
While the high fashion group comprised nineteen deparÈments,

only in Summer 1-984 did more than one department sharply
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Table 9.8.

Intercept
OslCos
5n/Bud
Inc. L.year
Intake

Hiqh Fashi on Depã-rtmenFrncreas inq rntakes
Ey Dlore Than 3å in Summer 1984

220

The analysis for this season is shown in

Table 9.8

Co-Efficients
8L5.7 47
.o24247
.533364*

-.503198
-6.9 3881_

Degrees of Freedom: 10* Significant at 10U

As can be seen, increases ín intake percentages were not

signifícant in the determination of markdown tevels. This

outcome is not altogether surprising since.the merchandise

traded in high fashion departments is arguably traded on

emotive issues rather than price. Hence, it coul-d be suggested

that an increase in markup between seasons is likety to be.

overlooked by a potential customer if the merchandise rrhas the

right lookrr.

ii) Non High Fashion Ctothing Departments

For this category, once the data had been appraised, it was

evident that only two of the three seasons coul-d be analysed.

This was because in the !{inter L983 season only three non-high

fashion clothing departments increased intakes by more than the

required percentage. This number contrasted with 42 in Summer

Ig84 and 2L in Winter 1984. The results from analysing the

dâta are shown in Table 9.9.
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Table 9.9

Fashion Clothing Departments Increasing
Intakes By llore Than 3å.

Co-efficients
Intercept
OslCos

Summer 1984
92.77692
0.08069*

t{inter 1984

-zz.zsgzt
l_.85011'k*

F-Test 4.44]-80 L3 .7r7 40

* Significant at 5Z*r Significant at IZ

As can be seen fron the above Tab1e, in both seasons the

variabl-e I'opening stock as a percentage of budgeted salesrr ïtas

significant in the determination of markdown levels. of note

is the finding that in neither season were int.ake increases

identified as being a sígnificant contributor to the incidence

of markdor¡rns. Indeed, the leve1 of significance for this
variable was in the range of 2OZ-5OZ for a two-tailed test.

iíi) Non-Clothing Departments

For this category data was drawn from all three trading
seasons with 1-5 departments hrere drawn from Winter L983 , 34

from Summer 1984, and'28 from [rlinter L984. The resulÈs are

shown in Table 9.L0.
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Table 9.10

Non-Clothinq Departments Increasinq Intakes
Ey l¡tore Than 3å

hlinter 1983 Sumner 1984 û{inter 1,984

Intercept
OslCos
5mlBud
Inc. L.year
Intake

327.O452
.189717 tcr<

n/s
n/s

-1.95253*

-324.l_193
n/s
n/s
n/s

3.90279*rt,

-1104.104
n/s
n/s

-1.90187:k:h
13.7726***

F-Test 6.18450 7.78963 2L .26586

't Significant at ]-OZ** Significant at lZ*** Significant at .IZ

As can be seen from the above Table, intakes hrere found to be

significant, at the l-OU level or less, in all three seasons.

This outcome contrasts with the results from the other two

rnajor product groupings where in neither instance vrere

increases in intakes found to have a significant effect on

markdowns. It could be suggested that this result is to be

expected since it can be reasoned that consumers buy clothing
for reasons other than perceived ftuctuations in price. In
contrast, merchandise offered in non-ctothing departrnents is
like1y to be more standardised in terms of that offered in
other departrnent stores. For example, if a consumer is about
to purchase a kettle or vídeo recorder, it is most líkely that
the prospective purchaser will be able to compare prices more

rationally than if clothing is to be purchased.

AIso, it is interesting to note that in Winter 1984, increases
in closing stock over the previous period were also found to
have a significant effect. ft was in this season that
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markdov/ns vtere significantly higher than ín either of the
previous SeaSonS. Thus, it Seems that buyers opted to increase

cJ-osing stock l-eve1s rather than further increase markdowns.

This was also discussed earlier.

In conclusion, Hlpothesis 1\lelve is accepted since only

markdowns originating from departments in the non-clothing
category h¡ere found to be linked to sharp increases in intake
rates. This conclusion is important since it means that only

those departments incl-uded in this category are 1íke1y to have

their results distorted by intakes being sharply increased.

Further, it means that any adjustments to the basic RTM nodel

for the purposes of performance measurement can be selective in
terms of departments targeÈed.

9.4.7 Effect of Increases in Intake Percentages on Gross

Profit

It was decided to estimate the value of the markdowns taken

caused by the sharp increases in intake levels. It is argued,

as it has been earlier, that such markdowns should be included
in the caLculation of the cost nultiplier and not excluded as

they would be if the AAS2 methodology is applied.

Hl4rothesis Thirteen: In aqy one season markdowns taken which

were caused by sharp increases in intake
rates, did not have a material effect on

gross profit.
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To test this Hypothesis, analysis was restricted to data

originating from non cl-othing departments. As shown in earlier
Sections, it was the markdowns f rom these departments that lr/ere

found to be influenced significantly by sharp increases in
intake rates. This signif icance r¡ras not f ound however when

data from hiqh fashion and non-high fashion clothing
departments was tested.

hlhile this significant relationship was found in all seasons,

it was the lilinter 1984 results that generated the highest R-

Squared (.6298) outcome. It was therefore decided to analyse

data from that season aIone.

The regression equation used, is the same las displayed in Table

9.1-0, and ís as follows:
Markdowns : -1L04.104 (1.9OL87 * Z increase in hfinter.]-984
closing stock as compared to that for Summer 1984) + (L3.7726 *

Z increase. in Vilinter L984 intakes as compared to those for
Summer 1-984 ) .

The application of this equation generated markdown predictions
for each of the 28 departments analysed. These predictions
Ì¡trere used rather than actual markdowns since such an adoption
neutralises any effect on markdowns specific to a single
department (such as the positioning of a department in relation
to traffic flows, superior merchandising skilIs, etc).

To enable the predictions to be made, dummy values r¡/ere

substituted. First, in place of the actual intake percentaqe,
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a vaLue of 103U was inserted. This figure was used in earlier
testing as the threshold for rrsharp!' intake increases. By

using this value, estímates were able to be generated of the
markdowns caused when intakes increased beyond this Ievel.
Second, the value used for closing stock movements was 100å or
the actual figure, if this was l-ower. The use of l-OO? enables
the effect on future markdowns to be predicted if closing
stocks have been increased in order to delay the taking of
markdowns. In summary, the combined use of both dummy values
should isolate the Èotal effect on markdor¡ins if intake
increases are artowed to occur. As a basis for calculation,
the actual markdowns for Summer 1984 hrere used. These figures
\¡tere used since that season was the basis on which !{inter l-984

markdown increases r¡rere to be calculated. The results of the
analysis are shown in ta¡Ie 9.11. fn this Table, the
department is identified together with the estimated markdowns

that have arisen because intakes have increased.

Table 9.1L
Estinated Effect On llarkdowns From fre.i¡g Intakes

Dept
57 41,
5254
9347
5165
667 4
9258
701-O
8537
7222
7280

g
64

8891
16470

2870
49472
L2230
to244
1_6858

3004
13151

Dept
5767
93 13
9355
932t
43),3
9240
7 468
9038
7230

g
29L

39609
5011-4

14891_0
6L564
6063

18955
L9672

5696

Dept
59r_L
9363
5L57
4232
3707
7052
7905
4509
7248

$
13619
43968
6039

L6049
1,7 467

8834
9243

t8497
54059

The estimated total ef f ect on markdo$/ns r âs per Tabre 9.11, hras

ïozt,9o3. This figure is significant when compared with the
totar markdowns of $1,459 t4B4 taken by these departments in
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lrlinter L984. It suggests that 462 of the markdowns taken hlere

associated with pricing policies and only 542 with rtnormaltr

factors such as obsolescence.

The total inpact on the gross profit for Winter L984 is,
however, less than ç671,,903. This is because a large
proportion of the merchandise purchased during the season is
sold in the same season. Thus, the irnpact on qross profit is
Iimited to that part of the ç67L,9o3 attaching to closing stock
and so flowing into the following period. obviously, the
proportion of closing stock to purchases differs from

department to departrnent and so the amount atÈaching to each

responsibility centre has to be separately calculated. In
addition, the markdowns then have to be reduced to cost
approxímations by using an adjusted cost multiplier for each

department. Tab1e 9.L2 shows the output from these

cal-culations.
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Table 9.L2

Effect On Gross Profit From fncreasing Intakes
Dept

57 4L
5767
5911
5254
9 313
9363
9347
9355
5r57
5l_65
932L
4232
667 4
43L3
3707
9 258
9240
7052
7jto
7 468
7905
8537
9038
4509
7222
7230
7248
7280

Effect
on Profit
-TAe -

t82
6878
2898

L2944
L7873

4626
IL875

3 318
L494

55L52
4964

1,5954
19606

L87 4
6505
3 001
3534
3940
8]-77
323r
7]-43
9LO7
4128

548
r427

Ls640
]-1,24

Prev. Reported
Profitffi

8497
97L30
36672

188946
31309
64924

L18493
4007 4
457 68
L8446
7]-1-92

151113
L72432
154159

25084
27860

L586L7
L27522

66736
27344

]-69460
1l_L006
3547 4L

28504
7966

76080
58650

z
.28

2 .1,4
7.O8
7.90
6. 85

57.09
7 .L3

1,O . 02
8.28
3.26

298.99
6.97

10.56
Lt.37
I.22

25.93
ro "772.23

3.09
L2.25
TL.82

4 .22
8.20
L.L6
r.92

L7.9L
20.56
L.92

Total ç227r92 ç24s643L 9.252

As can be seen, there was a calculated effect on profit of more

than 10U for 1-1 departments (39.292) out of the total of 28.

In addition, a further 7 departments had an effect of between

52 and 9.9eo. Thus, över 642 of all departments that increased
íntakes by more than 32 in Winter tge+, understated gross

profit in that season by a mininum of 52. One department

understated profit by 2982 or $55,L52. fn that case the
department increased intakes by 1-5Z and traded in a mix of
electronic products that traditionally are price sensitive. Of
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interest, the total markdowns for that department were ç2I9,000
in !,linter L984 as compared to $21,000 two seasons earlier.

To assess whether these effects on gross profít are material,
the guidelines for materiality, âs pronounced by the Australian
professional accounting bodies, r^ras adopted. These guídelines
are inctuded in AAS5 - Statenent of Accounting Standards,

Materiality in Financial Statements. As stated in the
Statement in paragraph 1-2.

tt(a) an amount whích is equal to or greater than L0 per cent of
the appropriate base amount, ought to be presumed to be

material unless there is evidence to the contrary,'
(c) no presumption oughÈ to be made as to the materiality of

an amount which lies between 5 per cent and L0 per cent of
the appropriate base amount prior to consideration of the
nature of the item. rl

Although it is acknowledged that these guidelines were

promulgated for external reporting purposes, it is argued that
these statements should be the trouter lirnitsrr in defining
materiality where the resul-ts are to be used for employee

performance appraisal. Thus, it is suggested that materiality
for such internal purposes should have a threshold of 52 and

possibly lower. For the case under study, this means that the
adjustments to gross profit hrere material for 642 of those
departments increasing intakes by more than 32. Indeed, in
three departments the adjustments taken wouLd have generated a

bonus for the buyer where previously none had been paid. Of

equal concern, given the fact that the increases in intakes
caused overpricing to occur, the ability to trade would have
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been seriously inpaíred. This would have occurred in the early
months of the season and so the ability to achieve sales
budgets would therefore have been affected. This factor would

also have increased the markdowns taken in this season. Thus,

employee performaRce v/ould have been detrimentally affected in
this and other seasons. It is therefore concluded that the
Hlryothesis is rejected since the increases in intake
percentages did have a rnaterial effect on profitability.

9.5 Summary

The Chapter commenced with a discussion of the linkage between

the OTB and the RIM, recognising that these two sysÈems are

used jointly by 85? of those companies responding to the
questionnaire. The rrmechanicsrr of the RIM were then reviewed

and it was recognised that the treatment of markdovrns is a

critical issue in the methodology. It is this issue that
differentiates between the variations of the model.

It was further acknowledged that, of those responding to the
questionnaire, all companies used the RIM as defined in AAS2.

However, this variation of the RIM does not recognise that
markdowns can occur in some situations because merchandise is
initially overpriced. This Chapter concentrated on this fact
since it has important inplicatíons for performance appraisal
if the output from the RIM is to be used for this purpose.

Initially, data originating in those departments which
increased intakes by more than 3å was accumulated and analysed.
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The results, although reasonably conclusive, suggested that
further concrusions could be formed if the data relating to
each.rnajor product category was anarysed separatery. These

three groups hrere high fashion, non-high fashion clothing, and

non-clothing.

The resurts achieved from this additionar anarysis were

conclusive. First, marked increases in intakes vrere not found
to have a significant effect on the l-evel of markdovrns for each

of the crothing categories, but were significant for non-
clothing departrnents. second, variations in the revel of
opening stock as compared to budgeted sales had a significant
effect on markdohrns for non-high fashion departments.

For non-clothing departments, the proporti-on of markdowns that
related to increases in intakes r¡/ere calculated. rnese
proportions v/ere then converted to rnonetary amounts and

compared to the declared profits for each relevant department.
This was done in order to assess whether the effects on

markdowns v¡ere naterial. This was found to be the case for 642

of the departments. This means that if employees h¡ere to be

appraised on the rrrah,'rr prof it f igures, ad justments should have

been taken if fair appraísal_ was to occur.
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Chapter Ten

A Continuing Analysis of The Retail fnventory Method

10.1 Introduction

This Chapter continues the discussion of the RIM. WhiLe in
Chapter Nine discussion concentrated on the causes of rnarkdov/ns

and how these irnpact on the RrM, this chapter analyses the RrM

from a wider perspective.

First, the structure of the RfM model is analysed with a

particular emphasis on the weighted averaging that occurs
within the method. second, the fact that opening stocks as a

proportion of budgeted sales can generate markdowns is further
examined. This'possibilíty became apparent in the anarysis
compreted in chapter Nine. Third, the impact on the orB system
of all the conclusions reached, in both this Chapter and

Chapter Nine, is analysed.

This chapter concludes the analysis of the RrM. with this part
of the analysis complete, conclusions can then be drawn

regarding the changes that should be made to both systems as a

linked unit, if equitabre employee appraisal is to occur. Äs

noted in section 4.7.3, employee performance bonuses are paid
by 6L.5Z of large retailers who use both the OTB and the RIM in
a linked manner. Fluctuations in bonuses are correlated with
key variabres directly infruenced by both the orB and the RrM.
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LO.2 Weighted Àveraging Vf,ithin the RIM

As was discussed in both chapters Three and Nine, the cost
multiplíer within the RrM moder is generated by a weighted
averaging technique. principarly, this weighted average is
dependent on purchases for the period together with the revel
of opening stock. since these figures are incruded at both
cost and retail, intake rates can be determined for each
component in the model. A simple illustration of the RIM model

is shown in Table 10.l-.

Table 1-O.1

Illustration of a Cost f.Iultiplier Calculation

Opening Stock
Purchases

Cost
Fho

6l_0

Cost Multiplier
.5500
.6L00

Total $71_0 $rzoo .591,7

As stated in chapter Three, the accuracy of the RrM moder for
the purpose of converting retail varues to a cost basis is
dependent on a number of fact.ors. one of these is that the mix
of products included in the calculation does not alter
significantly from period to period. Ànother is that the
average markups remain reasonably constant between periods.
lfhile there is insufficient information available in the case

data to determine whether product mixes have changed

significantly between periods, this is not the case for average
markups or intake rates.

rn ^Austraria and indeed worldwide, those companies using the
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RIM convert retail values to cost by rnultiplying the total
retair varue for a responsibirity centre by the averaged cost
nultiplier (Lewison and De Lozier, l-986). No account is taken
of either any significant changes to intake rates between

seasons or the age profile of the merchandise included in the
total value despite the fact that the retail literature
indicates that most companies age their merchandise by trading
season. The company under study was no exception to this
practice and showed the aging of merchandise on summary stock
sheets.

This detailed ageing of merchandise for each department enables
the accuracy of the RIM calculation to be verified. This
outcome can be achieved because specific merchandise quantities
can be matched with the intake rates attaching to the season in
which the merchandise was purchased. This is irnportant if
intake rates have increased significantty. rn the case under
study, intake rates moved sharpry in both the summer Lgg4 and

the Winter 1-984 seasons. In these seasons, 1g and j-3

departments respectively, increased intake rates by over j-oå.

To a lesser extent, similar leve1s of increase also occurred in
lvinter L983 (6 departments). rn order to test whether the RrM

generates reasonable est,imates for the purpose of performance
appraisal if intake rates are increased by more than Lo?

between seasons, Hypothesis Fourteen was estabrished.
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Hypothesis Fourteen: The use of the cosl rnuttiptier in the RfM

model does not generate reasonable
estimates of cost values in the valuation
of inventorv if the averaged cost
nultiplier has increased þy more than l_Oå

over the þrev ious tradinq period

whire the selection of a cutoff point of Loå was arbitrary, it
vtas assessed that, such a variation between seasons could have a

significant irnpact on any conversions to cost. ThÍs figure was

chosen instead of the 32 previously used since it was reasoned
that 3? was not large enough to generate material differences.
(A snall sampre of variations in the 3å to 6z range was bench
tested and the results generated confirned this judgernent. )

To maintain consistency with chapter Nine, the departmental
results selected for analysis were derived from the Winter Lgg4

trading season. As stated earrier in this chapter, the total
number of departments analysed was L3 (i-0å of the total
popuration of that season). The range of intake increases,
from the close of one season to the next, ranged from l-0.51-å to
22.682. In addition, the aging profile of rnerchandise differed
considerably between departments. rn one departmenÈ only so.4z
of the merchandise included in closing sÈock was purchased in
the current season. The barance was more than one season ord.
This scenario contrasts with another department where gi.47Z of
the closing stock was purchased in the current, season.
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The methodology used for testing this hypothesis was as

f o1l-ows:

(i) The cost values for both opening stock and total
purchases for Winter 1984 hrere isolated for each

department under study. These fígures rÀrere derived from

company records. Both these figures hlere then summed.

(ii) The weighted average intake figure as at the close of the
previous trading period, was applied to the cost value of
opening stock so as to generate an equivalent retail
va1ue. The weighted average intake figure was taken from

internal company records.
(iii) The sum of the cost values for both opening stock and

' total purchases u/as then converted to a retail value

using the average intake figure as at the end of the
Winter L984 season.

(iv) The retail value for the total- purchases in the Winter

1984 season was derived by deducting the result in step
(ii) above, from that in step (iii). This result was

then divided into the comparative cosÈ value and the
intake figure established for the total purchases made in
Winter 1984.

(v) The closing stock, at cost val-ue for T,rlinter L984, hlas

then taken and converted to an equivalent retail value.
The basis for the conversion $ras the original average

intake figure for the season, âs in step (iii) above.

The figure derived was the equival-ent gross retail value
of the closing stock.

(vi) Using summary information derived frorn stocktake sheets,
the retail values (as in step (v)) srere aged. In other
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hiords, the retail values v/ere divided between the
previous seasons so that appropriate intake rates could
be assigned to each vaIue.

(vii) The aged retail values $rere then reduced to a cost basis
using the comparative intake rates that attached to totat
purchases in each of the seasons. The use of the intake
rate attaching to total purchases deleted all averaging
from the calculation process.

(viii)The result derived in step (vii) was then deducted from
that in step (v) so as to give the difference at cost if
a weighted average is not used. An illusÈration of the
calculatíon just described is outl-ined in Table IO.2.

Table LO.2

Recalculation of RIM Cost Values If The Effect of

Departnent 7222

Cost Retail Cost ttultiplier
Opening Stock
Purchases
Total

Çttzszt
1,49798

ç28737r

$ 3 6688

$L68100
1,9465L

çzazzm
$463 oo

ç4O9e4
53 06

$463 O0

Closing Stock

Recalculation:
C/Stock-Season A $3LS4B

-Season B 4342
Total $35890

Difference $
( $36688-$rSAso ¡

798 : a reduction to profit for this
season.

18.16
23.O4
20.76

20.76

23.O4
l_8.16
22.49

The differences for all 13 departments analysed in
Winter L984, are shown in Table 10.3.
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Table l-0.3

Effect of Deleting lìleiqhted Averaqinq
F-ro

Dept

11_95
6022
2824
6755
9258
667 4
9363
93 55
43r3
9321,
7222
7248
7280

C/S at
Cost

$ ¡oøre
7124t

136L36
47926

L35594
L43459
l_L8941
]-38526
329r44
634984

36688
255236

27398

Current
78.1-OZ
93.03
50.05
97 .3r
78.74
95.01_
92 .24
89.95
81.99
97.47
88.54
65.89
52.05

z cls Reduction å of Profit
alrãadv oectare¿

.2rz
1.11
3.33

.07
16 .65

7 .26
17.54
1.61
3 .18

224.90
2.80

10.61
1.35

To Profit
$rsg

89L
13 50

67
41,7 6

LO978
5492
L905
5483

4L485
798

807 1
(78e)

As can be seen in the above Tab1e, in four departments the
reduction to profit !úas greater than IOZ of the profit already
declared. In a further two deparÈments, the reduction v/as

between 5Z and L0å. Thus, in total, .six departments out of the
thirteen analysed (462) had a reduction in profit of over 52.

If the guidelines for materiality as outlined in Chapter 9 are

applied, then it rnust be concluded that profit can be

materially affected by the weighted averaging used within the
RIM model. Further, the results show that under these

conditions, the RIM model does not provide a reasonable cost
estimate of the value of inventory. Hlpothesis Fourteen is
therefore accepted.

hfhile this conclusíon affects performance appraisal outcomes in
the season under study, it does not generate the final
valuation of closing stock for those departments analysed.
This is because the initial valuation h¡as affected by both the
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Ievel of markdol,ttns generated by sharp increases in intake rates
and the weighted average effect. The irnpact on crosing stock
valuations by markdowns caused by increases in intake rates was

discussed in chapter Nine. Final varuations suitable for
performance appraisar cannot be determined until these two
elements are drawn together in the one calculation.

The departments included in this calculation are identical to
those Listed in Tabre t-0.3. A1l but four of these departments
are also included in Table 9.L4 where the inpact on markdo$/ns

from the increase in intake rates was disprayed. Thirteen
departments were, therefore, analysed further.

The nethodology used in the calcul-ation was similar to that
outlined earlier in this section when Hypothesis Fourteen was

tested. There hras, however, one variation made Èo the process
which artered step (iv). Namely, before the purchases at
retail value hrere divided into the comparative cost varue, the
effect on markdolt¡ns caused by the sharp increases in intake
rates was deducted from the appropriate retail values. The

lever of this deductíon for each department, vras shown in Table
9-L4. once this deduction $¡as made, a new cost multiptier vras

carculated. This new cost muttiprier vras used in the
calcuration described in step (vií) of the methodoJ_ogy. The

output from these calculations is a valuation of closing stock
that includes adjustment,s for the two factors described in the
two earrier paragraphs. Äs stated previously, these factors
are beyond the infruence of the buyer and hence should be
dereted from any performance appraisal process. The adjustment
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to closing stock for each department and the effect on profit
is shown in Tab1e i-0.4.

Table 10.4

the Itlarkdown
Averaqes

Originat Amended fncreased å of ProfitDept Profit et-rea-aañãarea
r_L95
6022
2824
6755
9258
667 4
9363
9355
43L3
932]-
7222
7248
7280

C-at
Cost

$3628
7T247

l_36136
47926

L35594
L43459
118941_
138526
3291-44
634984

36688
255236

27398

C,/S at
Cost

$so¿sg
70350

L34786
47859

1,392L2
L49668
t4L759
L477t9
349026
678352

36384
264505

29002

( $r_5e )
( 8er_ )

( 135o )
(67 )

361_8
6209

228t8
9l_93

1,9882
43368

(304)
9269
1,604

.2L2
1_.11_
3.33

.07
]-4.42
4.Ll-

72.88
7.76

1L.53
235.1_L

L.O7
L2.T8
2.73

As can be seen, five departments out of the thirteen anarysed
had their profit increased by more than Loz. rn addition, one
other department received a profit adjustnent of more than 5z
which can be considered a material amount.

rf these results are combined with those of Tabl_e 9.l_5 the
totar effect emerges. This anarysis generates a total
population of 32 departments in which the value of crosing
stock was adjusted for one or more reasons. of these, nine
departments (28.L32) were adjusted by more than Loz, and a
further eight (2sz) by between 5eo and g.gz. Tlrus, over 53g of
arr departments in the population understated profit by more
than 58.
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10.3 Opening Stock

Although the discussion in much of chapters Nine and Ten has

concentrated on the valuation of closing stocks, it was

apparent in chapter 9 that opening stock levers arso impacted
on markdor¡/ns. specificalty, this irnpact fluctuated with the
changes in the ratio of opening stock to budgeted sales from
season to season.

These changes, hor,'/ever, hrere not shown to be statisticarly
significant for all merchandise categories. For al_l

departments increasing intakes by more than 32, only non-high
fashíon departments r^/ere found to have markdowns significantly
affected by variations in openíng stocks. [fhen this analysis
hlas extended to those departments increasing intakes by less
than 32, departments in both the categories of non-high fashion
and non clothing $tere also found to be significantty affected.

This fact is important for this study since such variations ín
opening stock levels have their foundatfons in a previous
trading season. Opening stock is the closing stock in the
previous season. The level of the closing stock is det,ermined

by actions of the departmental buyer in that earlier season

anil, as such, âDy negative flow-on effects should not be used

in judgement against future performance.

As stated earlier, the company entered into a performance
contract, with a buyer from trading season to trading season.
If a buyer's performance met a minimum level, a bonus v¡as paid
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in recognition of an attained contract. Since this bonus was

intended to refl-ect recognition of a satisfied contract, any

identifiabLe factors corrupting the accurate measurement of
outcomes resulting from actions taken in the season under

review, should have been elininated. It is for this reason

that the l-evel of rnarkdohlns grenerated by variations in opening
stock have to be identified. Once identified, an appropriate
adjustnent to the value of opening stock needs to be made. The

Ieve1 of this adjustment would reflect the value attachj-ng to
actions taken in a previous season, a value that shoul-d not be

included in any catcuLations relating to current performance

appraisal.

Hlpothesis Fifteen: Markdowns taken because of variations in
openinq stock as a percentaqe of budqeted

sales between seasons do not materially
affect departrnental qross profit leveLs.

As in earlier sections, data from the Winter l-gg4 trading
season vtas selected for further analysis. I¡¡hile other seasons

could have been selected, consistency in Èhe selection of
trading season enables previousty reported gross profit leve1s
to be refined still further. rn this section the refinenent
results from a reassessment of opening stock. The co-
efficients relating to each of the rnerchandise categories to be

anal-ysed is shown in Tab1e L0.5.
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Table 10.5

A Review of Co-efficients Relatinqr"-gEEBEockl"@
Co-efficient

Intakes Increased 3Z>
Non-High Fashion

Intakes Increased <32
Non-High Fashion
Non Clothing

L.767 443 *

.l_84618

.326435
**
*

*
** Significant

Significant
at
at

IZ
.rz

The co-ef f icients, as outlined in Table 1-0.5, hrere used as a

basis for predícting the level of rnarkdovrns that li/ere caused by

the increase in opening stock at retail as compared to budgeted

saLes, from season to season. For example, the regression
equation used for the non-high fashion group hras:

Markdowns = 45.515 + (I.767443 t Z increase in hlinter L984

opening stock over budgeted sales as compared to Summer 1-984).

As in Section 9.4.7, the predictions generated by this equation
I¡tere used instead of the actual markdowns taken, since such a

process neutralises any influences on markdowns that may be

specific to any one department (e.9. superior merchandising
skiIls, etc. ). The effect on markdowns caused by increases in
opening stock are summarised in TabIes 10.6 to l-0.8.
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Effect on ltarkdowns r"- Fashion Departments

Increasinq Intakes In Excess Of 32
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Effect Original z0 Cost Profit
Dept

1t_95
6064
6030
6022
28L6
2824
271"9
6886
6755
67L3
6844
6373
6501

Increase
In O/S

3 .262
35.1,6
32.07
72.70
25.32
65.17
9.92

t6.17
I47.12

25.25
270.57
1L.05
LI.92

743
15458

4L00
6037

474
r37 6
]-275
5506
4256
t837

22203
945

4727

75714
70775

17327 4
80175
68253
40540

r4t9t3
70728
957t4

L7 6LL9
78754
9502L
90905

.98
2I.84
2.37
7 .53

.69
3.39

.89
7.78
4.45
L.04

28.L9
.99

5 .20

Sunnary of Effect on Profit:
DeparÈmental profit affected

Dept Increase

-less than 52:
-between 52 and 9.9%:
-over IOZ

origina]. z
Profít

No
I
3
2

r-3

z
61.5
23.t
15.4

1_00.0

Table LO.7
Effect on Itfarkdowns ig N"*HIõ Fashion Departments

Increasinq Intakes Ey Less Than 38

0686
2662
2696
6 365
6886
6462
6488
6828
6878
6852
63L5
7LI7

In O/S
L.T9Z

10.84
3.18

53.7L
]-4.L7
40.70
30.51
29.70
65.98
59.7r
74.98

256.85

EffectE@
6

t48
53

590
500

L292
t_043

5L4
498 3

460
1,82

84r7

9]-249
l_9985

101-814
L77 47
70728
7 4037

244993
L70866
2I7L87
]-30526

20 3l_8
93576

.01

.74

.05
3.32

.7L
r.75

.42

.30
2.29

.35

.90
8.99

Summary of Effect on Profit:
Departrnental profit affected

No
-less than 5Zz 11
-between 5Z and 9.92= L
-over 10å 0

T2

7
3
o

z
t_

8
0

9

100.0
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Table 10.8Effect on llarkdoorn=Et¡on crotrtirq. Departnents
Increasing Intakes EI Less Than 33

Dept fncrease
In O/S

L94.L,z
54.4L
25.L3

t32.16
216.47

89 .20
27.8L

473 .66
2 .63

1,55.73
t42 .62
r57.39
255.07

35. 35
9.08

50. 36
9.34

L6.25
L29 .86

93 .57
8r .27
73.20
L6.78
3I.92

504.22

Effectg@
2770
l_14 0
5648
2L52
9424
6345

465
8420

40
9254
91_01_
301_5

36066
2525

773
5580

7L6
893

402]-
5L24

L1,736
I2OL7

385
4301_

53800

oriqinal
Profit

28846
52 800

1,OO262
IL255
66158
47840
43061-
45013

]-]-2565
35999
2L931,
L6094

]-22805
l_63 619
]-85324
109253
101684

53732
73824
67620

308487
92010

188670
(6L267 )
(Lr277 )

9.60
2.1-6
5.63

T9.12
14 .24
13.26
1.08

1_8.71_
.o4

25.71
41.50
L8.73
29.37
1.54

.42
s. L1

.70
L.66
5.45
7.58
3 .80

L3.06
.20

7.02
20.96

z
5555
5709
5717
5725
5775
5610
5929
53 19
27 43
9224
927 4
9410
41,27
511_5
8511
8561_
42L6
9046
9062
7028
7044
7 426
4606
7272
7256

a

Summary of Effect on Profit:
Departmental profit affected

No
-less than 52¿ 9
-between 52 and 9.922 6
-over LOZ 10

?
36.0
24.O
40.0

25 Loo. O

As can be seen from Tables L0.6 10.8, the effect on profit
for a number of departments was material. The percentage of
departments meeting the cutoff point for materiality differed
between categories. For those non-high fashion departments.,
increasíng intakes by more than 32, the effect on profit was

rnaterial for five departments (38.5å) out of the 13 analysed.
In the case of two departmenÈs, the ef f ect r¡ras greater than
1'oZ. For those departments in Èhis category increasing inÈakes

by less Èhan 3å the result was noÈ so convincing since the
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effect on profit was materiaL for only one department (8.3U ).

The strongest result was derived when the effect on non-

clothíng departments was calculated. In this category, the
effect was material for 16 departments (642), and for 10

department.s the ef f ect was greater than 10å.

In conclusion, 50 departments hrere analysed across the three
categories and the effect on profit was calculated to be

rnaterial for 22 departments or 442 of the total. Hypothesis
Fifteen is therefore rejected.

10.4 The Results Fron The Effect of fncreased Intakes and

Opening Stock Being l.lerged

Having determined the effect on markdohrns from increases in
relative opening stocks, it was decided to calculate the totat
impact on profits already declared for hlinter L984. Such an

inpact arises from a combination of effects. First, there is
the effect on markdowns that occurs because of increased intake
rates (Table 9.15). Second, the effect on profits arising from
the deletion of weighted averages in the RIM calculation (Table

l-0.4). Third and finally, there is the effect from relative
increases in opening stock levels (Tables 10.6 t LO.7, and

10.8). The total irnpact on departmental profits is shown in
Table 10.9. It should be noted that for ease of illustration,
only those departmental results that increased by more than 52

are included.
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Table 10.9

Departmental
stribution of

Profi ts Arisincr
lfar

Dept

5911_
5254
9313
6022
9363
9347
93 55
5L57
932I
4232
43]-3
9258
9240
7 468
7905
903 I
7230
7248
6064
6886
6844
6501
7tL7
5555
57L7
5725
5775
56L0
5319
9224
927 4
9410
4L27
8561
9062
7028
7 426
7272
7256

Total Increases in
From a

fncrease
In Profit
-@ 2878

L2944
5L46

228I8
4626
9L93
3 31,8

43368
4964

L9882
3 618
3001
8L77
323J,
9LO7
L427
9269

1_5458
5506

22203
4727
84L7
2770
5648
21-52
9424
6345
8420
9254
910L
301-5

36066
5580
4021,
5L24

t2017
4301

s3 800

Declared z
Profitm

36672
188946

B0 L75
31309
64924

11849 3
4007 4
L8446
7trg2

L72432
25084
27860
66736
27344

111006
7966

7 6080
70775
70728
78754
90905
9357 6
28846

1,OO262
11255
661-58
47840
4501_3
35999
21,93L
L6094

L22805
L09 2s3

73824
67 620
920LO

(6L267 )
(LL277 )

7
7
6
6

72
7
7
8

.08

.90

.85

.42

.BB

.13

.76

.28
235.rt

6.97
t-L.53
1,4 .42
ro.77
L2.25
tL .82

8.20
17.94
12.1_B
2t.84

7.78
28.1-9
5.20
8.99
9.60
5.63

L9.1,2
L4 .24
]-3.26
L8.7I
25.7L
4l_.50
t8.73
29.37
5.11
5.45
7 .58

13.06
7.02

20.96

As can be seen in Tabl-e L0.9, rnaterial increases in gross
prof it v¡ere calculated f or 39 departrnents. This number

represents 292 of the total number of company departmenÈs in
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that season. In addition, six of these departments qualified
for a profit performance bonus when previously none had been

paid. Further, an extended analysis showed that, for those
departmental adjustments to profit not deemed rnaterial, another
two departments converted a negative variance on the profit
dollar budget to a positive variance. Thus, in total, eight
additional departments quatified for a profit performance
payment, when none previously had been paid. While eíght
departments may seem an insignifícant number, this is not so

when evaluated against the fact that initially only 33 bonuses

had been paid in t¡linter L984.

rt is therefore concruded that the tota.l inpact on gross .profit
results can be significant if markdovrns are allocated to the
trading season in which decisions r^rere taken that caused the
markdown, and if the company uses the standard RIM methodology.
In some cases this allocation wiII have no effect on the gross
profit of the current season (e.g. when intakes are increased
and the merchandise is sold before the end the same season),
but in other síÈuations initial gross profits will be subject
to material change. These initial gross profits are those
deríved for external reporting purposes (e.g. reporting to
shareholders ) .

1o.5 rmpact of concrusions Relating to Rrlf on the orB system

As can be recarred from chapter Three, the orB system is used

to control the purchasing of new inventory for resare so that
predetermined merchandise budgets are attained. rn brief, the
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OTB system is used to achieve a balanced relationship between

investment in inventory and the futf ilnent of customer rrv/antsrr.

The systen achieves this by calculating, ât any time in the
season, the amount of money Èhat is available for spending on

future purchases in that season.

This spending availability (open-to-buy balance) is expressed

in either cost or reÈaiI value. In the case under study, it
htas calculated on a cost basis. To achieve this, all inputs to
the system are at retail values. The initial output, i.e. the
open-to-buy balance, is also at retail. This balance is th'en

converted to a cost basis using the reciprocal of the budgeted

markup percentage for each respective department.

As stated in Chapter 4, this situation can cause inaccuracies
to develop in the system since part of the integrity of the
cost based system depends on the budgeted markup figures being
realístic. In addition, the actual markups used as purchase

orders are processed through the orB system must be realistic.
As indicaÈed above, all movements through the system are
initially at retail values and if retail prices are
unrealistic, in terms of what the market will pay, future OTB

balances will be restraíned. Likewise for the OTB balance
prior to conversion to a cosÈ basis. If the budgeted rnarkup

rates are unreal-istically high, future spending may be

restricted unnecessarily.

As discussed in chapter Nine, in both the summer and winter
1984 trading seasons, budgeted and actual- intake rates
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increased significantty for a number of departments. The

extent of the increases in actuar rates was shown in Tabre 9.4.
The irnpacÈ of these increases hras evident when the nultivariate
regression was undertaken in Chapter Nine. This regression
estimated the impact on markdovrns caused by such increases.
The impact for many departments was significant and provided
evidence that, in the seasons considered, intake rates vrere

increased to unrealistic levels in terms of market forces.

The effect on markdowns v/as illustrated on a department basis,
in Tabl-e 9.I4, in respect of litinter i,994. This ef fect
highrights the estimated dolLar varue of markdov/ns, on a cost
basis, resulting from intake rates being unrealistically
inireased. If it can be assumed Èhat these dollar figures are
a surrogate for the rrcostrt of adopting an unrealistic markdown

policy, then it can be argued that the total markup dollars,
for each department under question, should be reduced by that
amount. The resulÈant figure shourd then represent a fair
total dollar narkup for the basket of goods purchased in that
season.

rn order for the effect on orB balances to be calcuJ-ated, this
surrogate needs to be moderated by the stockturn rate for the
department. This calcuration is justified because, if the
addítional intake had not been attempted, these dolrars would
never have been committed to specific purchases in the original
basket. rnstead, they would have been freed up for purchases

of ner¡r merchandise and, in addition, the investrnent recycled at
approximately the same stockturn rate as aÈtaíned for other
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merchandise in the department. The use of the actual- stockturn
rate for the season is justified on the grounds that it would

be conservative. As already outl-ined, there was apparent
consumer resistance to the intake rates applied and this
resistance would have slowed the stockturn rate. This argument

is supported by the fact that markdowns had to be taken as a

result of the intake rate policy to clear the merchandise.

The effect on the purchasing pohrer of the OTB system of an

unrealistic intake policy is outlined in Tab1e 1-0.1-0. The data

used in this instance was that used in Table 9.I4. As stated
above, this data was derived from the ülinter 1984 season and

related to those departments suffering narkdowns as a result of
sharply increased intakes. In addition, the estimated foregone

sales and profits were calculated for these departments using
the actual stockturn rates achieved.
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Table 10.10

Effect on OTB Balances From Increases
in Intake Rates ín 1984

Dept Effect on Purch. Stockturn Est. Foreqone
Power (at Costì

$64
29r

L369]-
L4226
60602
54081
293]-7

1-057 4r
603 9
2870

20LO29
25839
9003 9
96655
813 96
t2230

6L24
l_L043
L3317
27864
L321,7- 19892
2L246
4t433
823L

L)-449
LO97 40

57733

Rate
.65
.80

1.00
1.60
1_.53
L.23
L.78
2.LI

.91_

.96
1.35
l_.61
L.82
L.57
4 .66

.94
1. 01
1, .25
L.30
t.47
1,.43
1.1,8
1.08
2.24
2.74
2.Ot
2.03
4.39

$¿s
233

9495
LT706
3247 4
22826t<
1610 0 'k
7557Otc

3556
L235

7L886
II662
67289t
4I1,48
39424tc

4r98
3 300
6668

10039
2437 4
10585
L4788
L4449tc
28r57
2L56
47L5

4703r
3623stc

Sales_E
466

23rt4
25932
93076
7 6907 * tc
454r7

181311**
9051
3 990

272915
3 7501*'t

L57328
l_3 7803
]-2O820t')c

1,5694
9424

I77L1-
23356rc*
52238t,)c
238O2rcrc
3 4680
35695**
69590
ro387
L6L64

L5677yctc
93968*?k

/
57 4L
5767
5911
5254
93L3
9363
9347
9355
5r57
51,65
932L
4232
667 4
43L3
3707
9258
9240
7052
701_0
7 468
7905
8537
90 38
4509
7222
7230
7248
7280

*
** 1sÈ time bonus for the attainment of the profit budget

Lst time bonus for the attainnent of the sales budget

As can be seen from Table L0.l-0, if sales and profit results
rrtere generated as estimated in that Table, 10 additional
departments would have been eligible for performance bonuses.

Further, two additional bonuses for the aÈtainment of profit
budgets would have been paid. Thus, in total, 12 more trmajorrr

bonuses would have been generated and so, for this season, the
number of departments qualifying for a performance bonus would

have increased to 5L.
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As stated previously, only 33 performance bonuses hrere actually
paid. Therefore, the adjustnents to profit and sales arising
from the discussion in this and earlier Chapters have increased
this figure by 54eo. White it nust be recognised that the
adjustments arising from the calculations in Table 10.10 are

estimates on1y, it is clear that if actual intakes $rere hetd to
realistic levels, increased levels of profiÈ would have been

generated because of the additional purchasing power made

available.

10.6 Summary

This Chapter continued the concentratfon on the RIM that was

conmenced in Chapter Nine. In this Chapter, discussion focused

first, on the effect of weighted averaging within the RfM

model, second, the extent to which markdowns are generated

because of increases in opening stock levels, and third, the
inpact on OTB balances from the conclusions reached in Chapters

Nine and Ten.

The discussion of weighted averaging within Èhe RfM was

confined to the effect on inventory values at cost generated by

the RIM if intakes increase by more than LOå in any one season.

Analysis was again restricted to data from the Winter 1-984

season. It was concluded that such a scenario does generate

material differences to gross profit, caused by reductions in
the cost values of inventory. These outcomes v/ere then coupled
wiÈh Èhose arising from the analysis presented in Tab1e 9.1,4.
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That Tab1e examined the effect on markdo!üns caused by sharp

increases in intake rates. After this extended analysis vtas

completed, it was concluded that 532 of all departments in the
population understated profit by more than 5eo, a material
percentage.

The irnpact on markdovrns caused by variations in opening stock
as a percentage of budgeted sales between seasons, v/as assessed

in relation to three merchandise groupings. fn totaL, the
results for 50 departmenÈs hrere included in the analysis. It
hras concluded that the effect on profit was material for 22

(442) of those departments.

Arising from this analysis a trtotal impactrr scènario was

developed. This involved the amalgamation of aII the effects
on gross profit calculated in both Chapters 9 and 10. These

effects arose from three identified causes. It was established
that the increases in gross profit for 39 departments (292 of
the total population) vrere material. In addition, eight more

departrnental managerÍs became eligible for a performance bonus

as a direct result of the reassessment. This number compares

with the 33 bonuses previously awarded.

Finally, the effect on the OTB sysÈem of the above findings was

evaluated. Such an evaluation was intended to highlight
additional purchasing povrer that would be rnade available if
adjustments were made in recognition of the foregoing outcomes.

In addition, findings reached relating to purchasing pov¡er were

extended so as to estimate possible effects on sales and
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profitability, lrthile conclusions in this part of the Chapter

hrere based on extrapolations of historical results, the
outcomes vrere material ín that it, is possible some 12 extra
departments would have been eligible for a performance þonus.

This final section provided strong evidence of the interlocking
effect between both the OTB system and the RIM.
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Chapter Eleven
Conclusions and Recomnendations

11.1 Introduction

This chapter draws together the conclusions reached in the
earlier Chapters and then makes recommendations on actions that
should be taken as a result.

This research has concentrated on the retaíl industry and in
particular, the critical resource areas of staff and inventory.
specifically, the methodology rerating to the orB system and

the RrM r¡¡ere analysed so that the impact of these systems on

staff performance appraisal could be ascertained.

LL.2 Sunnary and Conclusions

chapter Two provided an overview of budgetary contror systems.
The budgetary process htas examined together with a discussion
of performance measurement and appraisal. This wâs extended in
chapter Three and appried to the retail environment. rn
particular, both the orB and the RrM were extensively anarysed
and theoretical argTuments presented that questíoned whether
they generate accurate employee appraisal.

The results frorn the survey of Austrarian department stores
$/ere reported in Chapter Four. This survey concentrated on the
usage of boÈh the orB and RrM and performance reward systems.
rt was concluded, first, that both the orB and RrM are heavily
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used by Australian department store operators and, second, that
bonus rewards are normally paid to staff when performance

objectives are met.

The case study was introduced in Chapter Five. A case study
approach was used as the data required for this type of study
is normally considered strictly confidential to the company

generatíng it. As a result, it is not freety avaitable for
public analysis. Three department stores v/ere approached for
their assistance and of these, one store offered the reqúired
data. The Chapter concluded with an outline of the Hypotheses

to be tested in the research.

Sales performance and its interaction with the OTB was analysed

in Chapter Six. The objective hras to test whether sales
maximisation is ímpeded by the OTB system. Three outcomes v/ere

established. First, the level of actual opening stocks as

cornpared to budget has litt1e effect on the attainnent of sales
objectives. Second, the level of purchases of new inventory
does impact on sales performance. This is regardless of the
volume of opening stock. Third, departments attaining sales
objectives more frequently exceeded closing stock budgets than
their less successful counterparts.

In Chapter Seven the question of whether the OTB system impedes

gross profit perforrnance was analysed. À number of conclusions
hrere reached. First, it was found that the l-evel of opening
stock is not an indicator of future profitability. Second, if
a department exceeds its purchase budget in the opening months
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of a trading season it is more tikely to be successful than
ihose departments not doing so. Third, those departrnents

attaining profitability objectives are more tikely to have

actual closing stocks in excess of budget. Fourth and finalIy,
evidence $/as provided thaÈ there is justification.for a company

using more than one variation of the OTB, if these can be

developed, in any one season.

Chapter Eight reviewed the performance bonuses paid to those
employees meeting required performance levels. ft was found
that few staff were paid the basic bonus in each of the four
seasons. In most cases, it was failure to attain the inventory
budget that caused a shortfall in the bonus paid. In the
remainder of the Chapter the discussion focused on the changes

that should be made to the OTB model if accurate performance

appraisat is to occur and maximisation objectives are to be

achieved. These changes wiLl be outlined, in detail, later in
this Chapter.

Chapter Nine conmenced with a discussion of the linkage between

the OTB and the RIM. This linkage is used by the majority of
Austrarian retailers. The methodology of the RrM was further
discussed and it was recognised that the treatment of markdov/ns

is a crítical issue in this model. The impact of sharply
increased int,ake rates on markdohrns was also analysed. Three

conclusions were reached. First, sharply increased intake
rates do have a significant effect on markdowns for non-
clothing departments. second, rnarkdowns for non-high fashion
departrnents significantly increase when opening stocks as a
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ratio of budgeted sales markedly increase. Third, when the

Ievel of markdovrns attributed to sharply increased intake rates
is derived for non-clothing departments, the effect on gross

profit is significant. This means that if employees are

appraised on rrra\i¡'rt gross prof it f igures, ad justments would have

to be t,aken if fair app.raisal is to occur.

Chapter Ten continued the discussion on the RIM. In this
Chapter, the weighted averaging that occurs within the RIM was

discussed. It was concluded that where intake rates increase

by more than L0å in any one season, such a scenario can have a

significant impact on gross profit. Also discussed was the
ef f ect of excessive levels of opening stocks on'markdor¡rns. ft
was questioned whether the value of these markdowns should be

incorporated in current performance calculations. It was

concluded that excessive leveIs of opening stock held by non-

high fashion and non-clothing departments are a significant
cause of markdohrns. The Chapter concluded with evidence that
the findings in both Chapters Nine and Ten do significantly
affect the effícient operation of the OTB. It was therefore
concluded that the methodologies relating to both the oTB and

the RIM have to be jointly reviewed if accurate performance

appraisal is to occur.

11.3 Recommendations

Às a result of the above conclusions and the analysis outlined
in previous Chapters, the following recommendations are made.

These are separated into three sections, the first
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concentrating on recomrnendations relating solely to the OTB,

the second to the RfM, and the third to the linked scenario.

11.3.1 Recommendations Relating to the oTB

It is recommended that:

i) If a department commences a nev/ trading season with
inventories in excess of budget, the dollars available for
the purchase of new merchandise should not be reduced as a
result.

ii) At the commencement of each season, urçtency be exercised
in the procurement of nehr merchandise. For all
departments, minimum levels of spending should be

identified for each of the first three months in a season.

Because of the importance of this recommendation, and its
potential impact on the achievement of sales or profit
objectives, shortfalls in spending should also be

hiqhliqhted.

iii ) If a department enters a ner¡, season with inventories in
excess of budget and futty spends the original purchases

budget, its markdown budget should be increased if the
excess merchandise is to be cl-eared in that season. In
addition, OTB linits should be gradualty decreased in
recognition of the excess inventories being soId. This
should be done because the extra sales generated could be

classified as abnormal rather normal, in terms of
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releasing additional funds for onqoing purchases.

iv) If actual sales exceed budgeted sales, the closing stock
budget should be automatically adjusted so that historical
stockturn ratios are preserved. If this is not done, a

department could potentially attempt to service consumers

wj-th an inadequaÈe level of merchandise.

v) Since sales budgets are often set some months before a

season commences, a sales forecasting model shouÌd be

formally incorporated within the OTB. The forecasting
model should be one that has been found to be reliable for
short-term forècasting requíremehts. The suggestion of a

specific model is beyond the scope of this Thesis.

vi) If it becomes apparent that sales will not reach budgeted

levels, the closing stock budget should be reduced so that
traditional stockturn ratios are preserved. This wilt
have the effect of adding a further restraint on purchases

and will thus reduce the risk of unnecessary stock
obsolescence.

vii) Rather than use a fixed dollar amount for markdowns in the
OTB, such amounts should be flexible and directly related
to sales activity.

viii)If orders are placed in advance for the purchase of
inventories, these orders should be díscounted to
compensate for the risk of non-delivery. These discounted
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val-ues should then be incorporated in the oTB

calculations. The percentage discounts would need to be

established using historical data and then periodically
reviewed so that appropriate discounts are continually
maintained.

ix) The above recommendations should be implemented for aII
types of merchandise.

LL.3.2 Recommendations Relating to the RIM

It is recommended that:

i) At the end of each season those departments found to have

increased intakes by more than a minimum of 3eo should be

identified. Statistical tests should then be conducted to
ascertain whether markdowns are significantly related to
the increased intake rates. If so, the estirnated value of
markdowns caused by these increased intake rates should be

calculated. These figures should be included in the
appropriate RIM calculations when retail values are being
converted to a cost basis.

ii) The results of aII deparÈments should be statistically
analysed at the close of each trading season ín order to
ísolate those markdowns that relate to actions taken in a

previous season. lrlhere it is found that markdowns are
statistically related to opening stock levels, the value
of these markdowns should be estimated. These estimates
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should then be deleted from current appraisals of employee

performance. The benefit of this recommendation is the
encouragement given to staff to naximise their current
performance without, the fear of past actions impeding
current performance appraisal outcomes.

iii) Those departments whose cost nultipliers increase by more

than 1-03 from season to season should be identified. The

closing stock for each department should then be aged and

natched with the intake rate applying to each season

identified. These intake rates should then be used to
convert the retail vaIue, for each aged segment of the
cJ-osing stock, to a cost basis. 'The sum of these cost
values should then be used as the final basis for

' performance appraisal.

11.3.3 A Recommendation Relating to the orB that originates
from an Analysis of the RIt{.

It is recommended that:

Since markdowns have often been found to be caused by

sharply increased intake rates, these higher intake rates
should not be incorporated in OTB calculations. This is
because they are unrearistic in terms of consumer demand.

Normally, the rate used in the OTB is Èhe actual intake
rate applied to the merchandise ordered. However, as this
can restrain purchasing capacity (see Section j_0.5) if the
rate'is unreasonably high, it is recommended that the
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average intake rates achieved over the last three seasons

be used instead.

1L.4 Expected Impact of the Recommendations on the Retail
Industry

The OTB and the RIM have been used by retailers since the
l-920s. Traditionally, both have been adopted because of their
positive contribution to what is a complex industry. over
tine, however, informal modifications to these systems have

been made in recognition of the perceived shortcomings in each.

As these have tended to be piecemeal, it is now argued that
both methods are in need of comprehensive review. Prior to
this research, there hras no evidence that this has been done.

As a result of the analysis undertaken in this research, a

number of recommendations have been made. These

recommendations are designed to ensure that accurate
performance appraisal will occur if these systems are used in a

singuÌar or linked manner. In particular, the recommendations

made overcome many of the negative aspects entrenched in both
these systems. Included are strategies involving the purchase

of nev/ merchandise, the quitting of obsolete stock, and the
maximisation of performance outcomes.

Whilst developed in the context of a single large retailer, it
is argued that these recommendations are relevant for a

significant majority of Australian retailers and indeed for
many retailers internationally. For retailers imprementing
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these recommendatíons, purchasing strategies will be improved

l-eading to increased returns on investment in inventory and

increased profitability. The longer term benefits accruing
will be even more substantial since employee motivation will be

enhanced as a result of accuracies being developed in
performance appraisal methodologies.

This research has adopted a case study approach and significant
conclusions have been reached. Hou/ever, to support these

outcomes, it would be highly desirable for further sinilar
studies to be undertaken. It is expected that the results
generated by these studíes witl reinforce the conclusions
reached in this research and thus add further weight to the
view that changes are needed to the rnethodologíes of both the

OTB and RIM.

This Chapter has outlined the conclusions and recommendations

arising from the research undertaken. It has been concluded

that neither the OTB nor the RIM generate accurate employee

appraisal in alt círcumstances. Changes to both these methods

are, therefore, necessary. It is expected that, when

ímplemented, these wíII have a rnajor írnpact on ret,ailers and

their employees on a worldwide basis.
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Appendix 2

Companies Included fn Survey

Adams-Maitlands pty LtdAherns (Suburban) pty LtdA.R. Bailey & Sons pLy LtdBarry and Roberts LtdBarters Ltd
Best & Less Ltd
Bowen Farmers, Co-op. Association LtdBowrings Ltd
Bracey,s Ltd
Bradman's Stores pty LtdBrennan's pty Ltd
Buckley & Nunn Ltd
Burwood Lake pty LtdCarrolls Ltd
c.iI. Coles LtdA.J. Connor Ltd
Coutts Ltd
if. Craven & Co Ltd
George Crocker pty LtdJ.C. Dahlsen Ltd
Chas Davis Ltd
Demasius Ltd
Dickens & carey (Trading) pty LtdDimrneys Ltd
Downes Stores LtdR.T. Edwards & Sons pty Ltd
James Fairley LtdFarinosi Group of Companies
Farmers Ltd
Fidler & Webb pty LtdFields Ltd
FIints Ltd
Foards Ltd
Forges Ltd
Mark Foyrs pty LtdT.c. FrÍth Ltd
George Gat.ton Ltd
Georges Ltd
Gerard & Co. Ltd
Gowing Bros Ltdcriffith Co-op Ltd
H.O. Haynes & SonsR.O. Henderson (Beehive) pty LtdHumphries & Tow LtdDavid Jones Ltd
Katherine Stores pty LtdW. Kellett & Sons pty LtdK-Mart Ltd
Knightrs_Department Store pty Ltd!il.D. LesÌie pty LtDarin Lloyd Ltd
_J_AS Loneragan (Gutgong) pty LtdMalcolm Reid & co. -Ltá
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John Martin Retaílers Ltd
McDonnell and East Retail LtdMcKittrick's LtdMiller Anderson Ltd
Mimi Investments pty Ltd
Myers Ltd
Nock & Kirby Ltd
North East Co-op Society LtdJ.N. Parker & Sons pty LtdParry Corporation LtdPaul's Home Centre Ltd
Pellew & Moore pty LtdPrests Ltd
W.A. PurvÍs LtdRetail Services LtdJ. Richardson Ltd
Robertsons Store pty Ltd
Rundle,s Holdings LtdJ.T. Soundy pty Ltd
James Stewart Ltd
George Swinton & Sons pty LtdTarget Australia LtdT.J. Treloar Ltd
Venture St,ores Ltd
Vox Adeon Ltd
Youngers of lrlarrnabool
Walter Reid Ltd
I¡laters Ltd
hlalton's Bond Ltd
David Wang Ltd
Woolworths LtdJ.B. Young Ltd
Hong Yuen Ltd
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Àppendix 3 Copies of Letter and euestionnaire

Dear Sir,
r am currentry enrorled as a student, at Frinders university,for the Resear_ch degree of Doctor of 'phirosopnv.- 

i--n".r"previousry worked iñ tne retair industry for a-period of tenyears and during that tirne- r occupied vãrious sänior managementpositions in both the merchandisiirg and accounting functiõns.
rnitially in my research, r am directing my efforts to anindepth examination of various nercnanaísiig ãã"irãr syst,emsuged by retailers in Australia. one of the"main quãstions rwill be seeking to answer is whether oi not any of thesesyst.ems irnpede the naximisation of sares or prðtits. obviousrythis is a very important issue for retairers ana sã Ít isexpected that the research findings wilr ue oi =ié"iiicantinterest to the industry at largel
To enable a trstart' to be made with the research, r havedecided to send out, a questíonnaire to-a rinited'numÈer ofAustralian retailers. From the results of the questionnaire, rwitl be seeking to estabrish what merchandi"i"g-'bùãõãt= areused by retailers and whether the Retair rnvenÉory tiethod isused as a basÍs of inventory valuation. o¡viðusiy i"t"rrnationsupplied by companies wíII be treated as confidential and underno círcumstanceè wirr any company be identified. with the datareturned.
rt would be very much appreciated if you would feer free torespond to the attached questionnaire-. To this "r,ãr-t haveenclosed a stamped addreJsed enverope for your use. shourd anycompany be interested in receiving ã summary of the responsesto t'his_questionnaire r wirr be pÍeas"a to suppry this,hopefully by December l_985.

I look forward to your response in due course.

General Manager,
Chas. Davis Ltd,
GPO Box 2L39T,
Melbourne 3000

Yours sincerely,

D R Goodwin
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Compa ny:

l_ which of the following general merchandising budgets doesyour company prepare? prease tick the appropriate boxes.
( ) sales budgets, divided into broad merchandisecategories, eg. Menswear, Erectricar, Furnishings, etc.
( ) Purchase budgets, expressed in dolrars, dívided intobroad merchandise categories, êg. Menswear, Electrical,Furnishings, etc.
( ) rnventory_budgets, expressed in dorrars, that covereach broad merchandise category.
( ) rnventory^budgets, expressed in product units, for anysegment of the company.

( ) None of the above.

( ) Other budgets not defined above.
Please give details:

What tine span do the above budgets cover?appropriate boxes.
2 Please tick the

1 nth 3 mths 6 mths 9 nths 1 yr >l_ yr
i)
ii)
iii )iv)

Sales
Purchases
Inventory $fnventory units

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

3

( ) Question not applicable
After your company has created the sares and inventorybudgets for a trading season, is an 'ropen-to-buy uuagetcreat.ed:

for aII trading departments?for mosÈ trading departments?for some trading departments?for no trading departments?
Does ygur company use the Retail rnventory Method for thevaluation of inventory?

No

ï"", but.only for internal reporting purposes.Yes. It is used for both internal añd-exLernalreporting purposes using an identical methodology.Yes. It is used for both internal and externalreporting but using differing methodology.

()
()
()
()

()
()
()

4

()
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lrlhy does your company prefer the Retair rnventory Method toother methods of invenLory valuation which are avairable?Please tick the appropriaLe boxes.

( ) The system is 1ess costly to administer.( ) The information derived iro¡n the system is moreaccurate.( ) The system enables more timery information to begenerated.
( ) The subsequent stocktake process is morestraightforward.

) The stocktake results are more accurate.
) The system is easier to computerise than other methods.) The method is approved for üse by the AustrarianÀccounting Bodies.

(
(

) Other. please specífy
) Question not relevant-.

(
(
(

()
()

6

7

Tith regard to those departments in your company that usethe Retail rnventory MeLhod, do thosä aãpartrnenls normatrybetter the ttkeytt budget targets that are set for them?

N
Yes

o

Sales
Purchases
fnventory $Inventory Units

Are incentive payments mader.to any member of staff,the attainment of the fottowing fuåqetsã
for

i)
ií)
iii )iv)

No
()
()
()
()

Yes
()
()
()
()

I hlhich of the foltowing does your company seek to maximise?P1ease tick the approþriate Ëox(es):
( ) sares turnover so rong as a minimum rever of profits isattained.

Shareholders, wealth.
Budget attaínment.
Lifetirne earnings of the company manaqement.Present value of the company.Dividend flow to sharehoiders.Retention of after tax profits.
None of the above. Our company does not have anobjective of maximisation.

()
()
()
()
()
()
()
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